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I am very much a left brain person, so this book may be helpful for left brain
people like me who may be a bit artistically challenged.
This book takes you through relief block printing by practice, trial, and
experimentation which develops skill; while time develops a deeper learning.
Discussed are many mistakes and problems with their solutions, and hints. If a
number of pictures look amateurish that is because they show the real world as
work progressed which is often not perfect.
The gallery shows some of my prints I have sold or exhibited. It also shows prints
with notes on design flaws, cutting mistakes, and printing errors.
SAFETY NOTE: Tools for lino and wood cuts, as well as wood engraving are
very sharp. It is essential to follow safety practices, never have the business end
of a tool approach the body or body parts. Grinders and buffing wheels, files,
whet stones, and slips can all cast off debris so face masks and goggles are
essential. Inks should always be treated as toxic. When working with hot items
such as when hardening, tempering, or annealing steel, gloves and other safety
equipment are also essential. Children should not be allowed to play with your art
tools and materials except under supervision.
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In memory of Miko
who inspired a number of pictures in this book
March 28, 2019
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION

INTRODUCING THE PROCESS
The process consists of designing, cutting, printing, and
signing editions. Each step has pitfalls and solutions.
Like any other skill, practice is essential.
The common theme is experiment; see what works for
you, your tools, and your desires.
A FIRST SIMPLE PROJECT
A “sampler” block introduces the tools, the medium, and
the process.
FAMOUS ARTISTS
There are so many artists who have worked with
woodcuts, wood engravings, and linocuts but a few stand
out.
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR
I am not a career artist; I am mostly left brain meaning I am more logical and less artistic. I have
had several careers, by the way. My first was programming the IBM 1401 and IBM 360, 370, and
later models, and I wrote a lot of telecommunications software. That career paid for me to learn to
fly, and I flew for a couple of freight haulers, ending up flying the B737 for a major airline. In
retirement I ran for city council and ran again, and was undefeated. I later became a planning and
zoning commissioner. I did a few other things along the way.
My art training was deficient in drawing and painting. However I had a great sculptor master,
Donald Potter, from whom I learned a lot; Donald Potter himself was a pupil of Eric Gill for six
years. To this day I still can’t draw, so my art work is stylistic. I am not defeated by a lack of skill;
in fact it helps me create whimsical figures.
Since the mid 1970s I have worked with glass. I do simple stained glass, also the 13th century
glass painting (kiln fired) as well as the 14th century golden yellow stains. And some 19th century
glass enamel work. I have sold my glass work, so someone likes what I do.
I have also worked with sundials
for many years. I have made
stained glass sundials, as well as
ceramic ones, and I also use other
media.
I was honored to design and build
The Arizona Centennial dial for a
Phoenix Arizona park (see far left).
I have sold my dials in multiple
states, and my book “Illustrating
Time’s Shadow” along with my
software for dial design, including
programmable CAD, has sold
worldwide.
I made my very first basic woodcut
print showing my initials at school
over 60 years ago.
This is my hobby and from it I
derive much enjoyment.

Following a busy career, my skill declined so I had to start all over again. This book is created
from those re-learned experiences, a diary of sorts covering many years. I write not as an
accomplished artist, but rather as you might learn, especially if like me you are a left brain person.
I make no pretense to be a lino cut expert, although I am somewhat better than I once was. I
have written this book so others may learn from my mistakes as I was making them. Mistakes are
the food for improvement and success.
See what works for you. Enjoy and have fun; I do.
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INTRODUCING THE PROCESS
DESIGN:

QUALITY:

CUT:

PRINT:

SIGN:

DESIGN + QUALITY OF PAPER & INK + TECHNIQUE

There are many ways of creating prints. Two common methods are the intaglio process (an
image is engraved and ink is held where the material was removed); and the relief process (an
image is engraved or cut and ink remains on the uncut material) such as lino cuts, wood cuts, and
wood engravings), the topic of this book. There are many books on lino cuts, wood cuts (cut into
plank grain), and wood engraving (engraved into end grain). The focus here is the many
problems that arise, the solutions to those problems, as well as design ideas in the context of
lino as well as wood cut and wood engraving.
Why do lino cuts? Seasonal greetings cards are one common reason, they are more personal.
The process is first to design a picture; that means balance and flow, and then to be able to draw
it. Balance means not only balancing the objects, but also the black and white areas; is the ratio
of white and black in the final picture pleasing. Second, to perform the cut or engraving process,
this means the right tools and techniques. Third, to produce the prints; which means using the
ink, paper, rollers (brayers) and burnishing tools (barens). Fourth, the signing of the prints for an
edition if desired. This book talks a lot about lino cuts and lino blocks, however the discussion
applies to wood blocks and to other media as well.
DESIGN: Designing an image or picture first requires a vision of what you want, then converting
that mental vision to a drawing. There seem to be some concepts that make a complete
picture interesting. Some ideas may be fashionable at times and less so at others. Some
things to consider in the design phase might include:
DESIGN IN GENERAL
Are the total white and black areas balanced, and are objects balanced? Do objects
further away have less detail, and ones closer have more detail? Is there a border, if so
what will it look like and how will it blend with the picture? Where is the horizon; below or
above the mid point of the picture, or is it in the middle, what looks more interesting? Is
there a central object, or are there several, and how are they placed? Do the objects in
the picture relate, do they have a flow, are they balanced, and do they tell a story while
attracting attention? Does the picture have life in it, or is it just a set of objects?
DESIGN FOR LINO CUT OR WOOD CUT OR WOOD ENGRAVING
What images have you in mind? Can you draw them? How do you transfer them to lino or
wood? Have you considered the mirror image issues of left to right reversals?
Relief printing is a subtractive process, so white lines are the default, compared to
painting or drawing which is additive or black line . White line or black line drawing is
used for detailed work; silhouette is a third option used to create shapes and hence less
detail.
Thick white/black lines look nearer than thin white/black lines. White line or black line
borders or halos around objects separate them well from other objects, but minimize
outlining every object itself. Try and let an object’s texture delineate the object if at all
possible rather than lines at an object’s edge.
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Look at some examples of violating as well as following the
above general rules.





to the right, the sky has thicker lines than the water
but the sky is further away so it looks odd
and yet the sky should be lighter than the water
so perhaps an almost clear sky with just a few
texture lines or noise, and thicker lines for the water
would then work better
the bird and the lily pad have white line borders that
are too obvious, yet they still seem to look ok, yours
is the choice, experiment



here the water has thick lines, bringing it closer
to the viewer, but the white line borders of the
lily, the duck, and the fish may be too assertive
and may even blend with the water



the bird and dog have no white line
boundary and look more natural,
however there is no harm in leaving a
black halo around them (for example see
the dog), that halo is caused by not
having the sky texture lines touch the
dog
the grass is closer than the sky, so it has
thick cuts whereas the sky has thin cuts,
it looks more natural
the sun has solid white lines, and they
look good
deciding to use white line at the edges is dependent on your view of an object; it
works well for the sun. Another example is that ships and houses often have
white line borders, and they usually look ok. Experiment for yourself.





The examples above are all white line. The above rules are just general guides and all rules have
exceptions, you are the judge.
CUT OR ENGRAVE:
Do you have the right tools and are they sharp and well formed? Many new tools may
only be factory sharp, and some may be deformed. Check them before using them. And
keep the good ones well honed.
Is the wood or lino ready for work; lino likes to be warm; for wood cuts, is the wood grain
appropriate and smooth? Is the image transferred and ready to cut. Is left and right an
issue, i.e. mirroring? Before trying a new shape or object in a picture, have you tried it out
on a test block? Clouds and waves are easy to get wrong. Borders may have problems.
For landscapes, how will you depict the grass, shrubs, and trees, and can they be cut, or
are they too detailed and small.
When you make some cutting or engraving mistakes, can you benefit from and use those
mistakes, or can you cover them up or correct those mistakes.
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PRINT: Do you have a good slab or sheet of glass to roll the ink on, have you the right inks, and
a good roller (brayer)? Will you use a press or use a hand burnishing tool such as a
baren? Is the paper texture, thickness, sizing (absorbability), color, and so on
appropriate? Is everything clean with no dry ink, wood or lino debris, or dust?
Have you mixed the inks (if desired) and do they look good on the ink slab. Check
viscosity, if the ink is too thick, consider a thinner. Have you run the ink roller (brayer) in
several directions and angles? A good sign that the ink is ready to roll onto the block is
the gentle hiss it makes. Observe the ink block at an angle to look for debris. An un-inked
lino or wood block may need to be primed with some ink, maybe a bit more than usual.
Just as you rolled the ink on the ink slab in different directions and angles, have you done
the same on the print block? Have you done a test print to see what inking issues need to
be resolved, has it shown cutting or design flaws? Several test prints often get discarded.
Clean all tools and blocks for later use. Check cutting tools for sharpness or burrs. Clean
blocks well enough so ink doesn’t accumulate in the thinnest lines of a block.
SIGN: Be consistent and place the title of the image in the same place, some artists use the
lower left side, their name in the middle, and the edition number and size on the right.
Other artists position this information differently. This is usually printed in pencil, and any
signature is added lower down. Editions are marked as “print/total”, so 11/50 would be
the eleventh print in an edition of fifty; in its place may be “A/P” for “artist’s proof”, “T/P” or
“A/T” for artist’s trial or trial print. The suffix “V” is a variable edition where some of the
image is fixed and the rest may vary. The suffix V2, V3 etc may be used for versions. The
standard for permanent editions and gallery exhibits is archival ink on archival paper.
If you are weak at drawing, try an exercise such as:







find something you want to draw, draw it in sketch outline in 30 seconds
repeat from a different angle, and again
then draw using only shading from one angle or perspective
repeat from another perspective
try this without looking at your drawing as you draw
then try a final drawing looking at your work

Unlike drawing which adds “black lines”, lino and wood cuts, and wood engravings are subtractive
so you cut out white lines; the result is a negative rather than a positive. Some artists like white
line prints, some like black line, and some like silhouettes. By the way, one can mix black and
white line work in a print, for example A DOGS WELCOME, and INFANT JESUS SHRINE.
Things go wrong; this book addresses many common problems and how to address them. Some
general thoughts first, always have a spare lino block for testing both tools and ideas.


New tools aren’t always ready to go! Test each one before use. Replaceable as well as
fixed blade tools may have defects that need to be smoothed out with a strop, replaced,
or otherwise corrected. Avoid whet stones if possible, but regularly use a strop. Use a
magnifying glass to check cutting edges; and run a felt tipped pen over the cutting edge
before honing (refining), that way you can ensure you are honing properly.



A warm lino block will cut nicely, a cold one may crack, or the tools may skid. Grain
direction is important for wood cuts; the direction of most cuts should go with the grain.



New images should be tested on a sample block before using them on a final block. An
example of this problem is how to draw clouds, waves, how to depict wind, and so on.
The point being that if you have problems, fix those problems on a sample block before
using them on a final lino block.

So, lets us proceed to use the tools for the first time…
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A PROJECT:
To prepare for this, get the tools, a small
lino or similar block, ink, and paper.
A good basic set of tools would be a
small V tool (Speedball #1), a larger V
tool (Speedball #2), and U gouge
(Speedball #3).
To the right is one set of tools I use, they
include V tools and U gouges made by
Speedball. The tools are in a box from a
hobby store and protected by a cardboard
separator. I have smallest V tools on the
left and the largest U gouges on the right. A
large Flexcut “C” tool is also there.
Block printing ink, both oil and water based
is easily available, also by Speedball.
Cranfield makes Caligo ink, oil based but
soap and water cleanup. And some
appropriate paper such as Jumbo Bee
Sketch, “all purpose” acid free 74 gsm
paper. Local art supply stores have them.

#1

#2

#3

A spatula, also called a
palette knife, is used to
spread or mix ink on the
ink slab ready for rolling.
If you use a roller first for
mixing or spreading ink,
you end up with a
clogged roller.

An ink roller, called a brayer, picks up ink
already spread on the ink slab to then roll
on a relief block. Rest it so that the roller
does not touch surfaces as that causes
indentations.

light brown Speedball
brayers are soft
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Different sizes exist from small to large.
Roller softness is measured in “duros”.
Speedball’s light brown brayer is soft and
about 40 duros, good for uneven blocks
but it can lay too much ink. Hard brayers
are about 80 duros, Speedball’s is black,
good for fine detailed blocks but less good
on uneven blocks. Always clean rollers
after use. I keep separate rollers for oil
based inks and for water based inks.

I use water based inks a lot, but I also use oil
based inks. Speedball makes tubes of both oil and
water based block printing ink in 37ml, 75 ml, and
150 ml sizes.

baren

A print burnishing tool, called a baren is an easy
way to get the image from a cut and inked block
impressed on to paper. Some use printing
presses. Some people use wooden spoons.
I use a spoon to supplement a baren, especially
when the block is uneven.
You can get pieces of lino as is, or glued to a firm
backing (often MDF, medium density fiberboard)
from art supply stores; the backing supports the
lino.

spoon

There are other media besides linoleum, one
alternative is Speedball’s Speedy-Cut which is
very easy to cut, but less durable; it requires water
based inks. This first project uses Speedy-Cut
instead of lino as the grandkids like it for ease. So,
this project must use water based ink.

Paper that is too thick is hard to burnish, rough paper may not take up the image, and if the paper
is too absorbent the print may lack sharpness. Very thin paper may tear unless a paper sheet is
added between the thin paper and the baren.
Chapters toward the end of this book discuss tools and materials in much more detail.
The design phase:
Draw some vertical and horizontal lines on a lino or other similar block,
such that you have several areas which will be used for practicing with different tools, different
images, and different cutting techniques. Maybe you may want to draw a simple image in one of
those squares, or a part of a border, or a letter. For this project, a circle with the moon on one half
(white line), and the sun on the other half (black line) was drawn.
To the right is a lino block
substitute the grandkids left lying
around, but it matters not whether
you use lino blocks or a substitute.
Two lines were drawn making four
practice areas.
In one of those practice areas, a
sun and moon as one image was
drawn. The moon would use white
line work, and the sun would use
black line work. White line is the
default for subtractive art. Black
line needs adjacent white lines or
white areas to create the black line
or area in between, so it is a bit
more effort.
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The cut or engrave phase:
If using lino, ensure the lino block is not too cold; other synthetic blocks are less fussy. Ensure
your tools are very sharp and well formed. Then cut those lines. Consider safety. As a general
rule, keep your body parts away from the direction the business end of a tool is moving. Place the
lino block on a solid stable surface, and while holding the block, use a cutting tool such as a small
V tool, and cut those lines. By the way, the knife is one tool that you do pull towards you.
Here are a few points to
consider.

a dangerous area

Where a cut starts, the depth
will be small, so the eventual
cut
may
look
tapered.
Consider that when cutting
lines.
If you use a metal edge for
guiding a cut, an edge
stronger than aluminum is
best, otherwise it is possible
for a tool to cut the edge, and
damage the tool also!
Keep body parts away from the tool and the direction it is moving towards.
Too shallow a cut, such as happens with a thin fine line, may not print well, and ink may fill it in.
Too deep a cut may look clumsy, and lack refinement. Strive for a balance.
In the picture above, what would happen if the tool jumped over the guiding edge and kept going
towards the fingers? You may think this will not happen, but it does. One tool manufacturer even
provides small bandages as a reminder to be careful. The left hand above should be better
positioned. After the squares are cut, and in this case the circle with a half moon and half sun,
then print the block.
The print phase:
Ensure no debris is on the
lino block; wipe it with a
damp sponge to clean it.
This ensures a smoother
printing. Do the same thing
for the glass ink block or
slab where you will roll the
ink.
Some metal bench
hooks are ok as an ink slab
for small prints; some are
just not smooth enough.
Instead, use a thick slab of
marble or glass. Always
handle glass with care,
remove any sharp edges.
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brayer

spatula

This project uses Speedball’s
water based block printing ink.
Place some on the clean
glass slab and smear it with a
spatula or palette knife. If you
have too much ink, scrape
some to one side. If it is too
thick, add an appropriate
thinner otherwise you may
clog up your finer cuts and get
blemishes when you print.
ink slab: glass is good, it
is smooth, flat, and easy
to clean

After using the spatula, roll
the ink with a roller (brayer) in
different
directions
and
angles. Always avoid too
much ink.

The roller (brayer) should be appropriate for the size of the lino block. When the ink makes a nice
gentle hissing noise, the ink is ready to roll onto the block. A small amount of ink is better than
more ink. In low humidity warm places or for rather thick ink add a thinner or retarder (glycerin
works for many water based inks). Glycerin slows drying and reduces viscosity; whereas many
retarders do not change viscosity. Consider oil based inks as an alternative.
The block has also been
cleaned, so take the inked roller
and ink the block, but not too
much. If this is the first inking, a
bit more ink may be needed to
prime the block.

just cut

Just as the ink was rolled in
different directions and angles
on the ink slab, roll gently in
different directions and angles
on the lino block also.

black
line
sun

just inked

white
line
moon

Place a sheet of paper on the block and burnish it,
many people use a baren for this, some a wooden
spoon, others a printing press. The baren, or burnisher,
is moved around on top of the paper and pressure
causes the ink to transfer from the block to the paper. If
the paper is thin, another piece of paper can be placed
between the burnisher and the image paper to avoid
tears.
This assumes you have usable paper. Paper that is too
thick is hard to burnish; rough paper may not take up
the image; and paper that is too absorbent may lack
sharpness.
Print quality depends on the design, the paper and ink
quality, the ink rolling technique on the ink slab and the
block, as well as the burnishing technique.
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You may use oil based inks (longer to dry as they dry by oxidizing, very good presentation, harder
to clean), or water based inks (quick to dry by evaporation, good presentation, can curl when
drying, easier to clean). If you use water based ink, avoid paper designed for water colors
because it is far too absorbent; water colors and water based printing ink are not the same thing.
Check the result to see what mistakes you have made, and then decide how to fix them.
NOTE: The image is always
reversed left to right.

black
line
sun

NOTE: The top left of this print is
mottled, this was either too little
ink, poorly rolled, or too weakly
burnished. Intentional mottling
can be beneficial, by the way!
NOTE: The perimeter or edge of
the circle representing the sun
and moon was drawn using
different techniques.

the block again

white
line
moon

print

The moon has a white line for its perimeter; the sun has a black line. A white line is a single cut, a
black line needs two white areas and in between is the black line or area. In other words, this is
both a white line as well as a black line drawing, a hybrid.
After printing, the ink slab, roller, and block will all need cleaning. Before cleaning, place scrap
paper on the ink slab and block, and then run the brayer over them to remove excess ink. Water
based inks clean with water. Most oil based inks clean using solvents; consider baby oil as an
alternative. Cranfield’s Caligo oil based ink cleans with dish washing soap and warm water. Ink
accumulates in cuts so clean thoroughly. Protect the block’s backing from cleaning fluid or water
by wrapping the edges with masking tape, or better still seal them with two thorough coats of Kilz
latex primer or shellac. Always avoid shellac fumes. Sealing avoids the sides and back absorbing
fluids, MDF (medium density fiberboard) can swell and distort so pay close attention to drying.
The sign phase: In this case, there is no need for signing, this first block is mostly to test the
tools, and develop techniques. Even after you have done many lino cuts, the need remains for a
test block. Whenever you replace a cutting tool, test it first on a test block. Use a test block to try
out new images first before cutting them into much larger blocks. Test blocks are not signed as a
rule, unless your name is Picasso; however this one was signed as “SUN JUDAH A/P”
The title is “Sun” although a better title might have been “Sun And Moon”. The artist was “Judah”,
a grandkid. And “A/P” means “artist’s proof”.
This first project shows many things; for example, the printed image is reversed. The image being
reversed has implications if you are creating something where left and right is important, such as
letters, numbers, and recognizable images.
This project shows the difference between white line and black line. White line takes one cut with
a V tool or U gouge. If you use a knife, you cut each side of the white line, so two cuts are used.
A black line is created when material is cut out on either side. Black line was used for centuries
because the black line was the contour for hand painting images. White line is the natural result
of lino cutting came back into vogue in the 20th century.
Some texturing was shown by virtue of white horizontal lines coming from the moon. But most of
all the complete process was shown.
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FAMOUS ARTISTS
Albrecht Dürer

1471 –1528

A German painter, Albrecht Dürer was the designer of woodcuts and a major art theorist. Durer
was an apprentice between 1486 and 1490 where he became familiar with the best work of
contemporary German artists, and the recent technical advances in drawing for woodcuts. In his
last years he planned and partly composed a thesis on the theoretical basis of the arts. Albrecht
Dürer was also a major contributor to the art of gnomonics (sundials) with his drawings relating
many dial types to the equatorial dial. His understanding of perspective was critical here. He
devised a model showing the relationship of the sun to the hour lines on various sundial types.
For more details on sundials, see the work “Illustrating Time’s Shadow” by this author.
Thomas Bewick

1753-1828

Thomas Bewick was key to the development of the art of wood
engraving. Bewick’s early work as an artist and craftsman with
wood blocks led him to experiment with designs in harder wood,
rather than the softer woods used for woodcuts. Bewick discovered
that fine detail could be achieved equal to metal engraving. Bewick
drew his designs directly on the wood. The resulting prints were
amazingly accurate and incredibly detailed, even though frequently
very small. This is a black line drawing.
William Blake

1757 – 1827

William Blake was a well known poet who became
involved in wood engraving. He was a rather enlightened
individual with ideas somewhat controversial and
advanced for his time.

Pablo Picasso

1881 –1973

In addition to his etchings, Picasso’s original, hand-signed linocuts
show his innovation and talent as a printmaker. Picasso spent some
time spent living in Vallauris in the 1940s and 1950s, where he
experimented with linoleum to create linocut prints. Bold yet minimal
coloring and sharp juxtapositions defined his work. Often composed
of rich, dark tones and bold shapes, Picasso’s hand-signed linocuts
display a rich sense of texture, contrast, precision, and animation. To
the left is “Don Quixote” by Picasso. This is a black line silhouette
drawing.
Among many other innovative artists were Samuel Palmer, 1805 - 1881 and Edward Calvert,
1799 - 1883. Even Rudyard Kipling designed some lino cuts.
Arthur Hind’s book “An Introduction To A History Of Woodcut” mentions that the earliest picture
printed from a wood block appears to be from 868 and occurs in a roll of the Diamond Sutra.
Artists now design, cut and print their own work, in the past the work was done by different
people.
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NOTES AND REMINDERS:

IMPORTANT SAFETY NOTE
Tools for lino and wood cuts, as well as wood engraving are very sharp. It is
essential to follow safety practices, never have the business end of a tool approach
the body or body parts. Grinders and buffing wheels, files, whet stones, and slips
can all cast off debris so face masks and goggles are essential. Inks should always
be treated as toxic. When working with hot items such as when hardening,
tempering, or annealing steel, gloves and other safety equipment are also
essential. Children should not be allowed to play with your art tools and materials
except under supervision.

White line subtractive.
The natural method for
relief block printing.
Used for detail work.

Black line takes
two white lines to
make one black line.
Used for detail work.

One can mix black and white line in a single print, by the way.

Ensure your tools are very sharp and well formed;
new tools may only be “factory sharp” or may have
deformities. After using your tools, hone them; a
felt tip pen can mark the cutting edges to see if
you are honing them properly, if not adjust the
angle you are holding the tool at while honing. A
powerful magnifying glass is used to check the
cutting edge for deformities. To the right is a
common slip strop; the strop is for outside edges,
the slip side (shown here) refines inner edges.
Also shown is a felt tipped pen and a magnifying
glass.
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Silhouette:
Normally not for
detail work, best
for shapes.

Chapter 2
LINO CUTS
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“Some day my prints will come”
Complete projects are worked, and there are sections on:- “how to do”, “what
goes wrong”, and “how to fix”. The tools used for linocuts in this chapter are:
mostly- The Speedball #1 and #2 small V tools, the Speedball #3 small U gouge,
and the Ramelson 1/8” V tools and U gouges.
The term “V Tool” is used here for the V shaped tool,
sometimes called a “parting tool” or a “veining tool”. Mostly
used for thin lines, or texturing.
The term “U gouge” here refers to a “U” shaped tool or a “C”
shaped tool, often used for clearing larger areas.

Speedball tools are available in most art supply shops. Ramelson and Flexcut
tools may be acquired from their web sites or from some wood work shops.
Always make sure your tools are well formed, have good and sharp cutting
edges, and test them before use.
This chapter is about linocuts, however, in a couple of places it refers to
woodcuts which are covered in detail in a later chapter. In the context that they
are used, it is irrelevant whether they are lino cuts or woodcuts. Lino cuts allow
good detail, more than many wood cuts, but less than many wood engravings.
THE INK EQUATION ~ OIL VS WATER BASED INK FACTORS
Consider oil based inks when: smooth silky ink coverage is desired, rolling many
prints in one session, the humidity is low, or when small blocks must ink perfectly
the first time. Consider water based inks when quick drying or easy cleanup is
desired. Remember that overlaying one ink on another may pick up some
underlying ink or may let the underlying ink show through, causing mottling and
other issues.
THE BRAYER EQUATION ~ HARD VS SOFT ROLLERS
Hard brayers are better for fine detail as they tend to lay less ink. Soft brayers
are better for uneven blocks but can lay too much ink.
WHITE OR BLACK LINE OR SILHOUETTE EQUATION
White line is natural for block print work, black line is closer to other art work.
White line has more uncut and thus inked areas; this increases the chances for
inconsistent ink coverage, and uses more ink. Black line requires more cuts to
delineate an object. One can mix black and white line work in a print, by the way.
Silhouette work is more about shapes than details.
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AN OVERVIEW
Linoleum, or Lino, is a floor covering made from solidified linseed oil, powdered cork, and fillers. It
is often on a canvas or burlap backing for strength, and often on a supporting block for rigidity.
The supporting block is often MDF (medium density fiberboard). Un-mounted lino is also used.
The lino cut print results from using a tool to cut out pieces of lino creating a white line or area on
a darker background when printed. The same is true for a wood cuts and wood engravings. In
fact these notes apply to all three techniques, but there are some differences. Whereas wood
cuts use the normal plank grain, wood engraving uses the end grain. Also, lino and wood cut
work uses very sharp cutting tools to cut out the lino or wood, whereas wood engraving uses solid
very sharp tools to gouge out and push up the vertical strands of grain. Wood engraving can be
extremely fine.
Except when using the knife, the tools used for lino and wood cuts and wood engraving are
normally pushed away from the body and body parts. The knife is typically the only tool pulled
toward the body. Some special tools are designed to be pulled, however they are less common.
TEST THE CUTTING BLADES: When using a new V cutting tool (i.e. Speedball #1) or U gouging
tool (i.e. Speedball #3), or any other such tool, test for a precise cut. Some new tools may cut
well, and some may skid; and when looked at under a strong magnifying glass, roughness at the
apex or bottom of the “V”, or any other cutting edge can sometimes be seen. Sharpen or replace.
In fact do this for all lino or wood cut sessions. Always use very sharp well formed tools.
The first step is to design a drawing suitable for a negative image; negative because the process
is subtractive since the cuts create white lines or areas. This is the opposite of painting and
drawing which is additive, where lines or areas are added and often are colored.
Consideration should be given on how to show objects in a drawing at a distance versus close
up. Balance the white and black in a picture; too much white or too much black may look out of
place. Picture borders can make a picture look more complete, set a theme, and create context.
They also help with inking as they can keep the ink roller level, and with burnishing by keeping
paper off white areas which sometimes do get a bit of ink in them.
If something you are about to cut or engrave is something you haven’t cut before, try it on a spare
block several times. This is especially true for lettering. Letters smaller than 1/4 inch are difficult.
For me, I have to practice human faces and bodies, my drawing skills are very weak.
Will this be one color or several? Several colors often require a main or “key” block, which is often
the last to print being the darkest; it is “offset” onto other blocks which are cut for specific colors.
When the set of blocks is complete, the lightest color is usually printed first ending with the key
block often printed last. Some artists print the key block first. Techniques ensure unwanted gaps
do not appear in the final print; “registering” is a method ensuring blocks print where they should.
Also, having foreground objects slightly overlap background inks also stops unwanted white
space or gaps; this depends on relative ink transparency or opacity.
DEFINITION: “offset” here means an image taken from one block and deposited on another using
an intermediate resource. High gloss paper works well, absorbent paper does not. Multi color is
common with lino cuts, less common with wood cuts, and rarer still with wood engraving. Some
artists use hand coloring by a brush rather than using multiple blocks.
At this point, assuming you have a design, you have drawn it onto lino, and you have used a tool
to start cutting, what could possibly go wrong? The answer is why I wrote this book!
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A COMPLETE LINO PROJECT ~ NATURE ASCENDING
This project’s relief block NATURE ASCENDING is used elsewhere in this book to demonstrate
other ideas and techniques.
To prepare for this, select the tools and a lino block. The tools would be a small V tool (e.g.
Speedball #1), and smallish U gouge (e.g. Speedball #3), an ink roller (brayer), and a print
burnishing tool (baren); some use a wood spoon instead of a baren.
DESIGN:

CUT:

PRINT:

SIGN:

FIRST, DESIGN AND THEN CUT THE BORDER
A border is not essential, so decide whether you want one or not; a border does provide benefits
worth considering. In this case, a border was desired. The complete border of this 8 by 10 inch
print was to be 9/10 inch wide, an arbitrary number. A “T” square was used to draw in pencil the
inner border oblong 0.9 inches from the edges. Then another set of lines was drawn 0.2 inches
from the edges, again, an arbitrary number. From these lines came the boxes and border
oblongs.
By the way, it is a good idea to check the block to make sure all corner angles are at 90 degrees,
in other words, that the block is not skewed.
Always read the SAFETY section before using any tools, inks, fluids, or materials.
[1] The white inner oblong border
about an inch from the edge was cut,
first with a small V tool, and then
followed up with a small U gouge to
make it wider.
[2] The four white edge oblongs were
cut with a small V tool, and then
cleared out with a small U gouge.
[3] The corner cross hatched boxes
had their border cut with a small V
tool, and then the same V tool was
used to cross hatch them.

To the right is a finished corner as actually printed. A border sets
the tone of a picture, it can set context, and it can also tie together
a series of pictures. A border acting as a bearer for the roller can
also help reduce inking into areas cut out, or white areas, when
rolling on ink.
And in some cases such as black line work, if a border is not
desired, a partial border can still exist on the main block as a
bearer, and be covered with paper during burnishing. And it saves
inking and cleaning separate bearers!
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PICTURE DESIGN AND BLOCK CUTTING
A few designs were drafted to show dragonflies
climbing around a tree and then on their way up
to the sky, Easier said than done, especially
since I am rather weak at drawing.
To the left is the final concept drawing.
Having created a design, next came the task of
transferring it to the lino block.
If this is intended to be an accurate transfer,
then the issue of left and right needs
consideration. One way is to do the drawing
using a soft leaded pencil, and then turn the
paper drawing face down onto the lino block.
Then secure the paper so it will not move,
possibly using masking tape. Then, use a soft
pencil to go over the back of the paper to cause
the pencil drawing to transfer to the block. It will
then be reversed. And reversed is what is
needed because the act of printing reverses the
left and right again. If the original drawing
cannot be seen well enough when turned over,
consider using tracing paper.

In this case however, mirror image was
not an issue. So the drawing was then
copied to the lino block. The intent was to
use the drawing only as a general guide;
the lino cutting would be part of the artistic
expression. In other words, don’t feel you
must draw a final image on the lino, rather
just draw a general outline, and then
create the details as you cut. Yours is the
choice.
The drawing was finalized onto the lino
block, and since this was not going to be
an accurate reproductive operation, the
drawing was only an approximation. It was
to be a guide for cutting. And the act of
cutting would be freehand, using the
drawing on the lino only as a guide.
So far the tools needed have been:



paper
pencil
and of course a lino block
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The next step was to start cutting into the lino block. For most of the project, only a Speedball #1
V tool would be used. The dragonflies, flowers, grass, tree and other similar objects would not
need a U gouge. The small V tool does fine lines, whereas the U gouge does much thicker lines
and is also used for clearing out areas. The U gouge, a Speedball #3 U gouge, would be used
when the clouds are cut.
Starting at the bottom left of the lino block, a
dragonfly was cut, then a couple more.
Then, again using only the small V tool, some
more dragonflies and some of the tree was
carved. This was largely freehand, using only the
drawing on the lino block as a general guide.
NOTE: Do not try to cut all the way through to the
center of the earth. Make a good cut, yes, but not
too aggressive a cut.
NOTE: Do not try to cut very thin lines. Too thin a
line may not print, and the line may fill up with ink.
By all means vary line thickness; not too deep, not
too thin, find a balance.

This project was always intended to be
freehand, in other words only using the
drawing as a guide.
While cutting the tree, I decided to add a
door at the base of the tree for “the little
folk”. The actual forest that inspired a
series of my lino cuts actually had these
as a fun idea for children being taken on
walks in the woods.
The tools used for the cutting have been:

small V tool
Speedball #1

Next, the clouds were outlined, and that
meant using a new tool:

small U gouge
Speedball #3

From then on, the rest of the figure was
freehand cut.
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PRINTING THE PICTURE - FIRST DRAFTS
After cleaning the lino block and the glass ink slab, some brown and a small amount of black ink
was placed on the ink slab, mixed and smeared with a spatula (palette knife), and then rolled with
a brayer. The brown can take the harshness off the black. Speedball inks come in small tubes (37
ml), medium tubes (75ml or cc, 2.5 fl oz), and large (150 ml or 5 fl oz).
glass inking pad

brayer

spatula

If the ink is too thick, add an appropriate thinner
otherwise you may get blemishes when you print, or
clog up your finer cuts. In very low humidity using
water based inks consider a thinner such as glycerin,
or use an oil based ink. If you have too much ink, use
the spatula to temporarily sideline some, or move it
onto a second glass slab. You could also move some
to scrap paper to lose it. Too little ink is better than
too much; too much ink usually causes problems.
Only roll the ink when the amount and viscosity are
good. A wise printer once said “you print with
pressure and not with ink”.

Then the roller was rolled, up, down, left, right, diagonally, and so on until the ink gently hissed
with the roller. That gentle hiss is the signal that the next step can commence.
The lino block was inked for a test print part way
through the project to see how it looked so far.

Next a sheet of
paper larger than
the inked block
was placed on the
block,
and
burnished with a
baren.

paper larger than
the lino block

baren

Tools used for this part of the process were:


a roller (called a brayer) rolls the ink on an inking slab, and then on the lino block.
a burnisher (called a baren) applies pressure and transfers the inked image to paper

This is still a draft or trial print; but for a final print the paper on one side would be pulled back to
see how the ink transferred, then that part of the block given more ink if needed, and the process
repeated on the other sides. The purpose was to see how the cutting needed to proceed. A
printing press could also be used, but not normally for trial prints, see the “TOOLS” section much
later in this book.
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The lower clouds need to be finished as evidenced
in the trial print, more insects need to be added, the
grass area needs to be worked on, and the tree
needs more leaves. But first, cleanup is needed.
Before cleaning, I placed scrap paper on the ink
slab and block, and then ran the brayer over them
to remove excess ink. The block was then washed
and cleaned well enough so ink did not accumulate
in the thinnest white lines in the block.

glass ink
slab

faucet
roller
or
brayer

Care was taken to keep water from the MDF
(medium density fiberboard) lino block support. By
the way, I coat the sides and backs of most of my
blocks with two thorough coats of shellac or Kilz
latex primer. That keeps water away while cleaning,
allows me to do more thorough cleaning, and
protects the MDF backing from swelling which thus
protects the lino from warping.
sink

The glass ink slab and roller were cleaned as well.

The changes mentioned above were made, and
then another trial print was done for further review.
The picture has notes in the margins on what to fix.
The black lines in the clouds may need to be
thinner. When using black lines, make them too
thick as you can always thin them; but if you make
them too thin, you can’t easily make them thicker.
The bottom right cloud may need extending on its
lower right end. The grass in the top left part of the
grass area may be too dense; in other words this
may need less grass. Some is definitely needed to
separate the ground from the sky.
The tree leaves need much more detail.
Some corners are overcut, and need fixing.
Most of the corrections meant more refined cutting.
But getting rid of some grass, and some corner
over cutting meant one of two things. Either re-cut
the entire block, or fix it using Bondo.
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Bondo comes in a can with a small tube of
hardener. I morally object to using it, but my
moral objection gets over-ridden by knowing I
don’t have to re-cut an entire block.
If your Bondo crumbles when mixed, or later
when sanding, it may be too old; so it may be
time to get a new can.
After a few hours, the Bondo was sanded to a
smooth texture using 100 then 400 grit and then
the lino block was cleaned. Be slow and careful
when you use V tools or U gouges cutting into
Bondo in case it is not fully cured.
Be careful when sanding Bondo as it is easy to
sand adjacent lino which makes it lower. That
lower lino area gets less ink when rolled, and
burnishing there may also pick up less ink.
There is nothing wrong in re-cutting an entire
new block. I have not infrequently cut another
block to incorporate improvements and fix
sloppy design work.
A trial print was made, as shown below. Some blotches or blemishes were seen, probably caused
by debris. A Q-tip can remove the debris from the block; after that, re-ink the area and resume
printing. After the fact, blemishes may be removed with a fine brush containing the same ink.
The problems found on the trial prints were corrected, and the rest of the lino block cut. Then the
entire process of getting a trial print was then repeated.
When the trial print looked good, a final ink
run was performed, and the paper on one
side was pulled back to see how the ink had
transferred (see to the left).

blotchy

Then that part of the block was given more
ink as the print was grainy like the trial prints
earlier, and the paper was lowered back in
place. The process repeated on the other
three sides which also needed more ink.
When the trial print looked good, a final ink
run was performed.

CAUTION: When rolling and burnishing,
rolling
and
burnishing,
rolling
and
burnishing… don’t then put the baren
(burnisher) on the ink slab by mistake!
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The final print was completed, and being an edition, it was signed and numbered. The title was
NATURE ASCENDING, and can be seen below as well as in the gallery.
This is an involved lino cut, but the steps when broken down make it very simple. This project
used borders, and the most common tools for lino cut work. The chapters “TOOLS”, and
“MATERIALS” discuss the tools used here as well as many other tools, and in much more detail.
Pay attention to tool and block cleanup. Blocks must be cleaned thoroughly but with care; see
“CLEANING LINO BLOCKS” in the chapter “MATERIALS” for some words of wisdom. Tools must
be kept very sharp, so check them after use.
The rest of this LINO CUT section expands on the techniques raised in this project, as well as
much more detail on how to design, draw, cut, print, and fix problems.
This project used one day for border and picture design, one day for initial cutting, one day for
final cutting, and another day for final printing. Four elapsed days, but each day was only a few
hours in the day. Other home projects, and meals also exist!

The proofs had a grainy background caused by light inking but in this case the final print needed
to be pure black or white; so a re-inking technique was used to create a pure black and white
picture. Michael Rothenstein in his book “Linocuts & Woodcuts” addresses the interesting grainy
texture when intentionally lightly inked.
This project’s relief block NATURE ASCENDING is used elsewhere in this book to demonstrate
other ideas and techniques.
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HIGHLIGHTS OF ANOTHER COMPLETE LINO PROJECT
An initial design was on a piece of scrap paper, and was
intended to be dragonflies morphing into a tree.

That sketch was then
expanded with more
details.

The dragonflies were to come out of eggs, and their heads
were to end at an apple, out of which grew an apple tree.
One leaf would morph into a flame to power the sun which
would shine on a cloud held by the apple tree.
The picture was then redrawn on a lino block.
The dragonflies ending at an apple looked a bit too far
fetched; so when redrawing on the block, the three dragonfly
heads just became the base of the tree, and the apple was
eliminated.
CUTTING THE BORDER
The inner border was drawn first, and extended so the
corner squares could then be marked. The inner border was
cut, next the outer border was cut, then the outside white
space, and lastly the corner squares.

[ 1 ] the inner border was cut

[ 3 ] the outside white space was also cut
[ 2 ] the outer border was cut
[ 4 ] the inner corner squares were also cut.
Not previously noticed, a problem arose as the
lino had a dent on the corner. While Bondo could
be used to fix a normal dent, one on the edge of
a block might be too risky. So, that corner had to
be cut, and that meant so did all the rest.
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CUTTING THE PICTURE ~ An important point
The very first cutting was the eyes of the three
dragonflies, and then their heads, and then the middle
dragonfly. When an object such as an eye or flower has
inner pieces, consider cutting the inner pieces first.
Why? Because if a small error is made, the outer parts
may accommodate that error. If the outer parts are done
first, then there is less room for errors in the interior
pieces. Hence, consider doing the eye pupils before the
eye, the eyes before the face, and so on. Oh, too small a
circle can end up popping out the black inside part.
In some cases the outer parts are cut first to create a
boundary for inner pieces, for example a leaf, or a wing.
Just think before cutting!

cut the eyes
before the face

BUT cut the edge of the wing before
the interior fine lines of the wing itself

The middle dragonfly was next because its wings had to go over the remaining two dragonflies.
Before cutting, think through the cut. Half way through the project a quick trial print determined
any mid course corrections. The final picture was called NATURES CYCLE.
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THE REST OF THIS CHAPTER
EXAMINES THINGS IN MUCH MORE DETAIL

The balance of this LINO CUT section expands on the techniques raised in the projects worked
so far, as well as much more detail on how to design, draw, cut, print, and fix problems.



WHITE LINES, BLACK LINES



TEXTURING:
LINES: TEXTURED, SOLID, NO LINES
BACKGROUND TEXTURING
STIPPLING TO ADD TEXTURE
LIGHT TRANSITION, DARK TO LIGHT
AESTHETIC BACKGROUNDS
ADDING DIMENSION TO AN OBJECT
SILHOUETTES AVOIDING THE NEED FOR TEXTURE



DRAWING



BORDERS



LETTERS



A MISTAKE OR A FUN IMAGE (HALOS)



DESIGNS CAN BE TOO BUSY



OFFSETS



MULTI COLOR PRINTS, BLOCKS AND THEN STENCILS



USING AN EXISTING PICTURE FROM WHICH TO CUT OR ENGRAVE



JAPANESE METHODS



ISSUES WITH SMALL BLOCKS AND REGISTERING



PROBLEM SOLVING

The chapter “ONE MORE THING” examines these and a number of other related topics further
and in even more detail.
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LINES: WHITE LINES, BLACK LINES
In real life, objects don’t have lines around them; but in
pictures, sometimes they do, sometimes they do not. Adding
to that, in the world of lino cuts, lines can be “white lines”
meaning a single cut, or they can be black lines, meaning two
parallel white lines or two white areas whose borders create a
black uncut line or area. This is a design choice. Relief print
making is a white line medium, many artists use that to
advantage; many prefer black line, and it is a philosophical
issue. You be the judge.
To the right, the stalk going to a holly leaf uses a white line as
its edge or border and it looks very clumsy.
If at all possible, try and let an object’s texture delineate the object rather than using lines at all at
an object’s edge. There are exceptions to this rule, of course.
In the woodcut on the right, the stalk and leaves have a thin
black line created by the white background and the thin white
line.
NOTE: If the design allows it, make black lines too thick when
first cut as you can always make them smaller. If a black line
is too thin, or breaks, then you have a challenge!
At times the thick white line looks appealing, at times it does
not. In the top picture it looks very clumsy; to the right it looks
ok. It is irrelevant that this happens to be a woodcut, as the
same holds true for a linocut.
BY THE WAY, the rose to the right is a black line design while
the bird and pond below are white line. One can mix black and
white line work in a print, for example A DOGS WELCOME,
and INFANT JESUS SHRINE.
In the example to the left, the
white line bordering the images
does not look as bad as the top
picture above. The clumsiness
has to do with the width of the
white line, whether texturing is
done close to it, adjacent
objects in the image, and on the
nature of the entire picture itself.
NOTE: thick lines look nearer
than thin lines. This should have
had thick white lines for the
water, thin ones for the sky.

NOTE: Thin cuts tend to be shallow so poor inking technique can fill them in which can cause
blotches and also limit the number of prints in a print run. For all cuts, strive to get the width and
depth correct the first time. Use proper inking techniques on the ink slab and the block.
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LINES: TEXTURED OR SOLID LINES, OR NO LINES AT ALL
Edges of objects ~ what looks best?
Sometimes solid lines look very artificial

sometimes they are just right

Sometimes textured or interrupted lines just look wonderful, but they probably would not look very
good for the sun above, would they.

A third option does exist, no lines around an object at all, instead let the object’s texturing go to
where the object’s edge is, and stop there. The boundary between the object’s texture at its edge
and other surrounding textures implies a line even though no white or black line actually exists.
This is closest to the real world, yet it may take finer cutting or engraving than the medium allows.
“Wood Engraving” by Simon Brett, under “Engraving- - -Edges” discusses this. Also, Carrie Stuart
Parks & Rick Parks “The Big Book Of Realistic Drawing Secrets” section “Define With Values Not
Lines”, under “Lines- - -Eliminating” addresses this. See MILKING TIME in the gallery for an
example of where the cloud and the cow’s back achieve this.
For animals with fur or feathers etc, solid lines do not look as good, but they may look better for
some vegetation, although for stalks or branches, a textured or interrupted line may be best. You
choose. Consider what is adjacent to the object, is perspective helped if white lines or white halos
are used? “Wood Engraving” by Simon Brett discusses many considerations about edges; halos
around objects, as well as how distant and near objects differ, and so on.
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BACKGROUND TEXTURING
To the left, this single color print shows a partial texturing of
the background around a water lily. Not good, not terrible. It
may work in some cases, and like this, it is not always
effective. The white line around the water lily leaves is awful.

The entire background of the picture to the right was
textured with sloping lines. It looks good.

Here the partial texturing around the bird looks odd, maybe
because there is none around the duck. Maybe because
partial texturing around an object just doesn’t work.
Why texture a background? One reason is to differentiate one area from another, such as the sea
from the sky. Another is to emphasize an object; a good example of this is the dragon fly baby in
BIRTH OF A DRAGONFLY which has a halo effect around it. There are other reasons.
The bottom line is that texturing part of a background can often be confusing, whereas wisely
texturing complete background areas can often enhance a picture. Remember that texturing can
easily get too busy and over powering. Look at some of the examples in the gallery. Choose
wisely and well, yours is the choice.

TEXTURING BY STIPPLING
Stippling is a method of creating images with dots or some such texture. In the world of lino cuts
there are several techniques, here are a few ideas.

STIPPLING THE INK ONTO THE BLOCK
Ink can be applied to the block with a stiff brush or
a sponge which creates a pattern. In the example
to the right a stiff brush was used to transfer the
ink to the block. In AN OCEANS CORNER, see in
the gallery, oil based blue ink was stippled to the
block. Water based inks and oil based inks may
work differently, so experiment. And watch out for
brushes with loose bristles which can ruin the
result.
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lino block
after stippling

as printed

STIPPLING THE INK OFF THE BLOCK
Once ink has been rolled on a block, it can then be
stippled off a desired area. The image on the left
was stippled off with a paint remover wheel rolled
around the block.
The pool of well water on the right was stippled by
lightly burnishing it first to some scrap paper which
left a mottled area for final burnishing
(ABANDONED AIRFIELD). Alternatively, after
rolling the ink, just burnish by lightly using only
your thumb (ABANDONED AERODROME).

using a paint
remover wheel

stippled by using scrap
paper before using the
baren, or just burnish it
with your thumb

STIPPLING WITH SAND PAPER
Some artists place rough sand paper (60 grit or less) over the desired area, and apply pressure
with a press, or with multiple blows from a hammer; this can create dots in the lino and hence a
stippling effect. This may not create a permanent stipple effect.

STIPPLING BY USING VARIOUS JAPANESE METHODS
Japanese wood block printing uses a bonding material called Nori (a rice starch mixed with water)
which is painted on the block. Then a water based ink is applied with a brush and that allows
texturing or shading or diluting. Converting that to lino cut work is discussed elsewhere.

STIPPLING ON THE PAPER DIRECTLY
Ink can be stippled directly onto the paper using a mask after the blocks have been printed, such
as FLUTTERBY SKY creating a colored background. In other cases, blocks are printed over a
stippled background as in AIRBORNE FLOWERS which requires knowing how well the block’s
ink will work on top of the stippled ink. Know your ink!

TEXTURING INSIDE AN OBJECT
STIPPLING INSIDE AN OBJECT WITH THE OBJECT’S SAME INK
What can you do with a disaster like the tree shown here
which looks more like a cabbage stuck on a tree trunk. The
tree on the left when printed looked unreal, and it had too
much white for the rest of the picture so it was too dominant.
A mask was made of the tree from a trial print, and then the
same black ink as used for the tree itself was then stippled
over the already printed tree. The result was that the tree’s
crown, dominated with too much white space, was toned
down. While this might not be a true texture, it has the same
result, and worked after the fact.
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TAPERED LINES MAKING THE TRANSITION FROM DARK TO LIGHT
Curved or straight lines allow transitioning slowly from dark to light.
An example would be a dark corner transitioning to a lighter part of
a wall. Both the white lines as well as the resulting black lines
should be tapered; these white lines here need more a lot more
tapering. Both the white and the resulting black lines might vary
more into the white and the black areas. NOTE: Any texturing used
should normally be consistent with other similar texturing in the
same final image.

DOTS AND DASHES MAKING THE TRANSITION FROM DARK TO LIGHT
The white dots (far left) were made with a tool that
was basically a tapered nail in a handle. Dots take
time and may not cut the lino but only dent it. Dots
can fill up with ink if they are not deep enough. The
random small line version started with a speedball
#3 (thick at the white end), then #2 (thinner in the
middle), then #1 (very thin at the dark end).

CROSS HATCHING MAKING THE TRANSITION FROM DARK TO LIGHT
Cross hatching, like the dots and dashes (dits and dahs if like me you
were once a naval reserve morse code operator) create a smooth
transition from light to dark. The lines need to be well cut but not too deep.
Too thin a line can let the ink easily fill it in; too deep a line risks the
remaining relief block islands between the cuts breaking off, and then you
will be up the creek with a shortage of paddles. The cross hatching is
often done at an angle other than 90 degrees; if done at 90 degrees then
any variation would be very noticeable.
The secret is to avoid abrupt transitions at the solid black and solid white areas.

HOW ABOUT ADDING DIMENSION TO AN OBJECT
When texturing a three dimensional shape such as a body or face, consider texturing to follow the
shape’s contours instead of simple diagonal lines or matching the texture in the rest of the image.

CONSIDER BACKGROUND TEXTURE JUST FOR AESTHETICS
White line work with lots of black background may use simple thin lines, horizontal or sloped;
BIRTH OF A DRAGONFLY is one such example. Similarly, black line work with lots of white
background may use random lines or curves as noise; HUMMINGBIRDS is another example.

AVOIDING THE NEED FOR TEXTURE: THE SILHOUETTE
The issue of texturing and black line vs white line can diminish if you design pictures as
silhouettes! Some people find silhouettes most enjoyable. Silhouette work is more about shapes
than details.
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SILHOUETTES BOTH BLACK AND WHITE
This picture of Miko The Dog was
moved to a word processor and
traced with freeform line drawing;
that outline is what would be
printed and cut out. The photo
could also be traced directly onto
a lino block, but not a good idea if
this is a one and only photograph,
or an antique.
If a white silhouette is needed then the main image is cut out, and the background retained.
For black silhouettes, the main image is retained, and the background cut out. For black
silhouettes, a border, acting as a bearer for the roller, is a good idea to stabilize inking so ink
doesn’t get into the cutout area.
Lino and wood takes a tracing with carbon paper well. However if you use Speedball Speedy-Cut,
you may find that carbon paper transfers don’t work so a mask or stencil has to be used.
To the left is the cutout mask or stencil as printed, and below it is
the actual cutout stencil or mask actually used.
The stencil was placed on a block, in this case Speedball
Speedy-Cut, and a ball point pen run around its borders. Then
the block was cut, see below center.
white silhouette

black silhouette

Notice the border of the black
silhouette; it both frames the
picture as well as limits inking in
the cutout areas. The block was
inked and printed in the usual
way, see to the far right.
Silhouettes such as the above may be pure silhouettes, or they may add in some white line on a
black silhouette, or black line on a white silhouette, or they may have some texturing. Some
artists use a white line (or black line) background, and a silhouette for the foreground main figure.
Too much tinkering will move the picture from a silhouette to a white or black line drawing.
Silhouettes, while simple, can be very powerful.
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DRAWING
At school many decades ago, I learned
sculpture. My art background was 3d and
not 2d. Yes, I learned drawing perspective
but neither love nor money made me an
artist when it came to painting and drawing.
What to do in this 2d art form of block
printing?
My answer was to pick some figures I
would likely use, and draw them in a
stylistic fashion and practice until I was
good at those figures. I seldom give up at
anything, but I am not a realistic artist, I am
a stylistic one. Incidentally, I have worked
with stained glass, using 13th century
blacks and browns, 14th century golden
yellow stains, and 19th century enamels, as
well as sand carving. I couldn’t draw figures
realistically there either! Trees, houses,
landscapes yes; people, and many
animals, no.

Many animal and
plant
drawings
were
repeated
until they came
with
ease.
A
grandkid who can
draw
animals
explained to me it
is called practice.

Many sheets of paper were used while
learning to draw some objects, before
condensing it down to a few reasonable
likenesses.

Consider keeping a library of the images you use and had a hard time drawing. . . . .

peanuts

cheese

If you think some of these images were drawn on pieces of scrap paper, they were.
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I cut out figures I drew that appealed to me, and placed them in an envelope for future use. This
is my little library of images! For ideas, consider an internet search of “drawing animals”.
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THE PROBLEM OF THE COW, AND OTHER NON FUZZY ANIMALS

Drawing cows, or getting close to something someone might
think was a cow, is no different to drawing a bird or a dog.
However, when doing a linocut or woodcut, there is a
difference. The dog has fur, the bird has feathers, the cow,
while it has hair, is in essence an animal with no large fuzzy
border, in other words it is a case where a white or black line
will delineate the object. And it is best not to delineate an
object with a line if at all possible. What to do?

To the left is that cow with a white line border. This was cut in
bass wood taking about 10 minutes. The white line marking
the cow looks rather amateurish. While this was a wood cut,
the same ideas apply to lino cut work of course.

To the right is the exact same piece of
wood, but the cow’s body is identified by thin
striped lines, so the cow’s back (upper part
of the body) has no white or black line
border. The cow’s belly still has a white line
border, as do the legs. This added another
20 minutes to the project. Same bit of wood
but see how much better the cow’s back
looks. Yes, the legs are still not great.
Those white lines and in-between resulting lines of black
create the impression of a border, even though no white
line or black line border exists.

By the way, look at the engraving in the gallery A COWS HEAD where the entire head is drawn
with texturing.
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WAYS OF BOOSTING THE IMAGINATION
I don’t know about you, but my ability to come up with ideas is sometimes limited. We have all
looked at the sky and seen clouds looking like things we like, so why not use that concept.
Coming back from taking the trash to the alley, I saw a
stain on the driveway, it looked like a dog, see to the left.
So I drew the dog I imagined. Simple, not incredible, but a
nice picture of a dog just walking by.
Clouds give ideas, textured tiles, textures on walls,
popcorn ceilings, and many other such things can help
generate ideas.
To the left was a random pattern in a tile on the kitchen
floor, so I drew the face it suggested.
Even wood plank flooring can suggest pictures.

DRAWING WAVES
Waves and clouds are a challenge. The waves below are black ink on white paper. If you use
white ink on black paper then do some test waves or clouds to ensure that they look realistic.
Waves tend to convert better than clouds when using white ink on black paper.
To the left are continuous ripples, light or no wind. Small
waves look like sine waves. These work well with black ink
on white paper. White ink on black paper is often ok when
black and white areas are balanced.
Here on the left the ripples are in
a breeze. The middle of the wave
is cut with a U gouge, the start
and end with a V tool. Here,
white ink on black paper and
black ink on white paper work
equally well.
U gouge
V tool

To the right are full waves as in a squall or gale. They are blended
with thin and continuous ripples, which meet where the white
wave breaks. White ink on black paper and black ink on white
paper tend to work equally well. Because of gravity, large waves
tend to have rounded bottoms and sharp tops, aggravated by
strong wind which can also make foam or spray. Waves also
interact with each other in interesting ways.
Play with waves and see what works.
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DRAWING: CLOUDS, SUN, AND MOON
Clouds consist of condensed water. Below a certain altitude, the water vapor is either invisible, or
visible as steamy wisps. Above the altitude where humidity reaches 100%, the cloud base, the
water vapor condenses into a cloud.
Two common clouds are
stratus which tend to be
stratified or flat (see to the
right), and cumulus which
accumulate cloudy matter
and are puffy (see below).
Cumulus clouds have fluffy
tops which are irregular; it is
where the cloud grows.

Clouds have bottoms that are usually flat,
because the temperature above the
bottom causes water vapor to condense,
and below the bottom to stay gaseous.
In unstable air, cloud bottoms are not
always flat, one extreme case being the
cumulus mammato clouds.
Clouds are white where sunlight easily
reaches them, and darker when sunlight is
absorbed before getting there.
A pure linocut doesn’t lend itself easily to variable stippling; making a texture of many fine dots
transition from white to grey to black. Wood engraving (as opposed to wood cutting) on the other
hand is much more adaptable to stippling.
Clouds can be carved with the white at the top,
with the white area bigger than the grey. Next
comes black, the transition is done with angled
lines (see right). This is truer to life.

Clouds can also be carved with the white at the bottom, and the grey
then black above. This is more stylistic, but conveys the idea of clouds.
The whole point is to convey the image of a cloud rather than to present
an accurate image.
The following pages have a series of lino cut clouds, both in the lino itself, and as printed. They
range from more scientifically accurate to being more stylistic.
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Effort 1:

Effort 2:

Effort 3:

Effort 4:

Effort 5:

Effort 1 was slightly realistic as was effort 2; however effort 2 doesn’t look right at its top. Effort 3
has two banks of clouds and they just don’t look right.
Efforts 4 and 5 are good. Experiment before making a final lino cut!
Just as with waves on the ocean, consideration must be given to black ink on white paper or
white ink on black paper. Clouds definitely should be cut with the ink, white or black, clearly in
mind. Waves are more easily converted using either ink.
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STYLISTIC CLOUD AND WAVE DEPICTION
An acquaintance in England showed me an example of stylistic waves and clouds that he had
just used in a woodcut. They reminded me of some of my fired stained glass as well as my sand
carved glass depictions.
The clouds were depicted by spiral or circular depictions.

The sea was depicted by radiating wavy boundaries in
between which were the undulating waves.

a ship

The above look rather ragged because I drew them on the
computer and my mouse control is not very good. So, I cut them in
a lino block to see how they would look. The picture on the left was
a quick and dirty, it was 1.9 inches across. This was on a spare
sampler block for testing ideas.
The clouds look ok with the whirls, but they might be better if their
bottoms were sloped, and their curves thicker than other lines. The
sea looks ok with the radiating wavy boundaries that hold the
undulating waves, but again the waves might be thicker. And the
sky texture in between is a disaster, it could be much better.
This was re-cut on a new sampler lino block of 1.9 inches square,
with the cloud bottoms sloping, more of the cloud twirls hollowed
out, and no texture in the sky between the clouds and waves. This
was called CLOUDS AND WAVES in the gallery, see to the left.

Thicker curves for the clouds would also help, see
REUNION to the right, a wood cut. Additionally there
was some unobtrusive texture for the sky between the
sea and the clouds, and the waves were thicker and
thus better differentiated from other parts of the
picture.
The point of these images is to make one think about
styles, preferably before cutting them!
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THE SUN, AND THE MOON
Below are some ideas for the sun. They may or may not turn you on, so experiment.

The above suns work well for many pictures, however they do not work well for some other
designs. Sometimes a much simpler sun is needed; for example FLUTTERBY SKY in the gallery
looked much better with no sun at all than by using a detailed sun such as the above.
Below are a couple of ideas for the moon; you may or may not like them. One has a sea monster
assisting; if there was no sea monster, the moon would need much more detail and life in it.

And to the right is
a moon whose
surface is a fine
texture.

At school I used to day dream of desert islands, sailing ships, and maps of buried treasure. So I
liked sea monsters, and liked to draw them in the maps I drew of mythical islands in the tropics.
That is one reason I added a sea monster or serpent wrapped around the moon. That is also a
reason why my school reports were not quite as glowing as my parents possibly expected.
And that is also why I draw whales, sea serpents, and fish in the oceans, when I create images of
ships and islands.
When you create images you like, consider adding them to your vocabulary of artistic images.
An internet search for “drawing sea monsters” will provide many web sites with ideas on how they
look.

A QUICK NOTE ABOUT GRAINY BACKGROUNDS
The sea monster above left has a grainy background texture. Many dislike such graininess;
however, intentional light inking can be a feature. Michael Rothenstein in his book “Linocuts &
Woodcuts” in the middle of the section on “Linoleum” at the start of chapter three on “Materials”
addresses the interesting grainy texture lino presents when lightly inked. It is a choice.
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BORDERS
Borders have several obvious functions.
One function is that a border, like a frame, sets the context for an individual picture.
Another function is to tie together several different prints in a series with a common theme.
Yet another reason is that it keeps an inking roller from dipping down into cut out areas close to
the edge and thus inking them by mistake. Similarly, when printing it helps keep the paper above
the cut out areas close to the edge of the print block. The border is a bearer for both the roller and
the paper. How nice.
Borders may be simple such as a
black-line or white line border, or they
may be decorative. Decorative
borders such as the one to the right
look nice, yet they generate problems
at the corners. Compare the nice left
side corner transition to the abrupt
transition on the right. How you
transition at a corner is up to you, just
remember that you should plan for it!
A border might consist of alternating white and black mini images. This makes corner transitions
more involved as the entire length of the border must ensure a complete set of squares or
images.
One solution might be to have small images at the both ends of each border, in other words at
each corner.
An alternative is to start at the corners and work towards the middle. If an object does not fit in the
middle, then create another different but similar object so each midpoint looks similar.
So, manage it at the corners, manage it in the middle of each border, or, work out the number of
equally sized objects that you think will fit into each border.
Most important, design the borders before you start cutting. Below are some possible geometric
corners to solve corner transitions. Some borders such as those below look good when black ink
on white paper is used. However, they can look out of place when white ink on black paper is
employed; it depends on paper and block dimensions. Experiment.

Many old prints have borders which can generate ideas for use in the present day and age.
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LETTERS
Lettering is possibly something best done after skill has been developed with pictorial images;
letters smaller than 1/4 inch are difficult. But this is a good place to address it as it generates skill
with the tools and emphasizes the need for practice. Anyone can carve the letters into lino where
they would appear as white in a colored background; that is white line work. But having colored or
black letters in a white or light background is harder; that is black line work.
Letters are usually cut with V tools. V tools often come in 60° or 45° angles; the larger angles cut
more easily, make wider lines, but cannot make tight curves or corners. When doing small letters
or tight curves such as an animal’s eye, a ship’s porthole, a flower’s petals, and so on, use a
small V tool with a smaller angle. Speedball V tools usually have small angles. Some V tools from
overseas have a 90 degree angle and that is not good for fine detailed lettering or curves.
When doing lettering, use a
word processor for the
letters, reverse them with a
Photo program and rub
pencils on the back side,
then simply trace over the
front, which is reversed.
Assuming the letters will have ink on them (black line and not white line work), then use a rule to
draw the tops and the bottoms of the letters, and the verticals.
Then mark the inside curves or circles of each letter.
Then cut the inside curves or circles of each letter.
Then use a gouge to isolate the letters.
Then use a V tool carefully to cut the outside of the letters.
If you use a rule to guide the V tool, then three things can happen. One is that the rule may slide
causing everything to go wrong. The next is that the tool itself can be damaged. And finally, the
rule itself may get damaged and that can create future problems.
The letter “s” and “m” above need care. In fact any inside curves or holes need extra care and
consideration.
Plan each letter. For example “a”

a
b
c
d
e

1. do the inner holes first
2. do the inner cuts second
3. lastly do the outer perimeter
The lower case letter “S” is tough
even at font Arial 18

similar to “a”
inside carved first
similar to “b” or “a”
similar to “a”
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f
g
h
i
j
k
l
m
n
o
p
q
r
s
t
u
v
w
x, y, z

carve the top inner cut first
similar to “a”
carve the bottom inner cut first
do the dot last but take care
similar to “i”
bottom and top inner cuts first
inside of L first if upper case “L”
the two inner cutouts first
similar to “m”
inside hole first
similar to “o”
similar to “p”
difficult, ensure the two inside cuts are not too close
similar to “n”
similar to “u”
similar to “m”

As stated on the previous page, anyone can carve the letters into lino where they would appear
as white in a colored background, i.e. white line work. But having colored letters in a white or light
background is much harder, that is black line work and takes more effort.
FONT SIZE
Arial 18 or 1/4 inch is about the smallest lettering point or size that seems workable. HINT: use
two or more spaces between letters; if you have only one space then cutting is more difficult.
FONT THICKNESS
After the lettering has been traced onto the lino, then thicken them to the thickness they will finally
be. It is the edges of the lettering that guide the cutting.
Doing the inside of letters first reduces the chances for a screwup. If you do the insides last you
risk the letters crumbling; the notes below highlight the problems that can happen. Always
remember to leave enough room for the hole in the middle of a letter (a, b, d, e, g, o, p, q, r) and
for cutouts in letters, (c, e, f, g, h, j, k, m, n, r, s, t, u, v, w, x, y, z).
Thick letters make cutting the contour easier.
Not enough room to make the hole in the letter
“a”. Always do the inside hole first.
Better letter spacing helps a lot

NOTE: Just as one starts cutting from the inside of a
letter first, so also one starts cutting from the inside
curve of a series of concentric curves, and for the same
reason. By working from the inside out, there is much
less danger of damaging the already completed curves
should a tool slip.
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start on inner
curve
do outer curve last

A MISTAKE OR A FUN IMAGE RESULTING IN HALOS
Sometimes a small piece of debris such as a piece of lino, dust, or hair gets onto a
lino block or even the ink slab before or during inking. The end result may be
unwanted; however it can also be a lovely addition if the piece of debris is on the
lino block. In fact, the halo result may be so desirable in a final image and you may
wish to deliberately create such a blemish.

IF UNWANTED: If you have a lovely print except for an unwanted blemish, you might take a
small brush to pick up some ink, and carefully feather it on the print. This works with both oil and
water based inks; however water based inks dry quickly so a bit more care may be needed.
Another method is to pick up some ink from the ink slab on an index finger and touch your finger
on the blemish while moving the finger around a small amount; the ink gets transferred and
feathered into the final print making the blemish almost undetectable. However, if the blemish is
in a white area, the best thing to do may be to remove the cause of the blemish from the lino
block or ink slab, and reprint; white ink is usually not a solution. Experiment and have fun.
IF YOU WANT TO MAKE A BLEMISH: If you want such a blemish, cut a thin sliver of painter’s
masking tape, shape it, and place it on the lino block. Then the print is taken in the usual manner
and the result is a lovely intentional blemish.
no ink

This works because the sliver of painter’s tape gets inked, but
the boundary does not. And even if it did, when the print paper is
burnished, it will not touch the image boundary. The result is a
lovely fuzzy halo.

paper

ink

the lino block

Making that blemish is easy. Put some painter’s masking tape on a piece of glass and cut to
shape it with an X-Acto knife. Use that same knife to pry up the borders or protruding parts of the
cut object, then remove the entire object and place it where needed on the lino block.
See the BIRTH OF A DRAGONFLY, NATURES APPLES, or NATURE ASCENDING for
examples where a baby dragon fly was cut from masking tape that was placed on a glass slab;
the head, wings, and tail protrusions were pried up with the tip of an X-Acto knife, and the whole
dragonfly then placed on the lino block. The painter’s masking tape survives multiple prints as
well as multiple washings. The halo around that sliver is lovely.
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HALO PRINTS ~ ANOTHER USE FOR BLOCK AND INK PAD CLEANUP
Cleanup, especially after using oil
based inks, often uses scrap paper or
newsprint to remove excess ink from
the blocks and the ink slab. So, here is
another use for that cleanup byproduct.
Some black line prints of ST ANNS
CHURCH that used water based ink
were made. Water based ink leaves a
rough texture which can create a halo
effect, rather like the baby dragonfly in
BIRTH OF A DRAGONFLY.
A water based ink print was laid face
down on an ink block that had just
been used with oil based ink. Then the
brayer was rolled on the back of the
water based ink print which then has oil
based ink residue from the ink block.
Because the paper is raised just a tiny
bit around the rough water based ink
areas, there is a halo effect. The result
is ST ANNS AT NIGHT which was also
used as a seasonal greeting card.

GHOST PRINTS ~ ANOTHER USE FOR BLOCK AND INK PAD CLEANUP
After a print run, blocks, rollers, and ink slabs need excess ink to be removed. In essence, scrap
paper such as news print or packing paper is placed on the block and the roller run over it. This
has a side effect of taking a weak image onto the scrap paper. That is called a ghost print. Ink
needs to be removed from the ink pad, the same way. Some people love those ghost prints.
In this case a SAN LORENZO
CHURCH print run needed post
printing cleanup.
The 4 by 6 inch lino block and the
brayer used oil based ink. After making
some prints, the block, brayer, spatula,
and ink slab needed cleaning. The
block had newsprint placed on it and
the brayer rolled was over the paper
which removed excess ink from both.
The block printed a weaker image
(hence ghost print) and the brayer put
its residual ink on the back of the paper
and it bled through. One person’s
trash is another person’s treasure.
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DESIGNS CAN BE TOO BUSY
In the print to the right, the sloped background lines
looked far too busy.
So, another version was cut, see below; it had better
spacing between the lines which were horizontal this
time.

But those horizontal background lines were too
surgical, and less artistic. The final version had
gentler sloped lines, and even less of them, see
below.
Do not feel it is a waste to start over on a
new block.
One lesson is to do a much better job when
designing a picture in the first place.

See the chapter “ONE MORE THING” for a
lot more about busy designs, references
about such issues, and many examples of
what makes a picture look too busy.
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OFFSETS
Offset can be used to create separate blocks for color printing by using a key or master block.
This consists of taking an inked block’s image to an intermediate transfer medium, and then
burnishing that onto another block which undoes the mirror image. Those offsets to other blocks
enable multiple blocks to be cut, facilitating multi color block prints. Also, an offset from a wet print
to another paper creates a mirror image print that can be an edition in its own right.
A 3.5 inch wide woodcut, A ROSE AND CATERPILLAR, was used in this water based ink
demonstration using a variety of transfer media. Water based ink may be more practical than oil
based ink for offsets because of drying time as one doesn’t have to wait days for oil based ink to
dry. Even with very low humidity, water based ink offset works well.
The normal wood block print
Roller or brayer offset: a small roller with no indentations was
used, and to keep it steady there were wood supports
(bearers) on either side of the inked block. This roller was not
large enough; I could have used the roller sideways though.
High Gloss paper offset:

These offset prints are the mirror
image of the print from the original
block. That is correct.

The original block was inked and offset first using a brayer and then separately using high gloss
paper. For this demo, the brayer and the high gloss paper were then burnished to normal paper.
The clearest offset was using a roller or brayer. The second best was the high gloss paper.
Using Speedball Speedy-Cut (not shown above) as the transfer medium also worked, it was a
little clumsy to handle however as it can distort the image due to its flexibility. Normal print paper
(not shown above) as the transfer medium was tried and it had charm; and while it did work, it
may be too absorbent to transfer a good image. Acetate film (not shown above) as the transfer
medium worked, but it came in bottom of the list.
The use of a roller as the offset medium is clearly the best, however it requires a large enough
roller with no indentations, and great care must be taken to provide even pressure otherwise the
image may be skewed. If you use a roller for offset, make sure it has no indentations; two of my
larger rollers arrived with small indentations, and while usable for rolling ink on the ink slab, they
were not usable for offset work, or for taking ink from the ink slab to the relief block.
The high gloss paper worked really well as a transfer medium, and is what I normally use. The
high gloss paper was Mohawk Color Copier paper, 118 gsm.
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OFFSET FOR A BLOCK WHOSE IMAGE WASN’T REVERSED !
The print HOLY CROSS MISSION was cut three times; I do sometimes cut more than one block,
usually because of mistakes. In this case, a second block was cut to try and get an even better
result. The second block must have been cut late at night because I forgot to reverse the image
on the block. By the way, the third block was very well cut, but too sterile, it had no life in it.
But what about the second block? That block was inked
with Cranfield’s Caligo Safe Wash, an oil based ink.
Then a wide roller used to get an offset, which was then
burnished by rolling onto paper. The block was 3.5
inches tall, the roller had a diameter of 1.1 inches, so the
circumference was 1.1 x 3.14, or 3.45 inches, and being
larger than the height of the block, this should work.
But the roller’s diameter was bigger at the edges so the
inner part printed too lightly. This is shown to the right.
The roller was slightly deformed, confirmed by checking
it with a straight edge; deformed rollers do happen.
As before, the offset roller was rolled onto the final print paper
but with a difference. The paper was placed on a rubber mat
which was spongy; not too much and not too little. The image
on the roller can be clearly seen, see to the left.

The result is shown to the right,
and can be compared to the image
in the gallery of the HOLY CROSS
MISSION. This roof is better
defined than the image in the
gallery; however the upper part of
the tower is less well portrayed.
An offset using high gloss paper
was good but perhaps too light.
The offset using the roller was very
good; it also used oil based ink,
and this is probably one of my best
offsets.
If you look closely at the nearest tree, towards the top, there is a small distortion. This is actually
the roller’s surface texture which can be resolved by a little less pressure while burnishing on the
final print’s paper.
One problem with this technique is that the roller does one print very well, but beyond that the
images are faint. So each final print means a cleanup of the roller; however, the block cut in error
does become fully usable.
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MULTI COLOR PRINTS, BLOCKS AND THEN STENCILS
A MULTI COLOR PROJECT ~ FLUTTERBY SKY
This first multi color project employs three blocks for the three main colors, in this case yellow,
orange, and black. How is a color print created? The answer is that a master “key” block is often
created and “offset” to additional blocks. That is a common way, however other techniques exist.
NOTE: “offset” means an image is taken from one block and deposited on another using an
intermediate resource, such as paper, or acetate film. Paper that is rather absorbent doesn’t
offset well to another block, however a high gloss white paper works very well.
the drawing

the drawing now on lino

But first… one can trace over a
drawing with carbon paper behind it to
transfer the image to a lino block.
Some carbon paper from art supply
shops does not work well on lino
blocks, but good solid carbon paper
from a stationary supply store will do
wonders.
Or the back side of the paper sketch
can be rubbed with a pencil so when
placed on a lino block and the front
then traced over, that rubbed pencil
transfers nicely onto the lino block.
the cut “key” block

The result becomes the “key” block. The key
block is the basis for the other color blocks for
each color.
The block with the transferred image on it was then cut
with a Ramelson 1/8” V tool (similar to the Speedball
#1 V tool)
A 1/8” U gouge (I could have used a Speedball #3 U
gouge) was used between the butterfly antennas to
clear the area, as well as between the wings and the
body.
Extra clearing with a small U gouge
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MULTI COLOR
The main image or “key block” was inked, an impression made on high gloss white paper, and
that impression placed on two other blocks, one for each of the additional colors. This used the
offset process.

the key or master block

the offset on a glossy paper

the offset to the first of two
color blocks

Then each of the two
blocks used for the two
additional colors were cut.
To the right is the upper
butterfly’s wing and its
color print as a test.
A small blemish was a
reminder to check the ink
slab and the relief block
carefully.
This print used
based inks.

a blemish caused
by debris

water

The yellow needed a thinner or retarder as it was too thick or dried too quickly. The orange was
thinner however at the studio location the humidity is very low so retarder was needed as well. In
all cases, a spatula (palette knife) was used to spread the ink on the slab before it was rolled.
Glycerin tends to reduce the thickness or viscosity of water based inks; however remember that
many retarders slow the drying but do not reduce viscosity.
When all the blocks were cut and checked, then the lightest color, yellow, was printed by
burnishing its block on all the paper sheets for the edition. After that, the next lightest color,
orange, was printed on all the sheets, and finally after that, the black or darkest color (the “key
block”) was printed on all the sheets.
It is not uncommon for some sheets to be unusable since mistakes happen; ink smudges, paper
slipping, not being properly registered or aligned, those are just a few common screw ups.
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Blocks need to be aligned accurately for
repetitive printing. That is called registering.
scrap
pieces of
wood to
position
block

Paper should almost always be larger than the
relief block.
In this case, which is the norm, the paper was
larger than the block. A registering device was
built. It was a simple wood base with two wood
pieces at right angles secured to the base
enabling the block to be held steady. Then scrap
pieces of wood of the same height as the block
were cut whose width would locate the block
securely on the base to make its position look
balanced on the paper. Those scrap pieces are
movable and not secured to the base.
block to print

extra wood to manage paper edges

The block can be face down when inked on the
paper, or it can be face up under the paper.
If the block is face up under the paper, then two
additional fixed pieces of wood are needed on top
of the two already fixed pieces in order to hold
the paper in place.

Those movable scrap pieces are the same height as the block, never taller, and position the block
vertically and horizontally for the printed paper. Each sheet of paper is positioned in the top left.
This ensures the color blocks all print in the same place on every sheet of paper.
For a small card such as a seasonal greeting card, the block could be face down on top of the
card, and not face up as shown here; but that is a personal choice.
All pieces of paper are printed with the first color
block, usually the lightest, and in this case yellow.
Then all pieces of paper are printed with the next
color, in this case orange. And finally the key block,
black, is printed last. The order is usually lightest to
darkest; but some artists use a different sequence.
Looking at FLUTTERBYS to the right, there are
some problems.
The larger bits of mottling were caused by a bit of
debris, that is not repeatable and anyway it can be
fixed.
The overall mottling was caused by an intentional
lighter inking which is a matter of personal choice; I
thought it looked rather nice in this case.
The background texture being limited to just around
the butterflies looks badly out of place.
Hmmmm, what to do?
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FIXING THE DESIGN PROBLEM OF THAT TEXTURE
That first printing of the FLUTTERBYS picture had
background texturing around the main objects, with
black for the outer parts. And it was under inked to
create a mottled appearance. The partial texturing was
pathetic.
The same blocks were used, and shellac coated on their
sides and back, and the fine lines were re cut as they
were too shallow. FLUTTERBYS version 2 called
FLUTTERBY PAIR had random background lines cut
from the original black background; it looked pretty good
and definitely much better and yet something was still
missing; see FLUTTERBY PAIR to the right which
became an edition in its own right.

So, those background lines were completely removed
as shown on the left, and then the blocks were re
printed. A round stencil was used to add a stippled
blue sky with a mask to protect the butterflies; this
was after the yellow, orange, and black for the
butterflies were printed. The blue sky was white ink,
mixed with a dash of blue, and then stippled. Stencils
and mask are discussed later.

A red sun was added in that blue sky, not
shown here, but it just didn’t look right, so
that idea was dropped for the final print
called FLUTTERBY SKY, see to the right,
which is in the gallery.

This shows how the design flaw of the
background texture could be fixed using
the original blocks.
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A SECOND MULTI COLOR PROJECT ~ BREAKFAST FLOWERS
On a 5 by 7 inch lino block, a key block was cut.

The key block was used to make other blocks, one for
yellow, one for orange, and one for green. The yellow
block was beautiful, the green was not; it was too dark
a green for the rest of the picture, and the contouring
was poor.

the missing
green

The green was toned down with 50/50 yellow
and green, but the contouring was still poor.
And horror of horrors, the left most stalk
coming out of the jug was missing some
green, and in a few other places. A few other
problems also surfaced.
So a new green block was needed.
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A new offset was made for a new block for the
green.
Actually two were made. The first was too
poor to use yet I started to cut the contours
anyway and screwed it up.
So the second time I made the offset with a
blue ink to get a better impression.
The blue ink used for the offset makes it
easier to mark in black the areas to be uncut.
Then I inked using a black marker the areas
that would eventually be green, and made
them a bit larger than needed so I could refine
them afterwards.
The orange block was also cut and printed.

To the left is the almost end result. The yellow
and green were well registered. The orange
block was obviously a bit off register.
The larger blotches were debris; I left them as
I liked the result; however they are not
repeatable if used in an edition of prints.
The finer mottling is caused by lighter inking
which in this case I liked, however it is a
matter of choice. If you sell your work, most
people may not like the mottled appearance.
But the texture around the flowers looked out
of place; the same issues as the butterfly
picture discussed previously. That is a design
flaw.

Hmmmm, what to do?
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FIXING THE DESIGN PROBLEM OF THAT TEXTURE
That first printing of the BREAKFAST
FLOWERS picture had background texturing
around the main objects, with solid black for
the outer parts. And it was under inked to
create a mottled appearance. The partial
texturing just looked odd. Also the orange was
off register.
The same blocks were used, and shellac
coated on their sides and back, and the fine
lines were re cut as they were too shallow.
The texturing lines were re cut by extending
those lines to the edge. The same tool was
used to try and get a smooth transition.
But look to the left and it can be seen that the
line transition was a disaster. What to do.
Each pair of those lines was re cut with a
slightly wider tool, so that two old white texture
lines became one new white line.

The final version in the gallery is called
BREAKFAST FLOWERS, shown to the right.
The orange registering issue was corrected.
The texture lines around the flowers were
extended to the edge and widened by a factor
of two and look much better. Some line
transition can still be seen, however if anything
it now benefits the flowers, and does not
detract from the picture.
There are other techniques for color printing.
One technique is to use one block for the
outline, and then hand paint or stencil the
colors.
Another technique is to print the lighter color
first using the full block. Then cut some of the
block away, ink with another color, and print
that, and so on. This is the “reduction method”
which is also called the “suicide method”
because once started on reducing the block
content there is no way of going back which
limits the ability to make more prints at a later
date. See the chapter “ONE MORE THING”
for a reduction printing example.
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OVERLAPPING INK AS WELL AS SOME NOTES ABOUT STENCILS
This uses the block from NATURE ASCENDING, an earlier project, to create a color version and
is more for fun than anything else. However it raises issues such as overlaying ink, and using
blocks and stencils together. This discusses what stencils and masks are and when to use them.
Several color prints have already been discussed and in each
there was no overlapping of colors; each color went to its own
area of the picture with no overlap, life was easy.
NATURE ASCENDING was intended to be a black on white
print only; so if it was to be a color print, it would be as an
afterthought. However, it is wisest to design a print up front for
color, and not do it after the fact.
One method of coloring is to manually paint in the colors, once
a common practice. However, hand painting is slower, and not
easily repeated.
Another method would be to make the offsets after the fact
because the relief block can just as easily be used as a “key”
block. That is what will happen here.
This picture has colors that overlap because the green fills the entire grassy area. The black is
printed over it and the green grass shows through where the black ink has grass cut out. Colors
that lie on top of others can easily have transparency issues, mottling issues, and so on.
This project took the block made earlier for NATURE ASCENDING to offset to two other blocks;
one for the green leaves and grass, the other for the brown tree. A stencil for the blue sky would
be used but only after the black key block had been printed.

green block

this shows rolled
green

So, the existing block, now
the “key” block, was offset to
allow two new blocks to be
cut. On the left is the block for
the grass and leaves; it would
have green ink rolled on it.
The brown block for the tree
would also have brown ink
rolled on it.

green
leaves and
grass

brown tree

The green was printed first,
and after that the brown was
printed. See to the right.
The back of the block was marked to show where the top was which can be helpful at times. The
color was written on the back also.
After the green was printed on all the sheets, followed by the brown, then last of all the key block
was printed in black.
Shellac was applied to the sides and back of the key block to minimize any cleanup water
damage; key blocks sometimes need more cleanup than other blocks.
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The desire was for the upper clouds to be stippled blue. A block could have been cut just for the
clouds, but why not use a stencil and save a block?
Stencils work best when they are in one piece and there are no
cuts that would cause the stencil to collapse. For example, if the
middle circle (see right) was to be stippled but the inner circle
and the outer area were to be left alone, then the stencil would
have two parts, a mask and a stencil, and that may be a
problem.
The FLUTTERBY SKY and WINDY FLOWERS stencils and masks for their blue sky
were in two pieces but they worked as they could be held with one hand while the other
stippled.
STENCIL:
MASK:

a cutout that allows ink to be controlled into an area
a cutout that keeps ink out of an area
A stencil would work very well for the clouds, see to the
left.

this cut out makes this
a stencil

After the green, brown, and black were printed, then the
stencil, cut from an earlier trial print, was placed on the
print to guide light blue stippling. The stencil was cut
from a glossy paper.
The blue for the sky was white ink with a dash of blue,
spread with a spatula, and then rolled. A brush suitable
for stippling picked up the light blue and then the clouds
were stippled. Blue clouds are an artistic licence to
indicate sky; I do know clouds are not blue. The stippling
allowed white to show also to add realism.

an old trial print on glossy
paper used for the stencil

The key block was black, and it covered the
stippled green quite well. The impression
required re inking during burnishing several
times to cover unwanted green. Black over
green can sometimes be an issue.
The baby dragonfly at the top left of the print
used a masking tape technique for haloing.
That is an intentional blemish!
This project was a hybrid print. Stencils are
appropriate when used to supplement
blocks. If overused, the final print is not truly
a relief block print.
To the right is the final NATURE
ASCENDING as a color print. Water based
inks were used, as were three blocks, all
followed by a stencil for stippled light blue.
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USING AN EXISTING PICTURE FROM WHICH TO CUT OR ENGRAVE
It is assumed you have a photo of some sort you wish to be engraved or cut in a block and then
printed. Or maybe you have a drawing. If it is a disposable drawing then carbon paper can be
used to trace the drawing onto a block, but remember to consider reversing it.
If, however, it is a photo then scan it and print it. At this point two questions now arise.


What kind or printer? Inkjet or Laser.
If laser: then a liquid medium is often used to transfer the printed image.
If inkjet: then a wax paper or something like it is used to place directly on the block.



What kind of block? Lino or wood for a cutting; or wood or synthetic material for
engraving.

Don’t reverse the image before printing as the image reverses when pressed on the block and
un-reverses as the block is printed. An internet search will offer ideas; many artists suggest:At this point, knowing the kind of block and the type of printer, a quick internet search will get you
examples of the complete process.




Laser, Resingrave:
Laser, wood:
Inkjet, lino or wood:

use a heat transfer tool.
use Mod Podge or Elmers Glue as a liquid transfer medium
use a wax paper to transfer directly to the block

In this example, an inkjet printer was used for the image transfer to a
lino block. Once scanned, it was converted to black and white.
Then either the contrast was adjusted in a photo editor, or it was
converted to cartoon format to facilitate block cutting. In this case
GIMP was used (an Open Source photo editor providing many of the
Photoshop features). GIMP and “filters, artistic, cartoon” with a radius
of 7 and percent of 2 was used; also, GIMP “image, mode, grayscale”
was employed.
Some simpler photo editors can achieve similar results by adjusting
brightness, contrast, hue, saturation, and tone.
Also there are online converters one can use.
The image was scaled to fit the block with a box the size of
the block drawn around it to help align the block and wax
paper. The wax paper came from the backing of new
computer printed labels.
Have the block sanded and cleaned, and have masking tape
to steady the wax paper image, or a small printing press on
hand. The print on wax paper looks faint, however the ink is
there. If you buy shipping labels, be aware that the backing
on some labels is cut and it can jam and damage a printer.
But placing the shipping label back on the non wax side of the
backing will protect those cuts and thus not damage the
printer.

The image printed
on wax paper
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The wax paper image was trimmed to fit into a small printing
press and placed on the press face up with the block placed face
down where the surrounding box was printed. Pressure was held
for about 10 seconds. A scar printed where the backing had
those manufacturer cuts, but it was of no consequence since the
block’s image was only a guide for cutting. The block was dried
for three or four hours.
Several relief blocks were cut; on one the mouth looked like
Dracula, border lines were awful, and there was too much black
overall. Drawing is not my strong point, but some thoughts arose;
the nose and mouth were the hardest, followed by the eyebrows
and eyes. The human face is hard to draw and block cut, and
with a good head of hair, the image should probably be black
line, not white line.

The print to the left was intentionally over-inked to
create a slight blur. Blurred images add movement,
energy, and charm. This was the first block cut of this
image. The intent of this process was not to cut a photo
realistic picture, but rather the process itself as well as
an approximate image. This is THE YOUNG LADY in
the gallery.
See also IRIS BUNNY in the gallery for an animal face
done with this transfer method. Animals are easier than
humans.

Some thoughts about faces arise. Human faces are rather
difficult for someone who is drawing-challenged. The nose is
rather difficult to cut; to the right is an example where the entire
face was done with fine lines, and the nose looks reasonable.
The end result of such an image is one that is more white line
than black line; however it can be either depending on the width
of the cut lines and curves.

The mouth is a challenge; beware of showing the teeth
unless the face is that of a vampire. Always try each
feature on a test block. Keep in mind the entire picture
as a collection of integrated elements, not as each
separate element slapped onto a block. What you can
draw, and what you can cut are not always the same,
nor easy.
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JAPANESE METHODS
A JAPANESE INKING TECHNIQUE BUT APPLIED TO LINO
This experiment used blocks from NATURE ASCENDING an
earlier project and was for fun more than any serious attempt at
anything else. However, it raised issues such as overlaying ink,
and burnishing moist paper. The color picture NATURE
ASCENDING had a key block printing black over the green area
used for grass. Nice, but unless one works very hard at the black
key block by re inking and re burnishing, the black ink from the
key block may not cover the unwanted parts of the green, see to
the right. However, the black did cover the brown of the tree well.
Could painting a diluted ink on a block possibly help?

black may not cover
green if re inking and re
burnishing are not done

A moderate sized
brush was used to
mix ink with a small
amount of water.
A small brush was
used to paint the
diluted ink onto the
block.
It isn’t as easy as
rolling ink!

small painting brush

large mixing brush

The diluted green ink painted on the block was for the grass and leaves; it was then printed. This
was repeated for the brown for the tree. Diluted printer’s ink doesn’t dry as fast as undiluted ink,
the paper becomes moist, and the ink doesn’t easily hold the paper in place for burnishing.
Use a second sheet of paper over the paper being printed to avoid tearing that moist paper, as
well as to help hold it in place because the diluted ink is not very tacky.
When applying the diluted ink, take care to ensure a good coating, diluted ink on lino doesn’t hold
at all well; also consider the brush direction as it can show up as a texture. Diluted ink needs care
in covering the desired lino areas as it tends to have more in some places and less in others.
After burnishing the brushed ink blocks, the undiluted black
printer’s ink was rolled as usual on the key block and then
burnished; it almost completely covered the diluted green.
The green still came through, but only where the black was slightly
mottled; whereas when undiluted green printer’s ink was used, the
black did not cover it at all well unless multiple re inking and re
burnishing was performed.

This experiment was to see if painting diluted ink had a place in the more Western method of a
thicker printer’s ink. This was more for fun than a serious attempt to change inking methods.
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THE JAPANESE KENTO METHOD
There are several ways of registering blocks, and several other ways of doing multiple colors.
The reduction method, or suicide method, uses a single block and thus avoids the key block and
offsets when using multiple blocks; offsets themselves can introduce issues because they can be
misaligned. See the chapter “ONE MORE THING” for a reduction printing example. Once a color
is printed, the block has more lino (or wood) cut away, and then the next color printed, and so on.
While only one block is used, once the process is started, one cannot go back and begin a new
set of prints. A registering system is still needed of course.
The Japanese have an interesting variation on the multi block technique. The method is for the
key block to be cut as usual, and at the bottom and one corner, some lino or wood is left, with the
rest cut away between the Kento marks and the picture to be drawn.
actual picture
cut in the block

white cutout
area
Kento marks are on the longest edge of
the artwork to ensure best alignment.
They should be as far apart as possible.

These thick black lines, or Kento marks, lie in
the margins of the final print, and are not
printed on the final printings. They are,
however, printed for offset from the key block to
the other blocks for each color.
So, the key block as well as the additional
blocks end up being cut, and, a white area is
also cut leading up to those raised areas, or
Kento marks.

The lightest color is printed first, as usual, with
the paper set against the Kento registration
marks. Then the next color, and so on, and
because each block has the same Kento
marks, registration is achieved.
The edge of the Kento marks should be very
steep, there is little danger of stress breaking
that edge, and that steep edge minimizes
paper not being exactly where desired.

The benefit of the Kento marks is that when offsetting the key block to the other blocks for the
various colors, accuracy is automatic because those Kento marks provide the registering; they
are part of the block. The Kento marks are not printed on the final printings, they are, however,
printed when the key block is offset to the additional blocks for the various colors.
The drawbacks are that there is white wasted space between those marks and the real image or
picture. Another disadvantage is that if a small image is to be placed in the middle of a large
sheet of paper, then the lino or wood block would have to be large, and thus increasing the waste
of the block.
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ENHANCE SOME PICTURES WHILE ADDING MYSTIQUE
One way to add interest to a print, authenticate your work, and add useful information, is to use a
seal, something common in the Orient. A lino block less than an inch square can be used; and
within reason the smaller the better. Seals can be any shape, and may be white or black line.
Several designs were made and tried on a few prints before deciding on some of my preferred
seals. Several colors were tried out such as blue and green before deciding that red was my
favorite. The seals were cut and their backs and sides thoroughly sealed with two coats of latex
Kilz primer or shellac. A mark was made on the back to avoid printing the seal upside down by
mistake.
5/8 inch square block, 1/2” image area. This personal seal has a
geometric Arizona or New Mexico theme, and the letters SWS
stand for the artist’s initials with one “S” being normal and the other
reversed. This is used for some personal favorite individual prints;
usually red but some other colors were used.
1/3” wide image area. A hand with the letter “A” inside. The hand
means the print was hand burnished, the “A” means both archival
ink as well as archival paper (acid free) were used. This seal is
often used for archival prints; however its absence does not mean
non archival inks or papers were employed.
1/3” wide image area. There is no letter inside the hand. The plain
hand signifies the print was hand burnished, but either the paper or
some of the ink was not archival. This seal is rarely used because I
use archival paper almost exclusively.
To the right is a picture with an “archival ink and
paper” seal; a hand with the letter “A” inside, and
signed normally. These seals were printed by
pressing. They are too small for a press or a baren
as they can easily topple over. They are inked by
holding the seal against the roller and moving the
seal, rather than rolling the ink on. While red is my
favorite, I do use other colors when appropriate.
Alternatively, I also use an ink pad such as from
Hampton Art in the art section in Walmart.
If a seal for a print is
printed
below
the
signature, number, and
title area, then people
have
the
option
of
showing the seal, or
matting it out.

Pictures don’t need a seal, and remember they can very easily become overpowering.
Remembering that web sites come and go, some good resources to check are:https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Seal_(East_Asia)
http://woodblock.com/encyclopedia/entries/012_10/012_10.html
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LINES: WHITE LINES AND OBJECTS, BLACK LINES AND OBJECTS
SIMULATED VS REAL BLACK LINES AND OBJECTS
DESIGN ISSUES TO CONSIDER
A white line can become a black line if printed with white ink on black paper; such a black line is
really a simulated black line. Similarly a white object also prints as a black object when using
white ink on black paper. Those two simple sentences have design implications!
For example, a cloud that shows as white when printed with the normal black ink on white paper
looks out of place when printed with white ink on black paper, even though the rest of the picture
looks fine.
Another example is when fancy borders are used such as NATURES APPLES; black ink on white
has the borders looking clean. But when using white ink on black paper, that same border has
four black pieces on the border’s perimeter that look odd if the paper dimensions are too small.
The moral of the story is that reversing white line to black line with white ink on black paper works
well for lines and curves, yet it may not always work as well for other objects or areas. Take that
into account in your design. It can get interesting.
A SIMULATED BLACK LINE IS NOT A TRUE BLACK LINE.
Here is an example of where true black line work is absolutely needed…
USING ONE BLOCK AND ROTATING IT MULTIPLE TIMES.
Elsewhere it was said that “A
white line can become a black
line if printed with white ink on
black paper”. But when a block is
printed with white ink on black
paper resulting in a simulated
black line drawing, is that always
true?

REGISTERING MASK
background texture
or noise

When one block is used multiple
times such as when rotating it
with the center of rotation not
being a corner, then some parts
of the picture can overlap.
True black line works. However
white ink on black paper will not.
That is because the excess white
ink will overwrite the previous
simulated black line images. So,
true black line is needed. The
block above right is for “FLIGHT”,
later re-cut as “AIR”, see both in
the gallery.

center of rotation

printing paper
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I learned about this interesting technique of rotating blocks while studying a Japanese artist’s
work. Here true black line is required, not simulated black line.
In addition to the main objects, curved lines are apparent. Those curved lines are a welcomed
background texture or noise. They also help make up for the fact there is no border, in that they
help keep the inking brayer level keeping ink out of the cut out areas.
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A black line lino cut was made, and pencil marks made on the edge to identify the center of
rotation. Then a registering mask was made (see previous page) to allow the block to be rotated
with overlap on the printing paper, in essence a method of registering the block consistently.
Registering is discussed more fully elsewhere when multiple color block printing is discussed.

background texture
or noise

This block was cut so that images would overlap,
and it shows the reason (1) why true black line is
needed, and (2) why white ink on black paper
would not work, since images would be obliterated
by the overlapping white ink.
The intended center of rotation is shown on the
block purely for trial prints and for demonstration
purposes.

center of
rotation for
illustration
purposes.

To the left is one print of the block before the
rotation was started. This is for “FLIGHT”, see the
gallery.

While the block itself does not look complicated, when rotated and printed then complications
become apparent because the background noise or texture lines or curves can clash with objects
or other texture or noise lines or curves.
This shows how a simple print when rotated allowing over printing can get rather busy.

So, how do the border edges blend? The example
here is a 4 by 4 inch lino block, with one corner
mitered off.
Then a center of rotation was
established about 1/2 inch in, with two lines parallel
to the border of 1/2 inch, and a second set twice
that, about 1.0 inches. These are only guide lines.
An object cut on the far left of the left border will
appear on the top of the bottom border.
An object cut on the right of the left border will
appear on the bottom of the bottom border. Why
care? Because its location is needed so the border
object overlaps don’t interfere with each other. The
block to the right is for “EARTH”, see in the gallery.

A simple 90 degree cardboard ruler shows where an object on the left border should end up on
the bottom border. The corner of the home made ruler is placed at the center of rotation. When
the left side is placed on some object, then the lower part will show where it will end up. Another
method is to use some Plexiglass and mark the rotation point, then mark the objects, then rotate
it around the center of rotation, and visually see all conflicting marks or objects.
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Printing is done as usual, but a
mask is needed to hold the block in
place as it is re-inked and rotated.
This mask is a form of registering.
Registering is discussed more fully
elsewhere where multiple color
block printing is discussed.

this mask
was also
used for
several other
prints in the
ELEMENTS
series

This registering mask is a 7 inch
square with angled corners.
After a complete print is done, it
may need a smaller or larger cut
out mask area. Whatever looks
best given the overlapped printing.
That also changes the center of
rotation, by the way.

this mask is
in fact a
registering
device

After the first full printing, there will be conflicts that need to be tidied up where things overlap.
Sometimes it is hard to find the conflicting things because they may come from one of two places.
Keep a simple print of the lino block itself to figure things out.
The block and print above and below is for EARTH, which is in the gallery in final form.
The print to the right shows a
creative way of using one block
multiple times.
This shows all four images as one,
and with no obvious lines to give
any clues at all that multiple block
impressions were used.
True black line uses less ink than
white line, or simulated black line
using white ink on black paper.
By the way, with true black line
having a clear or white background,
there is less room for undesired
mottling of the black ink.
The final refined print to the right is
in the gallery as EARTH.

EARTH represents one of the four ancient elements, as does AIR, FIRE, and WATER. This
series had monochrome versions as well as color versions, see elsewhere. Look at FLIGHT or
AIR in the gallery, and you will see how the over printing shows the two birds almost side by side,
when in fact they are far apart on the block.
When designing a quarter block such as used here, you may have the image’s center to be near
the point of rotation, as above. Or it could be at the opposite corner, or it could be the middle of
the quarter block. Designs can be natural, as above, or they can be geometric. Many options
open up with this method.
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This is as good a place to cover a common rolling problem, as anywhere, so … WHAT IF THE
INK WHEN ROLLED GETS INTO CUT OUT AREAS? Black line work tends to have more cut out
areas, and when inking it is probable that some of the roller’s ink may contact those cut away
areas. White line work tends to have lots of un-cut areas so this is less of a problem.
One benefit of black line work is that there is less ink used than in white line work, so for water
based inks the paper does not warp or curl up as much as the ink dries.

quarter block

To limit a roller depositing ink in the cut out
areas, especially at the edges, you can use a
very small roller and roll the ink with care.
Or, you can place some scrap lino blocks to
act as bearers at the edges of the block being
inked, this supports a larger roller and reduces
the chances of the roller tilting and thus
placing ink where it is not needed. When doing
this, make sure an edge of the roller stays on
a scrap block at an edge. Of course, remove
the bearers before burnishing!

scrap lino
blocks at
the edges

brayer or
roller

In some black line cases, a border could exist
on the block itself as a bearer, and be covered
with paper during burnishing!
These techniques are useful whenever you
have lots of the lino block cut away.
For small amounts of unwanted ink, use a
piece of good quality paper towel, or use a Qtip to remove small amounts of ink.

Registering is covered more in the multi color
print section, but this technique needs it, so…
HOW TO REGISTER OR ALIGN BLOCKS
WHEN THE PAPER IS LARGE? When the
paper is larger than the registering mask, or
some other form of registering, then a couple
of small pencil dots at the top or one side of
the paper can allow the registering mask to be
positioned correctly each time. In this case,
the picture is one quarter block, rotated 90
degrees, allowing overlap, and thus it is
printed four times. And in this case the
registering dots on the right hand side have
been emphasized in the picture on the right.
The above quarter block rotated and printed
four times using a registering mask or device
produces a print called WINTER.

a pencil dot
on the paper

baren or
burnisher

a pencil dot
on the paper

NOTE: The above techniques are highly relevant to the rotated quarter block method. However,
they can also be applied in other situations as well.
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ISSUES WITH SMALL BLOCKS AND REGISTERING
REPETITIVE MULTI COLOR, SMALL BLOCKS, VISUALLY REGISTERED
Visual registering has no registering device. Paper masks are used to keep ink inside the desired
print area. Several problems arise with small blocks, and overlying colors.




Small blocks can be hard to ink; you may get more ink on yourself than the block. It is
easy to over-ink the block which may then smudge, aggravated by the paper moving
One can’t lift the paper up during burnishing to see how well the transfer went, which
means one can’t roll extra ink on while burnishing. Thus more impressions fail than for
larger blocks where one can improve ink coverage while burnishing.
Overlaying ink on paper that already has another ink on it can cause problems. You must
know how the inks interact with each other; mottling and transparency are factors.

1.75 inches square

Despite the problems, there is a freedom with visual registering. To
manage using small blocks and overlaying ink, practice with inked small
blocks on scrap paper with the desired background color. To quote one
printer “you print with pressure and not with ink”. Rolling the ink on the slab
must be thorough, yet very thorough rolling can cause water based inks to
dry more quickly. In very low humidity add a retarder (glycerin works well
for many water based inks) or use an oil based ink instead. Small amounts
of ink, well rolled, and printed with a small press and not a burnisher
minimize these issues for small blocks. This series of prints did just that.

Inking the block may be best done by holding the block in one hand and inking it with the other.
Test the overlaying ink on the underlay ink; solve problems before producing the final picture.
While burnishing a small block, you can’t easily lift the paper up and roll again if the transfer was
too weak, an oil based ink might transfer better. Small blocks may allow paper to move during
burnishing, consider using a small inexpensive printing press rather than a burnisher or baren.
For some of these pictures, blue printers ink lightened with white was stippled to provide a light
sky background. To keep the background or underlay color within bounds, a mask or stencil was
cut and used. During stenciling, there is a risk the stencil brush will pick up the stencil, causing
some ink to go outside the border. These prints had differing colors on stippled backgrounds so
consider how colors interact.
When the small inked block, for example red ink, is placed on the background color, blue in this
case, it is possible for the block’s ink to pick up some of the background blue; those flakes can
cause problems on the next impression, while leaving a mottled effect.
Since the small blocks get used several times in one picture,
cleaning is quite frequent bringing the risk of water damage to
the lino block’s backing. The block’s back and sides should
be protected. For frequently cleaned blocks, consider unmounted lino and mount it yourself on a wood backing.
Alternatively, consider sealing the edges and bottom of the
lino backing; two thorough coats of Kilz latex primer or shellac
work well; always take care to avoid shellac fumes.
These prints could be in an edition, but because there is no
registering system, each numbered print would have to
indicate there were variations. Examples of this process are
in the gallery as FLORAL SNOWFLAKES, NEW MEXICO
SPRING, and AIRBORNE FLOWERS.
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REPETITIVE MULTI COLOR, SMALL BLOCKS, CAREFULLY REGISTERED
and
INTERESTING PROBLEMS AND CONCERNS RELATING TO INKING
This is one of several hummingbird pictures. A key block was drawn and cut, and then offset to
two other small blocks. The intent was to then reduce the key block so it, plus the other two
blocks, held the three colors; red for the bird, green for the flowers, brown for the stalk.
The small blocks for the green flowers, and the red hummingbird were test printed, and the key
block was also tested with brown, but with the flowers and bird masked out. This test was to
ensure all three blocks were correct. It was just as well that the key block was tested.
In doing the cutting of the flowers, the brown stalk on the key block no longer matched correctly.
So, the key block was offset again for a new stalk block, but with corrections; so it was cut for the
brown stalk to match properly. The original key block, once intended to be reduced to just printing
the stalk, was now retained for possible use as a monochrome print.
So, to the left are all three blocks cut from offsets.
The bottom block, also shows bearers, scrap lino from lino blocks,
to keep the ink roller off the cut out areas.
Then the blocks were printed with water based ink. It looks
rotated a bit clockwise, that is caused by the hummingbird’s wings
sticking up; the superimposed lines show that.

3.5 inches square

The print order was the brown stalk first, green
leaves next, and the red bird last. The green leaves
and flowers were transparent, so the earlier brown
shows through. The black for the eye was added
with a fine brush after all the printing; the black for
the beak was added to the block, however, by
using a paper mask to stop two things; first to stop
the red going on the beak, and second if it had,
then it needed to be stopped from getting onto the
inking roller contaminating the roller’s ink, and
hence the ink slab itself. That was a lesson learned
some time back. This was a water based ink. Not
all blocks printed perfectly.
Because small blocks can’t have their paper lifted mid burnishing for more ink if needed, and
because at low humidity the water based inks can dry too quickly even with retarder, the decision
was made to use oil based inks for the final edition, see NECTAR TROVE in the gallery.
That printing highlighted an interesting problem. Even though a day separated each color printing,
a block would pick up some colored ink from the color the day before, and if not noticed, would
contaminate the next impression of that block. Either catch it and remove it from the block, or,
wait more than a day before each color was added. A useful point to remember.
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PROBLEM SOLVING
SMALL ROLLERS ON LARGE BLOCKS
If you have ink density variations, then check your inking
technique.
To the right is a print, the left side of which is darker than
the right side. This is caused by improper ink rolling.
Ink is rolled twice; once on the slab, and then again on the
block. Both rolling operations need multiple passes of the
roller and in different directions and different angles.

If a 1.1 inch diameter brayer (roller) is rolled over a block then about 3.5 inches will be rolled with
solid ink. Further rolling of the brayer will deposit weaker somewhat used ink. So, after inking the
roller, roll it down, roll it up, and then repeat on the other side. Then without re-inking the roller, do
left to right, top to bottom, top left to bottom right, top right to bottom left rolls to distribute the ink.
And roll with different angles also.
roller

Yes, each such rolling without added ink will cause the
roller to pick up ink where the block took ink, and thus
vary its drop off of residual ink (that is the basis of an
offset print), but after enough criss-cross rolls the ink will
be even.
roller

CHECK FOR UNEVEN BLOCK SURFACES
Ink density variations on the block or print can be
caused by indentations on the block. One cause is that
the MDF backing of a lino block can get wet during
cleaning and the MDF can swell which may cause
some areas of the lino to be higher leaving other areas
lower. Even well sealed MDF can at times absorb
cleanup fluids such as water. So, see where the lower
areas are using a trial print and use a wooden spoon to
burnish just those areas.
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THE INK PRINTED RATHER BADLY
Sometimes the ink on the ink slab is not rolled long enough; so keep rolling until the familiar hiss
occurs. Don’t use too much ink on the ink slab. Sometimes the roller picks up too much thick ink
on the slab which in turn can clog a lino block’s white lines. Try a different roller to lift ink to the
lino block. Or consider a second ink slab, roll the roller with too much thick ink onto a second ink
slab; that way you conserve ink, and thin out the roller at the same time. Or run the roller onto
scrap paper to get rid of some, and re-roll on the ink block. A wise printer once said “you print
with pressure and not with ink”. Soft brayers (Speedball light brown rollers) tend to lay more ink
than hard brayers (Speedball black rollers).

THE BLOCK IS CLOGGED
Ink can build up in the cut areas, especially fine lines. To
the right, the left print had ink clogged up. The block was
cleaned with warm water and soap, then inked again
and printed. The crispness came back. Clean blocks
after use, and clean them well. Pay attention to the
amount of ink used, its viscosity (thickness), and proper
rolling technique. Less ink is better than too much.

THE INK IS TOO THICK
Too thick a layer of ink can cause blemishes when you print, and can clog the fine white lines you
cut; also black lines may appear incomplete since ink can be pulled back off the paper.
In this example, a tube of black ink was very thick
when coming out of the tube. I used it and printed
it; see the top right image. The print lost detail
and the block had clogged fine lines. I added a
thinner mixing it with a spatula. For water based
inks, glycerin works well, and you can also try
adding water but that may dry with a rougher
surface. With good viscosity and a small amount
of ink, the slab was rolled until the familiar hissing
sound was heard. Avoid using too much ink and
pay attention to its viscosity, use a thinner if need
be. Use proper rolling technique to work the ink
into a fine film for transfer to the block. The final
image had good detail as seen on the bottom
right image.

lost detail

good detail

THE INK WHEN ROLLED GETS INTO CUT OUT AREAS
Black line work tends to have more cut out areas, and when inking, some of the roller’s ink may
contact those cut out areas. White line work tends to have less cut out areas so this is less of a
problem. One benefit of black line work is that there is less ink used than in white line work, so for
water based inks the paper does not warp or curl up as much as the ink dries. To limit a roller
depositing ink in the cut out areas, especially at the edges, you can use a very small roller and
roll the ink with care. Or, you can place some scrap lino blocks as bearers at the edges of the
block being inked, this supports the larger roller reducing the chances of the roller tilting and
placing ink where it is not needed. Always keep one side of the roller on the bearer.
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THE INK APPEARS AS TOO THIN
When the ink appears to be too thin it can mean one of two things; too watery (not viscous
enough), or not enough ink applied. If not enough ink was applied then the print will look grainy or
too light; lift the paper, re ink, and re burnish. If the ink was too watery (low viscosity), then it can
run into the cut areas or over the edges of the uncut objects or lines.

PRESSURE WHEN ROLLING INK AND BURNISHING A PRINT, AND OTHER
PROBLEMS
Mixing inks usually works very well, but some interesting results can happen
on the odd occasion it does not. The result can be random blotches in the final
print. Keep on rolling until the gentle hiss is heard. This also happens with
uneven pressure on rolling ink or burnishing a print, and dust or other debris
on the surface of the block or the ink slab.
Well mixed ink
Even pressure
Clean surfaces
COMMON PROBLEMS:







block or ink slab contaminated ~ clean and roll again
too little or too much ink ~ fix as needed
ink applied with too little or too much pressure ~ roll properly
uneven burnishing pressure ~ burnish evenly and criss cross
lighter inked areas ~ burnish weak areas with a wooden spoon
pulling a print off the block too rapidly ~ slow down

When a printing still shows patchy ink transfer, carefully and
slowly pull half the paper back after some burnishing, re ink
the exposed half of the block if the print you pulled up shows a
need, carefully put the paper back, and then burnish that half
again. Repeat for the other sides. This was how I got NATURE
ASCENDING to print well, as well as the 9 by 12 inch
NATURES APPLES whose block had a tough time taking ink
even after a very thorough surface preparation.
Some problems can enhance a print, as they can add a lovely
unexpected texture. However, they may also impact an
“edition” as such random “problems” may not easily be
repeated. Yours is the choice. See “A FUN IMAGE, OR A
MISTAKE?” elsewhere in this book for removing a blemish, or
even how to add one.

PAPER AND INK INTERACTION
Paper can be absorbent (little sizing) or not absorbent (much more sizing). Very absorbent paper
may need to be dampened; see “DAMPING ABSORBENT OR THICKER PAPERS” in chapter 8
“ONE MORE THING” towards the end of this book. A resource on ink characteristics is “The
Woodcut Artist’s Handbook” by George Walker, chapter 4, “Papers and Ink”.
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Too thick, too thin, or too much ink can obliterate the white lines (where the lino was cut) as can
too much burnishing pressure. Less ink is better than more. The correct ink thickness may require
some retarder or thinner to be added; remember than many retarders do not reduce viscosity.
Then the ink should be rolled until there is a nice hiss as the roller goes over the ink. The ink
surface will have many small areas lifted as the roller passes over it. The larger these raised
areas, the less ready is the ink to use, so keep on rolling.
Lift the roller and move it back before the next roll, rather
than rolling back and forth. And roll in different directions
and angles also.
The fine slightly mottled ink surface, making a
hiss as the roller passes over it, means it is
ready to be rolled onto the lino block. Smaller
mottling means better ink distribution.

brayer
rolled ink

When applying ink, and when burnishing, make
sure you use appropriate pressure, and remove
the print slowly from the block.
A white area sometimes happens when a sliver of lino is left on the lino
block, or if there is an oily piece or something, dust, or even a human hair.
Sometimes, leaving such flaws can create an added dimension to a print,
but if an edition is contemplated, it may be hard to keep the flaws in the
same place on each print.

GRAINY BACKGROUNDS ~ Are they a Problem or a feature?
Mixed ink not mixed well enough has a mottling effect. However, the grainy
effect of ink intentionally lightly rolled or burnished can be a nice feature. It
is a question of what looks lovely, and what is repeatable. If the mottled
grain is consistent, and planned, who decides to keep it? You do of course.
Below on the left is a too thick an ink, the center too wet, and the last is just
right. The lower rows are magnified to highlight the problems.
Thick ink can be thinned by adding a thinner or retarder; glycerin works for many water based
inks. Remember that many retarders do not reduce viscosity.
thick

wet

good
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ENHANCE SOME BLOCKS WITH A RE WORKING OF THE CUTS
This short discussion mostly relates to white line work. How deep should a cut be? A cut does not
have to go all the way to the center of the earth. But a cut that is very thin is asking for
subsequent problems; ink can accumulate, and when too close together such as with cross
hatching, can cause problems if you subsequently need to widen them, as discussed below.
Sometimes a lino cut prints well and yet after a few days or a few inking and printing sessions it
seems to be dull. There are several possible reasons for this.
One reason is that ink accumulates in the cuts, especially thin ones, and builds up, even with
careful cleaning. Another reason is that sometimes a fine cut starts out cutting the lino but as the
cut proceeds then it only depresses it. So the first few prints look lively but after a time the lino decompresses, so the picture loses some of its crispness. If the basic design is good, consider
refining the cut rather then re-doing the entire cut.

BEFORE

AFTER

The widening of the lines, although a very small change, also deepens the lines, the result is a
crisper print, and one that cleans more easily. It is easy to use the original cut to guide the re-cut,
just work slowly. Some other refinements may be made as well, while at it.
One refinement in the above was adding more detail to the
smaller birds.

Another refinement in the above was the tapering of the sun’s
ray tips.

Other refinements in the above were shading on the windows, and making the small tree in the
distance look less like a leaning tree. The end result is a picture that bursts back to life, and one
that will clean more easily, and reduce the chances of poor ink transfer.
Several other lino blocks were carefully refined after initial printing with lines gently widened and
deepened; just two examples were BIRTH OF A DRAGONFLY, and SHACKLETONS FAMED
ENDURANCE. While lino blocks can be re-worked by re-cutting lines, woodcuts are harder to recut, especially ones using plywood; one woodcut example was ST PAULS SHIPWRECK. The
moral is to do a better job first time with line width and depth.
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MISTAKEN CUTS IN LINO
Simple scratches can be sanded with 100 or 400 grit sand
paper which lowers the area around the scratch. This works
when using a burnisher such as a baren, but for a printing
press, it may require “make ready” methods.
For deep cuts, Bondo can be used (safety caution: do this
outside), then sanded when dry with progressively finer grit.
Allow some time Bondo to dry before sanding, and let it cure
before gently cutting it. Be careful when sanding Bondo as it
is easy to sand adjacent lino which makes it lower. That
lower lino area gets less ink when rolled, and burnishing
there may also pick up less ink.
If Bondo crumbles when mixed, or later when sanding, it
may be too old; it may be time to get a new can.
The original print SHACKLETONS ENDURANCE (not in the gallery)
had some cutting flaws. One flaw was over cutting the sea serpent and
the moon. The bottom part of the moon should be on top of the serpent,
but the edge of the serpent can still be seen (see to the left).
The other flaw was caused by some planks on the side of the ship
merging, that was solved by placing an iceberg over that screwup, but
that meant no clear border around the iceberg, and added to that, the
icebergs also needed rounded bases.
The iceberg (see to the right) covered the plank screwup, but the
plank segments still came through. To minimize that problem, I
tried to add a bordering white line. So, that white line, and the
planks upsetting the bordering black line all need fixing.

The areas to be fixed were masked,
then Bondo plus hardener were applied,
then the masks removed. After several
hours the areas were sanded with 100
then 400 grit, and after several days the
areas were gently re-cut.

The moon looks much better as the
serpent clearly goes under the tip of the
moon.
The iceberg has a much better black
line halo around it. But there are a
couple of pieces left to fix.

After all that, I re-cut the block anyway, and that reworked picture is in the gallery at the end of
this book as SHACKLETONS FAMED ENDURANCE.
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SCRATCHES AND MINOR DAMAGE ON LINO
You may find a new lino block may have a scratch or two on it, or even a dent. Not to worry.
Simple scratches can be sanded with sand paper. Using 100
grit will solve simple scratches, 220 is better, 400 better still.
I deliberately ran the sharp end of some scissors to test this.
It works because you are lowering the adjacent area around
the scratch. This works when the print is made using a
burnisher such as a baren. For a printing press, it may
require “make ready” methods. Or treat as a dent, see
below.

before

after

For dents that should not be there, either blend those flaws into your design, or you can use
automobile Bondo (safety caution: do this outside) as a filler, then sand when dry with
progressively finer grit. If the edge of a block is damaged, this may be harder to do, so use that
dent in the border design, or cut the dent cleanly and repeat if needed elsewhere on the block. If
caused by erroneous or sloppy cutting, fix major screwups by starting all over again. But a Bondo
fix does work, see under “PROBLEM SOLVING” in the “MISTAKEN CUTS IN LINO” section.

WHAT IF AN IMAGE IS IN THE WRONG PLACE ON A GREETING CARD
Once in a while some cards may get printed with the picture off center. It is probably better to
reprint the cards when you are awake, and after that cup of tea or coffee. However an alternative
is to distract the eye. A fleur-de-lis, a very small picture, or a seal can be added which distracts
the eye while balancing the images on the card.

CLEANING UP
Before cleaning, place scrap paper on the ink slab and block, and then run the brayer over them
to remove excess ink. Lino blocks have a backing, often MDF (a medium density fiber board),
which can absorb water or other cleaning fluids and when it does it can distort; other kinds of
blocks also use MDF, so be careful when around water. Ink accumulates in cuts, especially fine
ones, so clean thoroughly; but protect the block’s sides and backing from cleaning fluid by
wrapping the edges with masking tape to avoid the backing absorbing fluids and thus distorting.
Alternatively, consider two thorough coats of shellac or Kilz latex primer on the MDF back and
sides to minimize water absorption; always avoid shellac fumes.

PRACTICE
Have a linocut block just for practicing a new figure or letter, before doing it on the actual project
lino block. Just as one practices drawing figures, so also one can practice cutting them.

A FINAL THOUGHT:
Multiple blocks, multiple colors, printed multiple times, all increase the chances for a misprint.
Since they have much of the area cut out, use bearers to keep the roller away from cut out areas,
and consider using oil based inks. These may be the hardest prints to pull off. HUMMINGBIRDS
ARRIVE was an example of this as it took many water based ink printings before a good one
surfaced; eventually for design reasons a new version was cut and which used oil based ink and
was called NECTAR TROVE.
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SUMMARY OF COMMON ISSUES
DESIGN





consider a flow to your picture, left to right or circular; have a story to the picture
is there a balance of total white and the black. Is the picture too busy.
are distant objects not differentiated well from near objects; and how is perspective
will you design with shapes (silhouettes) or details (white or black line)

BLOCK CUTTING











did you cut the block forgetting to reverse the image. If so then print it to an offset
medium and then burnish that to a final print which will be correct.
too thin a line is usually too shallow; ink may fill it up quickly when printing. Light inking
and re-inking helps greatly with this problem, and allows fine detail cutting.
for concentric curves, do the inside curves first then move towards the outside
cross hatching can be overwhelming, inconsistent with other texturing, and high points
may break during cutting or printing
a cold lino block can cause tools to slip or skid, so warm it up
if tools slip or skid check tool sharpness, if not perfect then strop or replace
scratches or erroneous cuts, consider sanding, or Bondo, or use the flaw in the design
the wider angled V tools are not good for tight turns such as lettering and fine details
the larger the wing angle of a “V” tool, the wider the cut.
the steeper the cutting angle of a “V” tool, the wider the cut.

PRODUCTION

















use a spatula first to spread ink on the slab, only roll after the ink has been spread
re-ink during burnishing if the print is weak, such as too little ink (which is much better
than too much ink)
if too much ink is on the ink slab, use the spatula to move some away from the rolling
area or roll to a second ink slab.
check ink viscosity; while many retarders maintain viscosity, glycerin usually thins water
based inks and much of the time does it better than adding water
too thick an ink can cause blemishes and clog the cuts. Consider using a thinner.
in low humidity use a retarder. For many water based inks glycerin works as a retarder,
or an occasional fine spray of water on the ink slab may also help but it can also cause
the printed ink to dry rougher. Oil based inks are better when humidity is very low.
soft brayers (Speedball light brown rollers) tend to lay more ink than hard brayers
(Speedball black rollers). However, soft brayers are better for uneven blocks
ink not rolled enough or rolling pattern not varied leads to poor inking on the block
is the ink roller or block itself contaminated, uneven, or dented
block not fully cleaned from prior prints, ink stuck in narrow cuts or thin, clean well
enough so ink does not accumulate in the thinnest lines in a block
uneven or insufficient burnishing pressure is a problem
pulling a print off the block too early or too quickly
paper is too absorbent (consider damping), or paper is insufficiently absorbent
before burnishing a block, check for unwanted ink in cut out areas, including at the
edges. Unwanted ink can be removed before burnishing if you use a small piece of a
good quality paper towel, or even some Q-tips. This works for water as well as oil based
inks; while this works for lino blocks, wood blocks may retain unwanted fibers.
the standard for permanent editions is archival ink and archival paper

A good resource:-

https://letterpresscommons.com/linoleum/
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NOTES AND REMINDERS:

Do not make your cuts too shallow or thin. Pay attention to rolling ink on the slab,
and the block. Pay attention to your burnishing.
Look at your print with a magnifying glass and
see what is really happening.

While using tools, as well as after a session,
hone them. A felt tip pen can mark the cutting
edges to see if you are honing them properly, if
not adjust the angle at which you are holding the
tool. A powerful magnifying glass is used to
check cutting edges for deformities. To the right
is a common slip strop; the strop is for outside
cutting edges, the slip side, shown here, refines
the inner edges.

From the beginning, keep a log of the names and versions of your blocks and
pictures, along with their dates, block and print final sizes, types of block, colors
and ink type, paper used, edition size and numbers printed, as well as any other
pertinent notes. It is easy if you do it from the beginning, An Excel spreadsheet
can hold the list; and a folder of scanned images can also help.
As a design reminder, one can mix black and white line work in a print, for
example A DOGS WELCOME, and INFANT JESUS SHRINE. Both prints use
black line for the upper part of the image, and white line for the lower part.
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Chapter 3
WOOD CUTS
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end grain is
for engraving

Wood cuts often have less detail than lino cuts, and a lot less than wood
engravings, but they also have a unique charm. The woods used in this
chapter are Pine plank wood with the knife as a primary tool; then Birch
plank as well as plywood, then Bass and Poplar woods.
The tools used in this chapter include:- The Flexcut 45° 5/32" V tool, the
Flexcut 45° 1/4” V tool, the Flexcut 70° 3/8" V tool, the Flexcut 3/8” U gouge,
the Ramelson 60° 1/8” Parting (V) tool, and the humble X-Acto knife.
HINT: While Pine is shown first, Birch second, and Bass and Poplar last;
you may find using Bass or Poplar first, Birch second, and Pine last to be
more rewarding. Bass and Poplar are easier to cut than Birch, and Birch
easier than Pine. Pine tends not to hold detail as well as other woods, yet
Pine has a grain that can add beauty to artwork.
NOTE: Keep tools sharp. When using the V tool and U gouge on a
woodcut, frequent honing on a strop will keep the tool very sharp. A
sharp tool cuts crisply, and minimizes a tool slipping.
NOTE: Water based inks work well on lino cuts and I have had no trouble
with water based inks on wood but am careful to minimize water being
absorbed into the wood. Oil based inks are preferred by many artists.

THE BLOCK EQUATION ~ LINO, PLANK, OR END GRAIN WOOD
Consider lino blocks for good quality and ease of cutting, and consider end
grain wood for engraving incredibly detailed work. Plank grain for woodcuts,
is usually lower quality than lino, certainly lower than end grain engraving,
but have good durability. Experiment and decide for yourself.
WHITE OR BLACK LINE OR SILHOUETTE EQUATION
White line is natural for block print work, black line is closer to other art work.
White line has more uncut and thus inked areas; this increases the chances
for inconsistent ink coverage, and uses more ink. Black line requires more
cuts to delineate an object. One can mix black and white line work in a print,
by the way. Silhouette work is more about shapes than details.
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WOOD CUTS ~ PLANK GRAIN, NOT END GRAIN
SOME INITIAL POINTS…
A woodcut uses the same kinds of tools as the lino cut, except many artists also add the knife. A
wood cut is on the plank’s grain, and differs from a wood engraving which uses the end grain.
Speedball lino cut tools may not be strong enough for wood, consider Ramelson or Flexcut. In
my experience I have found not infrequently that some tools had burrs, hooks, or poor cutting
edges making the tool unusable as is.
Check all new tools, and check every tool often. Look to ensure the tool is well formed as well
as sharp. The tools need to be very sharp so keep them sharp with a strop. A frequent gentle
honing on the strop helps a lot.
Patience is essential, and time must be taken when cutting the block. It is tempting to resist using
the knife, but the knife is a very good tool and has minimal splintering tendencies. At least try it.
Moistening a wood block can sometimes make the cross grain cuts easier with less splintering;
sometimes it makes no difference. Moistening a wood block can be done with a damp cloth,
linseed oil, or PVA (Elmer’s Glue). Few if any of the woodcut prints in the gallery at the end of this
book came from blocks moistened before cutting.
Splintering often means that your tools are simply not sharp enough. Frequent honing on a strop
is very important.
Splintering may also mean that more patience is needed.
Splintering, even with very sharp well maintained tools, may also mean that you need to use the
knife as the main tool for lines, curves, and the edges of objects. Sometimes the V tools and U
gouges, even when very sharp, can cause splintering when going cross grain, hence the need to
consider the knife as a tool. For several reasons, a sharp knife hardly if ever causes splintering.
Wood cuts are often printed with oil based ink because their cleanup can use less water, and
water on wood can cause wood cracking or warping as it dries. Oil based inks are often cleaned
using solvents; consider baby oil or Citrasolv as an alternative to mineral spirits, or consider an oil
based ink that cleans with dish washing soap such as Cranfield’s Caligo Safe Wash Relief Ink
from Jolly Ole England.
I have used water based ink on wood many times with no trouble at all; the Japanese have used
it for ages over a rice starch and water surface treatment. I sometimes avoid oil based inks as
cleanup takes more time and fuss, but oil based inks do have many benefits.
As you read these next pages on woodcuts, keep in the back of your mind that:







a knife can often make the experience much better
very frequent honing of tools and gouges is essential
choice of wood affects ease of cutting
cuts that go with the grain sometimes follow that grain and not go where you want
cross grain cuts are tougher than cuts in the general direction of the grain
watch out for knots and even holes in the plank grain
newer oil based inks can be cleaned much easier than in the past
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IS USING A KNIFE BETTER FOR OUTLINING AND DETAIL?
For wood cuts on pine, it is hard to keep the tools sharp enough to avoid some splintering or
jumping when going across grain. The annual rings are much harder than the wood in between,
so uneven cutting can happen. And, the mechanics of how the knife works compared to the other
tools means the knife has much less chance of causing splinters. Additionally, a knife is pulled
towards you compared to a V tool or U gouge which is pushed away; and knives tend to skid less.
When cutting along the grain, any tool may tend to follow the grain and that may not be where
you want it to go. Let patience be your watchword, and make cuts in small steps.
Of course, even on the same plank cutting can differ just a few inches away. Close annual rings
have more chances of uneven cutting than widely spaced annual rings. It also helps to choose
your wood wisely, study the grain and knots on both sides of a plank before deciding which side
to use.

more chance
of splintering
as harder cutting
on this side
end grain not used
in wood cutting
less chance of splintering as easier
cutting on this side

You need two cuts to make a white line when using a knife as opposed to only one when using a
tool or gouge, but the result is a cleaner line, and less chance of splintering. When two cuts are
made, the sliver between them may just pop out.

white line cutting
with a knife

Some new tools may have burrs, hooks, or poor cutting edges making the tool unusable as is.
Check all tools as soon as you get them, and before each use.
In summary, for many reasons a knife can be a better choice over even very sharp V tools. The
knife can be better controlled, but it takes practice. Split the difference and use the knife for
contours and V tools and U gouges for clearing stuff between knife cuts. Experiment, and see
what is best for your wood, your tools, and you.
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What is the physical reason a knife is often better than a V tool? A key point is the mechanics of
how the cutting does or does not generate splinters.

WOOD BLOCK

KNIFE
MOTION
pressures

A knife goes down into the wood to cut; nothing
is lifting the wood up. The force is downward
and in the direction the knife is moving, and
some at 90 degrees to that. The upward force
only happens later when the second knife cut is
made which is what creates the white line, but
the other side of the line is already cut, so there
is very little chance of splintering.
Splinters are caused by upward forces, blunt
cutting edges, and wood hardness variation.

Because the wings are normally in front of
the apex, a “V” tool applies a downward
pressure on the wood thus there is a
corresponding upward pressure on the tool.
The cutting edge pressure is downward and
forward. However, the apex forces some
wood up which can cause splintering if the
wing cutting edges are not very sharp. This
happens when the tool is not well
maintained. While you are cutting, strop the
tool frequently.

NOTE: the wings
cut the sliver
first, so if well
formed and very
sharp, the apex
pushes the wood
sliver up cleanly.

apex forces wood sliver up

WINGS

motion
wood

APEX
wing forward sweep minimizes splintering

The apex has an upward
force on the wood sliver
already carved out by the
wings which is good.
When the wings are in
front of the apex, wing
cutting force is forward
and downward, which
is good.

a tool

MOTION

Line width can vary because of wood hardness which also varies with grain, and impatience also
has a lot to do with it also. Take your time.
Curved lines may behave differently than straight lines. Make black lines wider than needed, then
towards the end you can trim them down. It is not easy to make a black line thicker, or to correct
breaks in a black line. Patience has a lot to do with wood cut work.
Different places in the same block of wood, and different woods behave differently. Experiment,
and make your own choice. When it comes to splinters, remember that the odds are with you
when using a knife, and somewhat against you when using a V tool. My best pine plank woodcuts
were done with a knife; however a lot of my woodcuts using birch were done with just V tools and
U gouges, one good example is ST PAULS SHIPWRECK which is in the gallery.
As often repeated in this book, try for yourself as you are the artist.
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A ROSE
A piece of scrap pine plank, four inches wide was
sanded, brushed, and then wiped to remove dust or
debris. This had no other surface preparation.
Then a rose was drawn on the wood and the outlines
were marked with a marker pen, so the lines would be
clear.
It was then carefully cut with an X-Acto knife. Some
parts of the picture were cut ad hoc. No V tools or U
gouges were used.
This would be a white line picture.

This knife work was done carefully, remembering to
angle the cuts so that the two cuts per white line met,
and the resulting sliver of wood thus easily popped out
which formed the white line. Neither V tools nor U
gouges were used at all. This wood cut took less than an
hour.

At this point, it was clear that using a knife was not
difficult, and was neater than hoping a V tool could do all
the white lines on a pine plank. There were less
unwanted splinters of wood.
Design wise, the thorn on the stalk could have been
higher up, oh well.
The biggest problem some people have with pine wood
cut work is accepting that tools, even very sharp ones,
going across grain on pine plank, can ask for trouble;
and the knife can be truly easier and better.
In this simple wood cut the proof was in the pudding. But
can it get even better?
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CONVERTING WHITE LINE TO BLACK LINE
Assuming you didn’t cut the block as black line in the first place, there are two ways of converting
a white line image or “negative” into a black line image or “positive”. Lino cuts, wood cuts, and
wood engravings are a “negative” image art form, they are made with “white lines”, and that is
because they are subtractive art.
Consider using the block from the previous page. The first
method is to print it as is but using archival white ink on a black
paper; see several such prints in the gallery for examples. The
result is shown on the left. The white is not a brilliant white, yet
the results have great charm.
This is of course a simulated black line drawing, but it is still a
genuine block print.

Still using the block from the
previous page, the second
method is to take the previously
cut white line block and carve the
black lines that are needed from
the uncut material bordering
each object; in this case the rose,
and to gouge away the
background using a U gouge.
Carving a black line means
carving away adjacent material to
leave a “black line” standing.
Ensure that the knife cuts surrounding the shapes or objects are deeply cut. Deep boundary cuts
stop gouges and their wood slivers from accidentally running past the boundary into the shape.
This is especially true when cutting with the grain.
This example was quickly done; it took all of twenty minutes, however the result is appealing.
Creating white line drawings (negatives) or creating black line drawings (positives), is a personal
choice. Black line work is a bit more effort than white line because two white lines are needed per
black line which takes more time. Also the black lines are often thin and can more easily break.
The more objects in an image, the more involved it is to create all the black lines.

white line ~ not much
can break on that line

the black line ~ the black line can break if the white
line cuts are made too aggressively
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HOW TO BE AT EASE USING THE KNIFE
Once the idea of using the knife for wood cut lines and curves has
sunk in, the only way to get good at it is to practice.










Take a piece of wood, such as a pine plank.
Draw a line or a curve.
On one side slowly score the wood with the knife at a 45°
angle. Then go back and make the score into a shallow cut,
same angle. Then make it a deeper cut.
On the other side, score at an opposing 45° angle
Go back and make the score into a shallow cut, same angle.
Then make it a deeper cut.
The sliver should pop out between the two cuts.
This is a “white line”.
Repeat the process close to the first white line.
You now have two white lines and a black line in between.

In the picture above, you will see some “V” marks or arrows; this is where the wood was hard.
The knife will cut shallower there, so take time to repeat the score or cut.
NOTE: Right handed persons may prefer the knife bevel to be on the left, vice versa for left
handed persons. However, it may not be possible to easily get single bevel knives from an art
store, so double bevel knives will have to do.
Then do some free hand curves (no marks on the wood) where they angle in different directions.
In little time, white and black line cuts improve and become
easier. In little time handling the transition between softer
and harder wood on the same wood plank also improves.
Circles are hard to cut, and it is easy to angle the blade in
the wrong 45° angle. Think before cutting.
There is a limit to how close white and black
lines can be (see the picture and the insert
to the left); this is between the rose’s left leaf
and the lower right of the abstract figure.

As with lino cutting, it takes time and practice which soon
starts to pay off quickly.





Practice equal width lines in several areas of the same block
Practice equal width curves, there are several in the test piece above
Practice circles, there are several in the test piece above
Practice

In other words, just as a practice block is useful when working with lino, the same applies with
wood.
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MORE KNIFE PRACTICE
This used a piece of scrap pine wood, no sanding
or other treatment was used. A dog and a bird were
drawn with a pencil in simple outline. The block size
was 3.5 x 5 inches. An X-Acto knife was used with
no V tools and no U gouges.

The top border, due to not taking time and not
being methodically careful, saw the knife run with
the grain so it was of a variable width. To
compensate, a tree was added whose branches
touched the top border.
That tree does not get rid of the error in the border,
but it does deflect the eye a bit. To balance the
tree, a daffodil was added, opposite to the tree.
It may not be a work of art, but the knife skill
improved.

Total time taken was about 2 hours from drawing to
printing. If more time had been taken, the top
border would not be an eyesore, and more detail
could have been added. Also, finer knife work could
have been done.
This print THE DOG AND BIRD used Speedball’s
oil based ink, and cleanup in this case was with
CitraSolv which worked well on the block and roller.
I verified this by doing a water based ink print after
cleanup. Baby oil also works very well for many oil
based ink cleanups.

oil based ink
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MAKING LEMONADE FROM LEMONS, AND AN OFFSET
To the left is a trial print of A ROSE AND CATERPILLAR from a
3.5 by 4.5 inch pine plank, un-sanded, with no surface
treatment. The rose, caterpillar, and sun were carved using a
knife; however the border used a “U” gouge.
The design is awful. The sun
looks pathetic and there was
little to be done about two
major streaks caused by the
wood grain; I should have
used them in the design.
the original awful wood
block trial print

So the original wood block was refined, see to the right. The
pathetic sun was improved by adding lots of rays, and then
those rays were wrapped around the bottom part of the stem.

the wood block was
then refined

The refined block was printed again and is shown on the left; it
is much better. This would be an edition if several were printed.

But what else could be done for fun. An offset using glossy
paper as the transfer medium was made of this rose which
was burnished onto the final paper, see to the right. That
would be a separate edition from the normal block printing. Of
course, it is a mirror image of the new print above.

This woodcut shows fixing a design disaster (the sun), as well as using an offset for a final print.
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TRANSITIONING FROM PINE PLANK TO BIRCH PLYWOOD
FOCUSING ON BIRCH, AND THE V TOOLS

pine plank

Moving beyond the limits of pine, what
is the next easy to find wood? Birch
plywood is one answer, and birch can
cut more smoothly, and cross grain
splintering is less. However, the birch
layer may be too thin. Plywood may not
always be perfectly bonded to the inner
layers especially if it has dried out, or
an inner layer may have holes in it, or
the plie may be too thin. Either one
may cause a piece of plie to splinter
off. Hence, white line may be better
than black line work for plywood.

birch ply

Birch plywood is available at a number of home improvement stores.
Try and get plywood with a thicker birch plie, as some plie may be
too thin. The wood will need cutting to usable sizes. The two Flexcut
V tools that were used on the pine plank (above left) were used on
the birch plywood (above right). Like pine, birch also needs sharp
tools and frequent honing.
All the rest is about the same. Instead of a bench hook, a folded Tshirt was used to rest the birch block on. This allowed for a steady
yet maneuverable platform for the woodcut.
This same method can also be used for end grain blocks, such as
box wood as used for wood engraving (as opposed to wood cutting).

The pine woodcut to the left was done
quickly, and with the same V tools as
the birch woodcut to the right. Both
were printed with water based ink, and
both blocks were cleaned with a damp
not wet kitchen sponge and wiped
with a kitchen towel that didn’t shed
fibers. I then received instruction on
what kitchen towels were for, and to
use other towels.
The birch was easier to cut than pine,
the cuts were more refined, cross
grain cuts were smoother, and the
resulting prints were of better quality.
Some artists prefer pine over birch. Pine tends to hold less detail but you may like the grain in the
final print. Birch is easier to work with than pine. It is a case of what works best for a specific
artist, a specific project, and a specific wood. Make your own experiments, and you decide. So,
time to do some more birch plywood woodcuts.
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IS A SURFACE TREATMENT BEFORE CUTTING HELPFUL?
Mistakes are food for success. So while previous birch plywood cuts
went well (I had very sharp tools and I kept them honed), I decided to
apply linseed oil to birch plywood to see if it would make things even
easier. This was discussed earlier in this chapter for plank wood
(see: Michael Rothenstein, ch 3, “Linocuts & Woodcuts”; David L.
Oravez, ch 6, “Woodcut”; Merlyn Chesterman & Rod Nelson, ch 2,
“Making Woodblock Prints”); so it was worth trying the treatment on
birch plywood. In some linseed oil tests, birch ply became harder to
cut even with razor sharp V tools; they tended to skid. In other tests,
it worked better. It depends on you, your tools, your climate, and
your wood. Don’t be limited by only a few experiments. See the
chapter “ONE MORE THING” for more surface treatment insights.

A BIRCH PLY WOOD CUT EVOLVES
This was to be a cow picture. I had not drawn a lot of cows, so I
decided to cut the cow using bass wood which is even easier than
birch, see later. After that I came back to the untreated birch
plywood.
To the left is the first printing. The cloud
around the cow is too artificial and the
white areas on the cow need to be
cleaned up. To the right was the fix, but
some wood removal around the cow’s
back and on the right side of the tree
trunk looks too artificial.

To the left, the cloud was totally removed, but now the upper tree
trunk and its branch looks too artificial. Why? Because they were
clearly white lines objects originally, and given how the tree trunk
and branch were drawn, it just was not possible to convert them to
clean black line objects without losing the charm of the trunk, the
branch, the leaves, the bird, and so on.

Back to the drawing board, I redrew the entire picture
and re-cut a new block MILKING TIME (see to the right).
There are strong and weak points about both pictures.
On the left just above, the white sky looks nice and the
cow has more personality but the white line tree limb
design does not fare well with a white sky, poor design.
To the right, the cow has less personality and the clouds
may interfere with the white markings on the cow, but
the white line tree limb looks more real. Which is better?
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CORRECTING A MISTAKEN CUT
Continuing the previous theme of the cow and the tree, another woodblock was cut to try out
some other ideas. Not a success, but still a learning opportunity.
Design wise, it was not brilliant to
have a textured bordering line on
the cow’s back. Also those small
cloud elements just do not work;
they are far too small and far too
busy. Do it right the first time or
not at all, take your time, and pay
attention to design work.

The cow’s back

too small and too busy clouds

Be that as it may, how do you fix a cut that you wish to get rid of? For example, on the cow’s back
part of the white line textured border needs to go as well as one of the cloud elements.
So, Plastic Wood from a hardware store was used, a mask applied to the wood block to limit
where the wood filler went. The plastic wood was applied with a putty knife on the dry wood block
and allowed to cure overnight. It was then sanded with 400 grit and tested. The result, as far as
the cow’s back goes, was much improved. Nothing could fix those pathetic cloud elements, they
are a major design mistake; luckily this was purely an experimental block for fun.

The next question is the durability of the plastic wood patch, and only time will tell. However this
block did last for the desired number of prints with no deterioration. I chose not to use the Bondo I
used with great success on lino blocks; however, some people have had great success with
Bondo on wood. As always, experiment and see what works for you.

PROBLEMS WITH GOUGING OUT WHITE AREAS IN PLYWOOD
The top veneer of plywood is rather thin, so gouging out a larger white area such that no ink is
picked up when rolling will mean cutting deeper into the plie below the veneer whose grain is 90°
to the top veneer. Plie may not be well glued and bubbles may exist causing splintering. So, for
plywood, white line woodcuts may be wiser than black line. Experiment and decide for yourself.
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PUTTING THE PRECEDING THOUGHTS TOGETHER
Here is an 8 by 10 inch
birch
ply
woodcut
picture, printed with
black oil based ink and
titled
ST
PAULS
SHIPWRECK.
Based on the trial print
this woodcut was reworked after the initial
cutting to improve the
shoreline, and many of
the fine lines also were
refined.
Refining a woodcut,
especially a plywood
one, is much harder
than refining a linocut.

BASS WOOD
Bass wood is softer than birch to cut, which in turn is softer than pine. Bass cross grain cuts are
easier than birch and pine. Many artists prefer pine for the grain however it doesn’t hold detail
well. You should experiment and decide what works best for you using your techniques.

POPLAR WOOD
Bass wood and poplar wood cut similarly, and both are easier to cut than birch, which in turn is
easier than pine.

FINAL THOUGHTS
I am in no way a woodcut expert; however this chapter shows my progress which includes many
mistakes which became learning opportunities.
I use birch ply woodcut quite a bit, however my studio is in an area of extremely low humidity, and
that can create problems by drying the glue holding the top plie.
A lot of artists prefer pine, though they also find that pine does not hold details as well as other
woods. On the other hand, pine grain and knots often come through and that can be a feature.
As always, experiment and see which you find best for your work, your tools, your techniques,
and your objectives.
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SUMMARY OF COMMON ISSUES
DESIGN




will you design with shapes (silhouettes) or details (white or black line)
have the majority of cuts go with the grain. Check grain for density and for knots
white line designs may be wiser than black line with some plywoods

BLOCK CUTTING















for multiple parallel curves, do the inside curves first moving towards the outside
cross hatching can be overwhelming, inconsistent with other texturing, and high points
may break during cutting or even printing hence less practical with plank wood
larger white areas gouged out on plywood often pick up ink, plywood aggravates this
because the top plie is thin and the plie below has its grain at 90 degrees to the top plie,
so splintering is a potential problem
simple lino cut tools may not be strong enough for woodcut work
V tools need constant honing, razor sharp is essential. Be careful when honing the keel
as you can end up with a minute gap between the wings at the apex which is not good
and means expertly using a whet stone or getting a new tool.
skipping or skidding especially on cross grain cuts - check tool sharpness
for erroneous cuts, use plastic wood and sanding
consider using a knife for outlining areas to be cut. NOTE: Right handed persons may
prefer the knife bevel to be on the left, vice versa for left handed persons. However, art
stores may not have single bevel knives, so double bevel knives will have to do.
because of grain, wood cutting requires even more care than lino cutting when it comes
to keeping the block stable while working with it
birch plywood grain is usually mild but grain or knots can still cause problems
a leather thimble for the index finger can be very helpful
the wider angled V tools are not good for tight turns such as lettering and finer details,
use narrower V tools for those issues
the larger the wing angle of a “V” tool, the wider the cut.
the steeper the cutting angle of a “V” tool, the wider the cut.

PRODUCTION











in low humidity consider using a retarder for water based inks; oil based inks are better
when humidity is very low, but remember that they take a longer time to dry.
extra care is needed when cleaning a wood block when water is used
take care when using paper towels on plank grain while cleaning, they can shed fibers
oil based inks are often preferred over water based inks for woodcuts
remember, the standard for permanent editions and gallery exhibits is to use archival ink
and archival paper
remember that pine may hold less detail than other woods
Poplar is susceptible to tool dings or dents. Protect all woods from dents by using an old
credit card or piece of cardboard between the wood and the non business end of the tool
if you use water based ink on wood, clean with a damp but not wet sponge and dry it with
cloth that doesn’t shed fibers
blotches on a print can be caused by debris resulting from cleaning a block with a towel
that sheds fibers
thin white lines tend not to be deep cuts, and subsequent inking can fill them in. This may
limit the number of prints in the edition, especially for ply woodcuts where post printing
cleanup may be less effective.


GOOD RESOURCES:- https://letterpresscommons.com/wood-cut/
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NOTES AND REMINDERS:

Consider using a knife for cuts, especially
for outlining shapes.
Always keep tools very sharp and well
honed, and away from body parts.
Remember the forces on a tool when using
it, and thus how to refine your tool honing
and sharpening.

Are the wing edges sharp with no abnormalities. Is the apex sharp; some V tools
are often baby “U” gouges at the apex, so, check the entire cutting edges from
wing tip through apex to wing tip for being very sharp. The area around the apex
is often overlooked. Also check the keel (the area between the apex and the rest
of the tool), it needs to be shallow and when looked at from underneath, it should
look like a triangle (common), or a diamond shape (less frequent) both of which
are good, see below.

common keel

less common keel

Consider grain when designing, and when cutting a block.
Especially for black line work, when cutting the
contours of a shape ensure that the edges are
deeply cut. That way the U gouge and
resulting slivers being cut while clearing wood
won’t go beyond the shape’s boundary and
into the shape.

knife
shape
U gouge and
slivers while
clearing wood

When using ply wood there are some things to consider. The top plie that you cut
needs to be of sufficient thickness otherwise white line work may be a better
choice than black line work. With thin top plies, black line work may create inking
problems with large shallow cut out areas. Also, if the cut out areas cut into lower
plies, that can create loose fibers which can cause blemishes when printing. Even
white line work can cause fibers to be exposed in cut out places.
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Chapter 4
WOOD ENGRAVING
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Wood engravings allow very fine detailed work compared to many
woods used for wood cuts, and even better than lino cuts.
Wood engraving is often of rather small images, this is because
suitable woods come from trees or branches that have a small
diameter; hence the rise and use of synthetic materials.
Wood engraving using boxwood, and engraving on other media such
as Plexiglass and Resingrave are covered in this chapter.

NOTE: This section is included mainly to differentiate wood
engraving from wood cut work. A different part of the wood, a
different set of tools, and the mechanism of engraving the wood is
totally different from the wood cut mechanism.
NOTE: Wood engraving pretty much requires oil based inks.
Water based inks work very well on lino cuts. I have had no
trouble with water based inks on wood cuts, but am very careful
not to let water be absorbed into the wood. However, for the most
part, end grain is less tolerant of water.
Edward C. Lyons, established 1898, makers of engraving tools
https://eclyons.com/
Wood Engravers’ Network founded 1994
membership is open to all interested in wood engraving
excellent magazine BLOCK & BURIN
https://woodengravers.org/
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WOOD ENGRAVINGS ~ END GRAIN, NOT PLANK GRAIN
Tools for wood engraving are different from those for woodcut
work. Wood cut tools cut, and wood engraving tools gouge and
push the end grain wood away. A few tools are the basic
requirement.
SPITSTICKER

TINT TOOL

SCORPER

good for
curved lines

good for
straight lines

gouge out
areas

The tint tool is good for straight lines since the tool’s belly rests in
the cut already made which resists any curve or change of course.
The surface is sanded very smooth, and the tools kept very sharp. The image is drawn on the
wood as desired. Then the spitsticker or tint tool is used to cut short line segments, slowly,
carefully, and away from your body parts. It is easy to dent the wood when pushing the tool, or
when making a curved line. An old credit card or piece of cardboard can be used to separate the
tool’s belly from the wood. The belly of the two tools is normally flat; some tools are curved to
reduce the chance of denting the wood. Otherwise the process is similar to a woodcut or lino cut,
except the knife is not used. The blocks of wood are usually small, and are placed on a bag of
sand or a rough table so it will not slide. I use a face cloth as a buffer on a table hook.
The engraving to the right was on unfinished pine. First, pine is not
much good for fine engraving on the end grain, in fact it is a bad
choice, however you may practice using the tools on it. Second,
almost all engraving surfaces need to be refined with progressive
sanding. The fibers in pine are not as densely packed as boxwood,
a common engraving wood. This was from a 4x4 inch pine from a
hardware store. This is end grain as opposed to plank grain, and
the surface needs proper conditioning.

The most frequently used tools for the following
white line images are shown on the left. A leather
finger protector was used since the pressure on the
tool can tire the finger. A small brush was used to
clear away debris. Shown also is a spitsticker, and
not shown is the tint tool since they look the same
without close examination; however they are shown
above. Scorpers are not shown since the small
white line engravings didn’t use them.
McClains and E. C. Lyons are good sources for
engraving tools.
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NOTE: Wood cuts and wood engravings are best printed with oil based ink because less water is
used, and water on wood can cause wood cracking as it dries. Countering that is that a number of
cultures use water based inks on wood cuts. However, most use oil based inks on wood
engravings. You must decide.

FIDO ~ a sampler
The engraving to the right was on boxwood
which was not sanded yet. And the print (right)
was an offset, made using a small roller. In
other words, the paper was not burnished on
the wood block, rather, the roller ran over the
engraved block once, and then the roller was
rolled onto the paper. For that reason, the
printed image is not a mirror image of the
block. Why use this offset? No reason except
just for fun.
The width of the dog was 0.9 inches wide.

box wood

offset to paper

ROSE ~ a sampler
The following engraving used boxwood. A block was cut from a seasoned boxwood stick from a
wood work supply store and sanded with 100 and 400 grit. The box wood block is shown below
left, and next to it is a water based ink print.
Water based inks are not recommended for end grain wood, most artists recommend oil based
inks. The cleanup after using water based inks can sometimes cause cracks in the block.
The image is supposed to be a
rose. It looks more like a cabbage I
think. A small speck of end grain
wood, or dust, is apparent in the
middle of the right hand side,
caused by not removing all debris
from the wood block. The
caterpillar was added for interest,
and shows how fine detail can be
with an engraving, however it does
look odd. The width of the rose
flower was 0.9 inches.
This was later engraved again,
actually twice; see the block to the
right. There is no harm whatsoever
in re-cutting a block. Second time
better, third time a charm!
The re-cut image ROSALIE on the
right and is in the gallery. Rosalie
was my grandmother’s name.
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DOG IN THE DESERT ~ a sampler
A dog, a bird and the sun are sitting patiently in the desert. The spitsticker was used for all the
work except the border lines which used a tint tool. The block was placed on a face cloth on a
bench hook. A leather protector for the finger was used.
The block is shown on the left; it was 1.9 inches square,
although “square” is an optimistic word, since the corners were
not at 90 degrees! Yes, I could have trimmed them with my
miter saw; miter saws, and especially table saws, need safety
cautions to be observed. The detail is clearly much better than a
woodcut or a lino cut.

The print shows details, and some screwups. The obvious screw
up is not squaring the block, and as a consequence the border is
not squared either. The dog’s right eye, i.e. picture left, was
jagged, this was because a tint tool was mistakenly used, an
error corrected when engraving the left eye, i.e. picture right.
Spitstickers are best for curves. The sun and its rays are not
ideal either.
This was a water based ink print.
This shows the detail achievable with an engraving with a good
wood.
PARROT IN THE AMAZON ~ A sampler
The block was squared accurately. The surface was sanded with
100 and 400 grit.
Then the borders were engraved.

The lower inner border has a wobble which needs fixing.
The spitsticker made the sun’s perimeter; and a piece of
cardboard protected the block from dents from the tool. The
cardboard shows it taking the dents instead.
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Then the outlines were engraved, using some cardboard to
protect the wood block from dings from the spitsticker.
How well does that piece of card work? Well, look at the card and
see all the dings that would have impacted the block being
engraved.

All the lines engraved so far were bold lines, so the block was
given another 400 grit sanding, of course, that would leave
some fine wood dust in those lines. The lines were brushed,
and the spitsticker run gently through them again; then a final
brushing now meant the detail could be engraved. Why was
this done after some engraving? Because although the block
had been sanded initially, it was felt that perhaps more
sanding was needed. The moral of the story is to do a better
job of sanding in the first place.
The PARROT IN THE AMAZON is 1.9 inches square.
None of these engravings will be sought after works of art, however they please me. I am no
expert and yet I gain delight from these humble images.
Other samplers to practice on would be block letters, and other shapes. The reason I did these
engravings was to improve a skill that I can transfer back to wood and lino cuts. Skill in both
design, as well as in better cutting and production.

OTHER MATERIALS ~ Plexiglass or Perspex
Engraving is shown on Plexiglass (below left) using engraving tools, and its print (below right).
Plexiglass engraves well, but does not benefit from the very fine detail possible on boxwood
shown earlier. It is a good practice medium as it is cheaper than engraving on wood. Water based
inks work well on Plexiglass.
The tools worked well, Plexiglass burrs
were removed by simply flicking them
away. A Dremel was also used as
shown in the circles but they did not
print well, needing more pressure. More
pressure means more care is needed to
avoid melting the Plexiglass, or a slower
speed might also be used.
This engraving took all of 5 minutes, and was much less expensive than box wood.
Cross hatching, shown in the squares above, is difficult with Plexiglass as the burrs or splinters,
even when removed, are such that the texture of fine criss crossing lines does not work as well as
with end grain boxwood.
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OTHER MATERIALS ~ Resingrave
Wood suitable for engraving, such as boxwood, tends to come in small sizes, and is somewhat
expensive. In the 1990s, Richard Woodman developed a substitute called Resingrave™ which
has evolved over time. Resingrave is used in the same way as end grain wood for engraving, and
with the same engraving tools.
From the Resingrave web site…

https://www.resingrave.com/methodology/

Resingrave is chemically very resistant to solvents (except methylene chloride in paint
stripper). This makes it all easier to clean the block after printing but care must be taken
not to expose the fiber board support for more than a few minutes to water or denatured
alcohol or it will swell.
BEWARE OF WATER: This is nothing more than the same problem lino blocks have which also
are often backed with MDF (medium density fiberboard), as discussed in the MATERIALS
chapter under CLEANING LINO BLOCKS. So, be careful on the cleanup if water gets into the
MDF sides; the best solution is to protect the MDF with two thorough coats of shellac or Kilz latex
primer. Always avoid shellac fumes.
TEST THE TOOLS: Factory sharp is how many engraving tools are
shipped. That means that the tools need checking and honing at a
minimum. In some cases the tool may need sharpening to correct
flaws, for example see the scorper to the right. Looking at the new
tool closely; the face was misaligned with the body of the tool,
creating a tendency to veer off course. The correction took very little
time; the surface was realigned on a coarse then medium whet
stone, and a fine stone honed any wire edge. A loupe (magnifying
glass) was used to see the fine details.

a brand new scorper
with a misaligned face

There are differences between end grain wood and Resingrave,
or any other non wood medium. End grain wood has vertical
fibers, and the engraving tools when pushed into them cut one
fiber at a time ejecting them over the face of the tool.

BE AWARE that with Resingrave there are no aligned vertical fibers. The tool will cut and
compresses the medium. With wide or bold cuts the medium can suffer stress fracturing, and that
in turn may cause scalloping or chipping. In reality the result is that small lines look good, but
when re-cut to make them deeper then scalloping can happen.

Pencil line

Not a deep cut so
it is smooth

Deeper cut is
scalloped
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The tool used for the line on the previous page was well honed and cut through end grain box
wood like a hot knife going through warm butter; less so with Resingrave, why? Were the cuts in
boxwood of the same depth as in Resingrave? Maybe the edges close to the apex or point are
sharp but those higher up might not be, in other words a face that was not flat. Maybe a different
size tool was needed for the cut. The tools were checked for symmetrical and flat faces.

SOME CLOUDS AND WAVES: this engraving used a 2.3 inch square block of Resingrave.
The curly clouds fared better with a #52 tint tool than with a
spitsticker.
The debris from engraving generated static, and that became a
problem with clean up; my climate is extremely dry. The glossy
surface, even though sanded with 400 grit, wasn’t thrilled with
water based inks, which I use a lot. The lines seem a bit ragged;
maybe they were cut too deep.
Some water did get on the block’s backing but was wiped in the
same manner as done for lino block MDF backing, and there
was no problem.
This image was based on CLOUDS AND WAVES which was a lino cut depiction of another style
for waves and clouds.

A COWS HEAD: this time the Resingrave engraving used shallower cuts.
A sampler block about 1.75
inches square had a cow’s head
drawn on it, and the top part of
the cow was engraved. The
humidity that day was very high
and there were fewer problems
with static on the debris from
engraving; that was good news.
The final work was then printed
with water based inks, and
because of careful cleanup, the
MDF backing did not swell up.
It took more cleanups between print runs; however, the less deep cuts seemed to have paid off.
This is A COWS HEAD in the gallery.

Other issues with Resingrave include clearing out larger areas; however, if a smallish area is
delineated with engraved lines, then a scorper will work. Also, in a very dry climate there would
be a problem with static buildup in the debris making cleanup difficult.
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ST PAULS ARRIVAL ~ A large block of
Resingrave was cut in half with a miter saw,
static debris was removed with a damp paper
towel, and then sanded with 400 grit to
remove the glossy surface. Then, based on
my linocut ST PAULS MISADVENTURE and
my woodcut ST PAULS SHIPWRECK, I drew
a new depiction of his untimely arrival on a
foreign shore on the prepared Resingrave. A
point for perspective was marked on the right
border.

a perspective
point

As before, the people are being pursued by sea serpents and a shark; one mariner is heading for
a basket of apples that floated ashore. And borrowing from the woodcut REUNION, a sea serpent
admires the figure head hoping it is its long lost mother, but sadly it is not. Meanwhile the serpent
from Adam and Eve’s garden flies past on a magic carpet, and a dove from Noah’s ark flies by to
see what all the excitement is about. At least, that was the plan.
The next step was to cut this in Resingrave, using shallower cuts than some earlier efforts in
order to minimize scalloping. Care was taken to manage the debris from engraving which tends to
build static and thus makes tidying up difficult.
Immediately to the right is part of the Resingrave block depicting a tree trunk and it
has a wash of India ink and water. The benefit of the wash is that one can draw on
it, and the engraved lines and curves show up well in contrast. This is true for any
lighting, and this is a common practice with Resingrave artists. It is also common
to coat boxwood for engraving with a white wash for the same reason.
Immediately to the left is part of the Resingrave block depicting the bow of a ship,
it has no India ink wash, but the cuts show up well with oblique lighting. In my
studio I use an oblique light, so for me this works well; however, on the whole the
India ink and water wash is a better idea for larger images.
Do not be surprised if you find that some parts of the Resingrave block cut harder than other
parts, it happens with lino, it happens with wood. Just remember where the harder places are.
And also keep the tools very sharp with honing.
The design was cut which took
several elapsed days, certainly
not full time. The tools were the
E. C. Lyons #2 and #52 tint
tool, the #2 spitsticker, and the
#40 scorper. I could have done
a better job on the waves close
to the shore. The final block
looked close to the drawing
above,
but
some
minor
changes were made. This used
water based ink and was hand
burnished; the MDF backing
was sealed with shellac. A few
refinements were made and
this was reprinted with oil
based ink, see the gallery.
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SUMMARY OF COMMON ISSUES
DESIGN




will you design with shapes (silhouettes) or details (white or black line)
white line designs may be better than black line with some synthetic materials
avoid cross hatching as too much can become overpowering or inconsistent

BLOCK ENGRAVING















for straight lines, avoid guiding tools with a metal rule, the tool’s face may be damaged
for multiple parallel curves, do the inside curves first moving towards the outside
cross hatching high points may break during printing
make sure the engraving area is flat, and sanded very well
synthetic materials may scallop or chip with a deep or a wide cut, but too shallow a cut
may fill with dried ink over time
make sure all tools have symmetrical and flat faces
a thimble for the index finger can be very helpful
tint tools are good for straight lines, and spitstickers are good for curves, but sometimes a
tint tool does better than a spitsticker for some curves. Test on a sampler block.
use a supporting object for the block such as a leather sand bag, or a disused cloth,
something that allows the block to be rotated.
end grain wood may help show already engraved lines if a white coating is applied before
drawing and hence before cutting
Resingrave may help show already engraved lines if an India Ink and water coating is
applied before drawing and hence before cutting
thin white lines tend not to be deep cuts, and subsequent inking can fill them in. This may
limit the number of prints in a print run, or even in an edition
thick lines, deep lines, or area clearing in some synthetic engraving blocks may cause
scalloping along the line
choose the depth of a cut wisely

PRODUCTION
The bottom line is to avoid significant amounts of water getting into end grain fibers of real
wood, or into the MDF backing of synthetic engraving blocks
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in low humidity consider using a retarder for water based inks; oil based inks are better
when humidity is very low, but remember that they take a longer time to dry.
extra care is needed when cleaning a wood block when water based inks are used,
especially if water was used to slow the ink drying time. For end grain wood this can
cause the wood to expand and crack. For mounted synthetic blocks this may cause the
backing to swell. Two thorough coats of Shellac or Kilz latex primer can seal MDF well.
take care when using paper towels on end grain while cleaning, they can shed fibers
store engraving wood on its side, end grain exposed on both sides allows equal drying
if the cleanup uses a lot of water to clean off water based ink, then some water will seep
into the wood, and the block may crack when drying. One time I actually heard such a
block crack, so take care. So, clean wood that used water based ink by using a damp but
not soggy cloth or sponge
oil based inks are preferred over water based inks for wood engravings
blotches on a print can be caused by debris resulting from cleaning a block with a paper
or cloth towel that sheds fibers. Synthetic blocks may have more than expected debris
because of static caused by cutting in high and dry climates

Chapter 5
TOOLS
Speedball replaceable bits have numbers;
some are V tools, some are U gouges, and
some are knives. Some bits are Linozips and
are curled backwards and are pulled toward
you, not pushed. V tools and U gouges are
probably the most useful. If you use knife bits,
remember it takes two cuts to make a white
line, and four for a black line. Speedball #1,
#2, #3 make a good set, with #4 and #5 as
optional; #6 is a knife. Linozips, or pull type
bits, are numbered #21 through #25, or
thereabouts.
Flexcut has a very wide range of V tools and U
gouges, as does Ramelson.

Speedball soft brayers
are 40 duros and light
brown; their hard ones
are 80 duros and black.
To
avoid
clogged
brayers, always spread
ink with a spatula or
palette knife before
rolling ink on the glass
slab.

Some people use a wooden
spoon for burnishing instead of
a baren.
The alternative is a press.
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Cutting tools
Printing tools
Maintaining tools
Safety

SAFETY NOTE: Tools for lino and wood cuts, as well as wood engraving
are very sharp. It is essential to follow safety practices, never have the
business end of a tool approach the body or body parts. Grinders and
buffing wheels, files, whet stones, and slips can all cast off debris so face
masks and goggles are essential. Inks should always be treated as toxic.
When working with hot items such as when hardening, tempering, or
annealing steel, gloves and other safety equipment are also essential.
Children should not be allowed to play with your art tools and materials
except under supervision.

Edward C. Lyons
engraving tools, established 1898
https://eclyons.com/

McClains
focusing on tools and supplies for printing
imcclains.com
Sharpening Supplies
focusing on all things related to sharpening
SharpeningSupplies.com
Blick

Takach Press

many supplies for several art endeavors
dickblick.com
special size brayer, especially large diameter
takachpress.com

THE BRAYER EQUATION ~ HARD VS SOFT ROLLERS
Hard brayers are better for fine detail as they tend to lay less ink. Soft
brayers are better for uneven blocks but can lay too much ink.
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PRINTING AIDS
SPATULA (also called a palette knife)
Ink placed on an ink slab is best smeared with a
spatula before being rolled which also reduces
roller clogging.

BRAYER (also called a roller)
Roller softness is measured in “duros”. Soft brayers are about 40 duros;
Speedball’s is a light brown colored roller, good for uneven blocks but
can lay too much ink. Hard brayers are about 80 duros, Speedball’s is a
black colored roller, good for fine detailed blocks but less good on
uneven blocks. Always clean rollers after use. Store brayers so the
roller does not touch other objects. Consider separate brayers for oil
and water based inks.

BAREN (also called a burnisher)
Used to impress the block’s ink onto paper. Some people use a wooden
spoon as an alternative to a baren; the convex part is rubbed over the
paper on the block. Some people use a printing press. A few people use
a roller.

A SMALL PRINTING PRESS
I have used several presses in my life, the largest requiring type setting
to print one page at a time, and the smallest being the Speedball small
platen press, available from a number of sources, including the Dick
Blick art supply store, and at a very low price.
This small one shown to the right makes printing holiday cards which
use a thicker print stock much easier; and it provides consistent ink
transfer to paper or card. The common presses are the platen press like
this, and a roller based press.

BENCH HOOK
The bench hook is simple, and can be made at home from some left
over wood. Its purpose is to hold a block while being cut, and to provide
a back stop should a cutting tool skid. A wood bench hook will damage
a runaway tool less than a metal bench hook. Bench hooks are
invaluable when gouging out large areas which fatigue the arms.
Engraving tools usually work on smaller sizes of wood and a small
sandbag or equivalent is usually used in place of a bench hook.

AN INKING SLAB
A decent slab of marble or glass, smooth and easily cleaned, will hold
ink for rolling onto a block. For small prints you can use a metal bench
hook, but glass or marble are better. Some people roll ink on the slab
with one roller, and use another to transfer ink to the block.
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CUTTING & ENGRAVING TOOLS ~ AN OVERVIEW
TEST NEW CUTTING BLADES: when replacing a small V cutter blade (i.e. Speedball #1), or any
other blades, test for a precise cut without skidding. You may find some skid, even on a warm lino
block. When looked at under a strong magnifying glass, roughness at the apex or bottom of the
“V” may be seen; sharpen or replace. Always have a test lino or wood block for new blades, new
tools, and to test new images.
Wood cut and Lino cut tools:The V tool is for detailed lines, and the U gouge for thicker lines and clearing areas.
Looked sideways the slope from the bottom of the V or U to the wing tops are outward or
forward, or at the least vertical. This is to minimize the cut from going too deep into the
lino or wood, and it also minimizes splintering. While lino does not usually splinter, wood
can, so a knife is often recommended when doing wood cut lines.

Wood engraving tools:Because of the elliptical face, the “spitsticker” is a most useful tool; it does straight lines
and curves, and it doesn’t bruise the wood as much on a curved line. The V “tint tool” is
excellent for straight lines, and paralleling them. Tools such as the “scorper” exist for
cutting away white areas. As with lino and plank wood, the edges of cuts should be
sloped for strength and the three tools mentioned do that.

Cuts in lino, plank wood, and end grain wood should have sloped edges for strength:-

good cuts

weak
cuts

The sloped edges are strong and do not break off when pressure is applied in the
printing. Vertical edges can break off under printing or any other pressure.
Various books sometimes use names like parting tool, and veiner, and so on for wood and lino
cut tools. The trouble is that the name usage is not consistent; hence this book uses the V tool
and U gouge label. Similarly for the engraving tools, this book uses scorper, spitsticker, and tint
tool names.
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LINO CUT AND WOOD CUT TOOLS USED IN THIS BOOK
Speedball tools #1, #2, and gouge #3 were used for linocuts. Ramelson 1/8” tools were used for
lino cuts; and the 1/8” inch 60° V tool was used for fine texture on woodcuts. Flexcut tools were
used for most woodcuts, the 45° 1/4” tool was used for tight curves.

Ramelson 1/8” is 60°
similar to Speedball
#1 small V
Flexcut Tools, FR or the SK series plus handle
45°
5/32"
Palm V tool
45°
1/4”
Palm V tool
70°
3/8"
Palm V tool
...
3/8”
Palm U gouge

smaller than Speedball
#3 U gouge

Flexcut tools are acquired through Flexcut and
some wood work stores.
Ramelson tools are acquired through Ramelson and
some wood work stores
Speedball tools are carried by many art stores.

Many people call the V shaped tool a parting tool, and the U shaped tool a veiner. However a
number of sources call the V tool a veiner. If in doubt, refer to a U gouge or a V tool. V tools come
mostly in 60° and 45° angles; larger angles cut more easily, make wider lines, but cannot make
tight curves; so when doing small letters or tight curves such as an animal’s eye, a ship’s
porthole, a small flower’s petals, etc, use a V tool with a smaller angle such as 45°.

WOOD CUT KNIVES
A knife such as X-Acto may be preferable to a V tool for wood cuts.
The best blade is a single side bevel but art shops may not carry
them, so a two sided bevel blade may have to do. Right handed
persons would like the knife bevel to be on the left if possible, vice
versa for left handed persons. When using the knife, do a scoring cut
first, then go back and cut deeper until the desired depth is attained.
This avoids a deep initial cut, as a deep initial cut uses more
pressure, and that pressure compresses the fibers, and those
compressed fibers become potential splinters. When doing a black
line, make the black line wider than needed, as it can be made thinner
later; it is not so easy to fix a thin black line or one that breaks!
Rubber bands just before the blade protect the fingers from an
abrasive shaft.

good for general cuts

tight curves and
small circles

WOOD ENGRAVING TOOLS ~ Edward C. Lyons Company

Engraving tools are solid, and small, and
displace the end grain fibers.
Engraving tools are solid, and small, and displace the end grain fibers. They are often only
“factory sharp” so test them before use.
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SHARPENING AIDS
STROP
If kept honed, a regular
wood or lino cut tool
may rarely if ever need
a whet stone (discussed
next). Three common
strops are shown to the
right. The top two are
slip strops, meaning
they can also hone the
inside of a V tool or a U
gouge. Used disposable
cutting tools or blades
such as offered by
Speedball or even XActo can also be easily
stropped

a slip hones inside tool edges

a strop hones outside cutting edges

Ensure your tools are very sharp and well formed; new tools may not be more than factory sharp
and may have deformities. A felt tip pen can mark the cutting edge to see if you are honing that
edge properly; if not adjust the angle you are holding the tool at. A powerful magnifying glass is
used to check the cutting edge for deformities.
Many websites recommend only using compound and a leather strop for wood and lino cut tools.
However, for engraving tools, whet stones are much more commonly used.
Good resources talking about honing are:https://www.flexcut.com/customer-service/resources/sharpening/
https://www.sharpeningsupplies.com/Understanding-Honing-Compound-W106.aspx

THE ROTARY STROP
A rotary leather strop is available for an electric drill and compound is added to the flat or the
round leather areas. Safety requires eye goggles as well as a mask to avoid breathing in
unwanted particles. Check the tool tip for heating, if it needs cooling then dip it in a glass of water.
It is very easy to over hone! How many rpm? Some store bought grinders are way too fast around
3000 rpm! And electric drills are also a bit too fast.
I prefer to use a paddle strop or the smaller slip strops as I have better control, and a lot more
success.

STONE OR STROP?
It is always best to do as much tool maintenance as possible with a strop. However, after a lot of
use a stropped tool may need the services of a “whet” stone. “Whet” is an old word which means
sharpening, not the same as “wet”. However, whet stones are usually wet, in that they usually
need oil or water. Later in this book a good process for sharpening with a stone is discussed, but
for wood and lino cutting tools, resorting to whet stones should be the exception and not the rule.
The exceptions are out of tune tools and engraving tools do need the services of a whet stone.
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WHET or WET STONES, and THE CROCKER JIG
For tools that are totally out of tune, a whet stone is
needed and some hardware stores carry them; but the
best stones are acquired online. Some are natural stones,
others are synthetic. Most come in coarse to fine grits.
Most need a lubricant, some use oil, others use water.
The use of a stone is an acquired skill, regular stropping
may pre-empt the need to use a stone on wood and lino
cut tools, or at least minimize the need
However, “factory sharp” tools sometimes need to
acquaint themselves with the services a whet stone can
provide. “Whet” is an old word meaning “sharpening”.

jig

The “Crocker” jig allows a constant angle for small tools
on a stone; used mostly for engraving tools but can be
used for a few very small cutting tools. After using the
stone, a strop often completes the process.
oil or water
stone

CUTTING TOOLS AND GOUGES
Check all cutting tools and gouges. When replacing a
disposable blade, test the new one for a precise cut using
a test block. Even new permanent tools need testing.
Some tools cut well, some do not. When looked at under a
strong magnifying glass, roughness at the apex or bottom
of the “V” can be seen. To the right is a brand new square
gouge with burrs! Fix or replace. I have found that tool
vendors have been excellent at replacing faulty tools.

A DREMEL
A Dremel may not work well with lino due to melting. If
used to draw shapes, the bit can jump all over the place.
Rotate it anti clockwise while cutting usually works.
can jump

much less jumpy
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CARE AND FEEDING OF LINO AND WOOD CUTTING TOOLS
Tools have edges that can be easily damaged; protect them with covers or keep them safe in a
container. Some tools are prone to rust; frequent honing helps, and if unused for some time a thin
coat of oil is wise.

A BIT MORE ON THE “V” TOOL ~ How the many facets are built up
First, the V tool is at its best when the entire tool is closer to the block being cut, rather than at a
steep angle. This is aided by a “keel”. The angle between the keel and the main part of the tool
should be shallow, commonly 10° to 15° allowing a gentle angle when cutting. A steep angle can
make cutting go too deep, need more force, and reduce cutting and subsequent printing quality.
wings

A SHALLOW ANGLE BETWEEN THE KEEL AND THE
MAIN PART OF THE TOOL MAKES CUTTING EASIER
Burrs, hooks, or defects at the apex or tip of the
keel make a tool seem blunt and unusable.

keel
apex

heel

10° to 15°
Second, the angle between the cutting edge and the keel should equal or exceed 90° ensuring
an upwards force on the tool when cutting, rather than one that drives the tool in even deeper.
Correspondingly, splintering is minimized since the wing cutting force is downward and with very
sharp wing cutting edges the wings cut the wood sliver before the apex pushes it up.

cutting
edge

A 90° OR MORE ANGLE FOR THE CUTTING EDGE
FACILITATES CUTTING. Any burrs or defects on the
cutting edge makes a tool blunt and unusable.

90° or more
keel

The keel thus has two important angles; one is
10° to 15° and the other 90° or more

Third, the angle where the wing’s cutting takes place should be small, as that makes for easier
cutting, a wider angle makes cutting harder. This angled cutting surface is called a bevel.
A SMALL ANGLE MAKES EASIER CUTTING
some say 15° and some say 5° for
the cutting edge bevel.

cutting edge
heel
bevel
(1)

The keel’s heel often starts near the
bevel as in (1) or sometimes starts
further back as in (2), both are good.

(2)

NOTE: When making a tool from scratch, sharpen to whatever angles feel comfortable when you
use the tool. If your tools already have existing angles, use them. The process described in the
chapter “ONE MORE THING” uses the existing tool angles and is a good yet easy process.
NOTE: Some say taking care of the wing’s cutting edges also takes care of the apex. But many V
tools don’t have a perfectly sharp “V” inside the wings at the apex, it is often rounded like a baby
“U” gouge; so check that the apex is also rounded to ensure the apex area is sharp. Take care
when honing the keel as you can end up with a minute gap between the wings at the apex; and at
that point you need whet stones, sharpeners, or a new tool. The “V” tool is one of the most
difficult tools to keep in tune.
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KEEPING A TOOL SHARP WITH REGULAR HONING
Shaping and sharpening are developed skills; honing, the final step, is easier and simpler. “How
To Sharpen Wood Carving Tools” by Skylar Johnson discusses the various angles and why they
are important. Frequent honing may mean that for lino and wood cut tools, the more aggressive
sharpening techniques such as using a whet stone may never be needed. “Woodcut” by David L.
Oravez has a common sense approach to sharpening. Most artists emphasize using a strop and
avoiding the whet stone on cutting tools. Whet stones take practice and skill; whereas if a tool is
honed on a strop during cutting sessions the use of a whet stone may never be needed. Misusing
a whet stone can cause far more damage than good.
1. A course or soft whet stone is used for SHAPING angles, or when the tool has nicks or
burrs. I use 220 and 1000 grit whet stones; see the chapter “ONE MORE THING” for
details. THEN after this step you should proceed to a fine or hard stone…
2. A fine or hard whet stone is used for SHARPENING. I use 4000 and 8000 grit, for that
process; see the chapter “ONE MORE THING” for details. THEN proceed to honing…
3. A strop for HONING is the last step. This refines edges and removes burrs. A strop is
also used during cutting sessions. I have had Speedball replaceable tools last years!
Avoid the first two steps which use whet stones unless the tool is deformed. Whet stones are
often lubricated. Keeping the grinding at a constant angle is crucial. The third honing step can
also be done during cutting sessions, and can mean never having to use a whet stone. Always
test the tool on some scrap block. For wood blocks, a good test is to cut across the grain.
Good general websites for tool sharpening are:http://www.capeforge.com/sharpening%20V-tools.html
http://woodcarvingillustrated.com/blog/2017/09/27/sharpening-v-tools-2/
https://www.flexcut.com/customer-service/resources/sharpening/
https://www.sharpeningsupplies.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p0VvK3ED5QM&t=9s
Most sources on tool maintenance recommend against using whet stones on wood or lino
cut tools unless absolutely needed. As a rule, only use a compound and a strop.
A strop for honing: Hone the tool with a leather
strop or equivalent, that means hone the cutting
edges on the tool’s outside as well as the inside.
leather on the back is good for
outside of tools
for the inside of a tool, a “slip” is
used, a slip is for concave parts
polishing material for where the
tool edges meet the slip or strop
Honing or polishing removes final very small burrs after using a stone, as well as also refining or
maintaining cutting edges. Before honing, mark the cutting edge with a felt tip pen and check
during honing to see if the ink has gone; if not then adjust the angle you are holding the tool at.
The chapter “ONE MORE THING” examines tool design and sharpening in much more detail.
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CARE AND FEEDING OF ENGRAVING TOOLS
A well known maker of engraving tools is
the Edward. C. Lyons company, available
from many sources.
Engraving tools are solid, and small, they cut
and displace the end grain fibers.
The face of the tool is what is maintained, it is important that:



the face edges be symmetrical about the center of the tool
the surface of the face be flat
the face to belly angle is optimal around 30 degrees
the face

the back

30°
the belly

face

face
good: flat face

good: symmetrical face

bad: lopsided face

bad: bowed face

As a rule, the edges themselves are not honed; the exception is if a wire edge appears after
sharpening, when the edges are honed to remove the wire edge. The belly of the tool should not
be sharpened as the apex may be damaged.
Suppliers often advise artists that the tools as shipped are only “factory sharp” which means that
the tools should be checked with a loupe or strong magnifying glass. Then, if needed they should
be honed before use. In some cases new tools may even need more corrective action with a whet
stone.
IF THERE IS A MISALIGNED FACE such as in the example to the
right, the tool may veer off course when used.
A Crocker jig, a black felt tip pen, and some whet stones are used to
correct the face. The tool is set in the jig and adjusted visually so the
desired face of the tool is not lopsided on the stone. That way, after
grinding the face will then become flat as well as symmetrical on the
stone. The face is marked with a black felt tip pen, and a couple of
sweeps over the stone are made and the face checked to see how the
black face fared. The black area will show how well the face is aligned
with the stone.

a brand new scorper
with a misaligned face

If the face was skewed as in the above picture, then the black area will initially show on that part
of the face that is receded while the black should be worn away where the face was advanced.
The grinding consists of moving the tool left and right on the stone, or in figures of eight. If during
grinding, the noise of the tool over the stone varies with direction, then that is because one side is
being ground and the other is not, which in this case is appropriate. After some grinding, the
noise will become the same in either direction indicating the face is more symmetrical, and the
black felt tip marking will all be erased.
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IF THE FACE IS NOT FLAT BUT CURVED such as in the
example to the right, the tool may cut a shallow cut but the
cutting angle will be steeper than normal. Deeper cuts may
cause problems, especially if a medium other than end grain
wood is used such as Resingrave.

A Crocker jig, a black felt tip pen, and a whet stone series are used
to correct the face, just as they were for an asymmetrical face. The
tool is set in the jig and adjusted visually so desired face of the tool
is parallel to the stone. The angle of the flawed face, however, may
well not be flat on the stone; it may be tilted forward or back. The
reason is that grinding will be what makes the face flat and no
longer curved. You may choose to start in the middle, or either end
of the face, that way you can manage the angle between the face
and the belly of the tool.
The grinding consists of moving the tool left and right on the stone,
or in figures of eight. If during grinding, the noise of the tool over the
stone varies with direction, then that is because one side is being
ground, the other is not, so the face’s angle is incorrect, and if
continued would result in an asymmetrical face.
That way after grinding, the face will then become flat on the
stone, and symmetrical. This is not a long process, and the 220,
1000, 4000, and 8000 grit stones would probably be used. The
result to the right shows that the convex face is now flat.

In summary, this discusses two common problems with engraving tools. Using a loupe, using a
tool jig such as the Crocker jig, comparing the face to a good flat piece of metal, using a black felt
tip pen and seeing how the black is eroded off the face, and listening to the noise as the tool is
moved in either direction, are all valuable things to consider.
Good resources:https://letterpresscommons.com/wood-engraving/
http://imcclains.com/
http://www.imcclains.com/productinfo/documents/UsingaCrockerSharpener.pdf
https://eclyons.com/
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SAFETY AND NOTES
SAFETY
Lino cut, wood cut, and wood engraving tools are very
sharp. Do not place any body part in the line of fire of a
tool. Never keep any part of the hand in a place where a
cutting tool can end up if it slips or skids. Which it will.
Especially new untested blades. The exception is the
knife used in wood cut work which is pulled toward you.
Chips or debris can fly off a lino, wood, Plexiglass, or
other medium; use eye glasses. Use a breathing mask
when using any rotary tool such as a Dremel.
Keep your tools organized so you can prevent them from
being damaged, and for ease of access.
Lino blocks that are cold may cause a tool to skid. Tools that are not perfect, i.e. they are blunt or
have imperfections may also skid. This may increase the chance of injury if you do not keep your
body and hands away from the business end of a tool. A spare sticking plaster may be a good
idea; one tool vendor even includes some with their tools.
Conventional oil based ink cleanup uses solvents that are hazardous, alternatives do exist. All
inks have pigments that in the past were toxic, however many are now safe. Unless proved
otherwise, assume they are toxic. Consider more natural solvents for oil based cleanup.

NOTES
A magnifying glass and a felt tip pen are part of stropping or whet stone usage. Check your tools
with a magnifying glass; look for nicks, burrs, hooks, and angles. Mark cutting edges with a felt tip
pen to see how well the slip or a stone is actually working. If ink remains, then you need to adjust
the angle of the tool on the stone or slip.
The medium of lino cut, wood cut, and wood engraving is inherently one of a dark background
with white cutouts. So, the art is one of white lines, although when needed, black lines can be
created. There is an art to black line usage, and the use of white halos around objects.
Remember, black line work on some plywood may not work well due to thin plie splintering.
Since the media is dark, consider using that as the context of your work, rather than trying to
imitate paintings; always remembering that there is a place for white line or negative art, as well
as a place for black line or positive art. Lino cut, wood cut, and wood engraving is a subtracting
art, whereas painting is an additive process.
While movable type is usually 0.918 inches tall, lino cut blocks may be any height. This is only
relevant if using a printing press.
Wood cuts use the plank grain, so some cuts are with the grain, others cross the grain which can
cause splintering. A knife can minimize cross grain splintering. Wood engraving uses the end
grain, and is not so much a cutting process but rather a gouge and push-up process to remove
the vertical pieces of grain.
Always read notes on tools, fluids, inks, and in fact any other material. Always avoid fumes. Use
safety glasses and masks when conditions so indicate.
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Chapter 6
MATERIALS

Speedball inks come in
small tubes (37 ml),
medium tubes (75ml or cc, 2.5 fl oz),
large tubes (150 ml or 5 fl oz).
Caligo comes in 150 ml tubes.

The Bee Paper Company
74 gsm paper works very well
82 gsm works well but is a
bit harder to burnish
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Lino and its cleanup
Ink and its cleanup
Oil and water based ink considerations.
Paper

Print quality depends on the design, the paper and ink quality, the ink rolling
technique on the ink slab and the block, as well as the burnishing technique.
Speedball water based inks, Speedball oil based inks, and Cranfield’s Caligo
Safe Wash Relief Ink are used throughout.
Unless mentioned otherwise, archival ink and archival paper were used in the
examples in this book; that is the standard for exhibits and sales.

THE BLOCK EQUATION ~ LINO, PLANK, OR END GRAIN WOOD
Consider lino blocks for good quality and ease of cutting, and consider end
grain wood for engraving incredibly detailed work. Plank grain, for woodcuts, is
usually lower quality than lino, certainly lower than end grain engraving, but
have good durability. Experiment and decide for yourself.
THE INK EQUATION ~ OIL VS WATER BASED INK FACTORS
Consider oil based inks when: smooth silky ink coverage is desired, rolling
many prints in one session, the humidity is low, or when small blocks must ink
perfectly the first time. Consider water based inks when quick drying or easy
cleanup is desired. Remember that overlaying one ink on another may pick up
some underlying ink or may let the underlying ink show through, causing
mottling and other issues.

McClains
(focusing on tools and supplies for printing)
imcclains.com
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LINO (LINOLEUM)
Linoleum, or Lino, is a floor covering made from solidified linseed oil, powdered cork, and fillers.
Lino by itself, or mounted on blocks, is easily available in many sizes from art supply stores. Art
supply stores carry many common sizes, such as:2x3

3x4

4x5

4x6

5x7

6x8

8x10

10x12 3x5

4x6

5x8

6x9…

Unmounted lino is harder to work with but saves space if you do a lot of work. Lino cuts easier
when it is warm. Check new blocks for damaged edges, scratches, or dents, and fix or work
around them in your design or cutting. Speedball’s Speedy-Cut prefers water based inks and is a
very easy to cut alternative to lino, and great for starting out, however it is not as durable as lino.
It is wise to have a test block on hand. One reason is to test new tools or gouges. When using a
new blade, test for a precise cut. Some new tools may cut well, some may skid, and when looked
at under a strong magnifying glass, roughness at a cutting edge or at the apex or bottom of the
“V” or “U” can be seen.
Another reason for a test block is to test new cuts or images that you have not cut before.

CLEANING LINO AND RESINGRAVE BLOCKS
Initial sanding then cleaning of lino blocks can help if there are any blemishes. Ink accumulates in
cuts, especially fine ones, so clean thoroughly. When cleaning lino or Resingrave blocks used
with water based ink, be careful not to let water infiltrate the sides and bottom, this is because the
board backing the lino may expand and warp, and if the sides warp, then the lino itself may warp.
Most lino blocks using water based ink can be cleaned with damp paper towels, the first loosens
the ink, the second cleans it off, and the third removes what is left and helps dry the block. Blocks
do not need to be soaked in a tub of water; it happens, hence why I shellac many of my blocks.
The block to the left was used many times in
separate prints, cleaned after each printing
but not dried properly each time, and not
protected from cleaning fluid being absorbed
into the block’s backing. MDF (medium
density fiberboard) is used on a number of
relief block backings and is notorious for this.
If you do a lot of fine cutting using small V cutting tools, then those small cuts can quickly fill with
ink. When printed, those fine cuts no longer show up. This means blocks with fine cuts must be
cleaned very thoroughly. And that thorough cleaning raises the chances of water infiltrating the
lino block’s backing board. And that raises the chances for the backing becoming distorted.
One solution is to minimize water getting into the backing of
the lino block in the first place. An easy way of doing this is
to put masking tape around the edges. After cleaning,
remove the masking tape to allow any water that did get
into the backing to dry.
For frequently cleaned blocks, consider un-mounted lino
and mount it yourself on a wood backing.
Alternatively, seal the edges and bottom of the lino backing
with two thorough coats of Kilz latex primer or shellac; avoid
shellac fumes.
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LINO WITHOUT PRE INSTALLED BACKING
Lino blocks consist of sheets of lino cut to size and mounted on wood or MDF (medium density
fiberboard). There are many sizes, however, what if you needed an odd size. Easily obtained are
un-mounted lino sheets in many sizes. Many people work directly on the un-mounted lino,
however many also want it mounted. Un-mounted lino takes up a lot less space and some artists
never permanently mount their un-mounted lino. If you have some un-loved used lino blocks that
you want to use again, you could get some un-mounted lino, cut it, and glue it to the back of
those un-loved old blocks, and the block will have a new life. Or, glue it to some spare plank
wood cut to size.
The un-mounted lino is marked with a pencil to the desired size, then using a rule as a guide, a
utility knife is run three or four times on the lino surface. Then with that good cut, the un-mounted
lino is folded so the lino snaps. Then the mesh backing is also cut with a utility knife. Always take
safety precautions with any knife and avoid pulling the knife towards your body parts.
Take the un-mounted lino, now of the correct size, and apply Elmer’s or any wood glue to the
mesh lino backing and to the MDF of the old block or even some new plank wood. Smooth the
glue with a bit of cardboard.

lino backing

spare MDF
backing or
some plank
wood backing

Then place the glued side of the lino onto your
new backing’s glued side, and apply pressure
while trimming any seeping glue. I use my
small printing press initially but with scrap
paper on both the new lino as well as the
backing so that any glue seepage doesn’t
damage the press. After an initial press, the
new combined lino block is allowed to cure with
some heavy weights to hold the lino in place; I
use a gallon bottle of water. That stops any
warping while the glue is setting. After a day
the bond should be firm.

LINO BLOCK ALTERNATIVES
Speedball Speedy-Cut
There are alternatives to lino blocks. Speedball offers lino
blocks, but they also offer Speedy-Cut. Speedy-cut was used
in the section on silhouettes, and the cut to the right was used
for “KUMIKOS SHADOW” which is in the gallery. The block to
the right was cut with a Speedball #2 tool. While cutting, it
seems as if the edges of the cut might be rough, however,
when cleaned and printed the cuts are well defined. SpeedyCut is very easy to cut, and is ideal for children starting out.
Several blocks I acquired did have blotches in them, so check
them out carefully. However, they are very easy for children
to use. Speedball states “use with water soluble products”.
Speedy-Cut may not be as durable as lino.

Jack Richeson & Co Clear Carve
This is a transparent plastic that is an alternative to lino blocks. These are easier to cut than lino,
but not as soft or easy as Speedy-Cut. They are not mounted on a thick backing.
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WOOD (cutting is on the plank, engraving is on the end grain)
Wood has two uses in block
printing; one is for wood cuts, the
other for engraving. Wood cut prints
are made from planks with visible
grain, wood engravings use the end
grain. Wood blocks are best printed
with oil based ink as water based
ink can cause the wood to swell and
shrink damaging the wood block. I
often use water based ink which
requires careful cleanup to minimize
water being absorbed into the wood.

WOOD USED FOR WOODCUTS
Wood for woodcuts may be a simple plank, or it may be plywood. Plank wood may need to be
planed to reduce warping or twisting, and may need sanding as well. Plywood has a veneer of the
desired wood, and beneath that veneer are other woods, all glued together, with the grain rotated
by 90 degrees with each plie. Check the veneer’s thickness; a thinner veneer may cause issues
with splintering if the cut goes deep enough (as when gouging a white area) when the cut can
enter the plie beneath the veneer. Artists differ on what is the best wood; it depends upon your
criteria. Tools used are of the same type as for lino cutting, however they wear more often, need
more attention to sharpness, need frequent honing, and must cope with a bit more pressure.
Simple linocut tools may not be strong enough for use with woodcuts; thus Speedball tools are
great for lino, but Flexcut or Ramelson tools are more rigid and may be better for wood.
Wood can be a soft wood or a hard wood, a questionable classification as some hard woods can
be easier to cut than softwoods. Being over simplified, a hard wood is deciduous, a soft one is
evergreen. Balsa is a hard wood and is very easy to cut, whereas the difficult to cut yew wood is
a softwood! This book covers the following woods used for woodcut blocks:Pine
Birch
Bass
Poplar

softwood
hardwood
hardwood
hardwood

harder to cut
easier than pine
easier than birch
similar to bass

cross grain cuts can be hard
cross grain cuts are easier than pine
cross grain cuts are easier than birch
similar to bass

Always check for grain, hardness of annual rings, and knots, use or discard as appropriate. Many
other woods are used, do not be limited by the small selection shown above, rather you should
experiment and see what is best suited to your needs.

WOOD USED FOR WOOD ENGRAVING
Wood for engraving uses the end grain. Whereas plank wood used for woodcuts can be quite
large, end grain is typically rather small, coming from a cross section of the tree. End grain wood
allows very fine detail compared to plank grain. Tools used are totally different from lino and wood
cutting tools. Always store engraving wood on its side; the end grain on both sides thus being
exposed to equal humidity and drying.
Box
Juniper

very small surface area
some artists have engraved it with great success
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INK (Know Your ink: read the tube or can)
The standard for permanent editions and gallery exhibits is
archival ink on archival paper. Some water based inks are
archival quality, some are not. Water based inks can have
issues at very low humidity. Oil based inks dry slowly, so
are better when very low humidity is an issue. Speedball ink
comes in small tubes (37 ml), medium tubes (75ml or cc,
2.5 fl oz), and large (150 ml or 5 fl oz). Oil based inks
usually print smoother than water based inks.

INK SLAB
The process used when a print is desired, is to take some
ink from a tube or can, place it on a flat surface, spread it
with a spatula, then run a brayer back and forth, left and
right, diagonally, and so on until the ink looks velvety and
there is a gentle hiss made as the brayer rolls. For very
thick ink consider a thinner or retarder, especially with very
low humidity.

Speedball inks come in small
tubes (37 ml), medium tubes
(75ml or cc, 2.5 fl oz), and large
(150 ml or 5 fl oz). Caligo comes

After rolling on the slab, the ink is taken to the cut or engraved block and rolled. The length of an
even layer of ink coming off the brayer and onto the block is about three times the diameter of the
inking brayer. So more ink may need to be picked up and rolled on the block until the block has
an equal thin layer of ink. Then the brayer is run over the block back and forth, left and right, and
diagonally, to ensure an even thin layer of ink with no areas of variation. The ink layer should be
enough that the paper picks it up, but not so thick as to fill in over thin white line cuts. This crisscross rolling many times will make a consistent coating even if the brayer has indentations on it,
which a lot of wider brayers have. The slab used for rolling ink should be very flat and smooth. A
slab of plate glass or marble about 12 by 18 inches works well. A metal bench hook that is flat
can be used for small prints, although marble or glass is a much better choice.

INK
Water based inks are easy to clean with water. Oil based inks often clean using solvents;
consider baby oil as an alternative. Some oil based inks such as Caligo clean with dish washing
soap and warm water. Oil based inks have a somewhat better presentation than water based
inks, and water based inks may become spoiled if they get water on them.
If an ink is too thick, or dries quickly on the slab, add a thinner or
retarder. A retarder can also make a big difference when the block
or paper is very absorbent. To the right, after about 10 prints, the
ink clogged on a wood block. The symptom was loss of resolution.
With very low humidity and water based inks, use a thinner or
retarder, or use oil based inks which dry more slowly. Remember
that many retarders do not reduce viscosity.
To the right is the same ink but with a retarder added. This has
much better resolution.
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SAFETY NOTE: Inks have a medium; oil based inks might use a vegetable, linseed, or petroleum
based oil as a medium, and water based inks might use a gum or glycerin medium. All inks have
pigments for color, and additives to control drying, etc. Inks may be transparent or opaque.
Pigments and additives may be toxic, however many are not. Read the specifications.




Water based inks
Most oil based inks
Rubber based inks

dry quickly by both evaporation and paper absorption.
dry by exposure to the air (oxidation).
dry by absorption with the paper and not by contact with the air,
avoid them if doing multi block color prints.

A good resource on ink is “The Woodcut Artist’s Handbook” by George Walker, chapter 4,
“Papers and Ink”, and the letterpresscommons.com web site.
Water based inks can distort paper with their evaporative
drying, oil based prints tend not to distort as they dry by
oxidization. In the picture to the right, the left half used a
water based ink which warped upon drying whereas the
right half which used an oil based ink remained undistorted. Just be aware and manage it. White line work
often has more inked areas than does black line work. So,
white line work with water based ink tends to curl up more
on drying than does true black line work.

water
based

oil based

INK ADITIVES
retarder:
extender:
reducer:
thinner

retards or slows ink-drying time, consider glycerin for water based inks
maintains viscosity, makes ink less opaque creating transparency
reduces or speeds drying time
decreases thickness or viscosity

INK CLEANUP
Before cleaning, place scrap paper on the ink slab and block, and then run the brayer over them
to remove excess ink. Conventional wisdom for oil paints and inks was to clean up with solvents
which can be smelly, noxious, and need additional cleanup afterwards. For oil based inks
consider baby oil as an alternative. Cranfield’s Caligo oil based ink cleans with dish washing
soap and warm water. Water based inks clean up with water. Be careful not to soak lino or
Resingrave blocks with water unless the MDF backing and edges have been sealed; two
thorough coats of Kilz latex primer or shellac work well. Always avoid shellac fumes. Be careful
how you clean wood blocks when water based inks are used as the block may crack or warp.

INK OVERLAY OR TRANSPARENCY (water based in particular)
Most multi block prints that result in colored prints have colors isolated so they do not overlap.
Sometimes, a small overlap is desired. This would be the case, for example, with green leaves on
a brown background. When they do overlap, the overlap is indeed very small, so the opaque
element of an ink is often insignificant. However there are also cases where ink is overlaid on
other inks, for example the MERRY series in the gallery. One might assume that opaque inks
would block out an underlying ink, however that is not always true. If you took some common
colors and rolled them horizontally, and after thorough drying, then rolled the same colors
vertically, you might think you can test color opaqueness. The result would suggest that the inks
were opaque. However, that test is not truly measuring the opaque quality of ink in the real world.
So while the above test would show the inks to have a good opaque quality, the real world can be
different. For the test to reflect the real world, it should use ink rolled onto a lino block, and the
lino block then burnished onto the test paper.
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Below is a test using Speedball water based ink rolled to lino and then burnished to paper which
reflects the real world. The horizontal strips were done first, so they are the underlying color, and
the vertical strips were done second, and thus reflect the overlay color. In reality, black ink
burnished over burnished green is just not opaque, whereas a simple roll test might suggest it
was. The test below is a realistic test for Speedball water based inks. Test your own inks for
transparency or opacity. Neither retarder nor extender were used; if you use them, repeat this
color matrix because much can change.

NOTE: The back cover for this book has the above chart in color.
While black, when rolled onto paper, seems to be opaque, such is not the case when black is
rolled onto lino and then the lino burnished onto paper. Specifically, when blue or green is the
underlying color, then many other overlay colors do not appear fully opaque. These experiments
suggest that it is not the overlay color that is not actually opaque; rather, the underlay color does
not allow the overlying ink to bond onto that underlying color. When rolling an overlaying color,
sometimes the underlying ink is picked back up, resulting in a mottled effect. The above tests were
for rolled then imprinted ink with no retarder or extender; they do not address stippled ink.
Some colors print smoothly, others have a mottled effect. When overlaying colors, pay very close
attention to rolling the ink on the ink slab, its viscosity, not having too much on the brayer, and
when rolling ink onto the block. Too much ink on the ink slab can be handled by using the spatula
to move excess ink off to the side, or by moving it to a second ink slab. Pay attention to the
burnishing and make trial prints before doing a final edition.
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CLEANUP ~ WATER AND CONVENTIONAL OIL BASED PRINTER’S INK
After printing, the ink slab, brayer, and block will all need cleaning. Before anything else, wipe as
much ink off as possible and roll excess ink onto scrap paper to reduce cleaning needs.
Water based inks clean with water; the problem is cleaning the block. Water cleanup can get
into the backing of a block such as lino or Resingrave, and any wood needs very careful drying.
Lino and Resingrave blocks clean with water however the backing is usually MDF (medium
density fiberboard), and water can cause it to swell. Wrap the block’s edges with tape to keep
water away, or much better still, seal blocks with two thorough coats of Kilz latex primer or
shellac. Always avoid shellac fumes. Clean with damp paper towels; the first loosens the ink, the
second cleans it off, and the third removes what is left and helps dry the block. Blocks do not
need to be soaked in a tub of water; it happens, hence why I seal many of my blocks.
Plank grain wood used for woodcuts can be damaged by water as the wood swells and dries; in
doing so, fine black lines can be damaged. So when cleaning with water, use a fiber free cloth
and dry carefully and well before damage can set in.
End grain wood can also be cleaned with water, it must be dried well with a fiber free cloth, and
many artists make sure both end grain ends of the block get equal cleaning. The reason is that if
both ends have some dampness, drying will be equal on both sides and thus less likely to crack
the wood. End grain wood is dried on its side with both end grain surfaces having access to the
air, thus minimizing cracking.
Oil based inks clean using solvents; consider baby oil as an alternative to noxious solvents.
Ink accumulates in cuts, especially fine ones, so clean thoroughly. Protect any MDF backing from
cleaning fluid by wrapping the edges with masking tape to avoid the backing absorbing fluids and
thus distorting; better still, seal the MDF with Kilz or shellac (avoid its fumes). MDF (medium
density fiberboard) can swell damaging the lino or Resingrave, so pay close attention to drying.
I often use water based ink, however I do also use oil based inks and I demand
a safe cleanup that has no unpleasant smell, and is not petroleum based.
One method I use is baby oil. The roller, slab, and the block, whose sides are
protected with tape, Kilz, or shellac if the backing is MDF, are cleaned with the
non petroleum based baby oil. The oil is sprayed or rubbed onto the surface,
and paper towels rubbed all over; it takes several rags to get the ink off.
When the oil is finally off, and if the block will later be used with water based
inks, then clean with dish soap and water also using several rags. Then dry. I
use rubber gloves, especially for the block, but that is simply to avoid cleaning
my hands afterwards.
Baby oil has much less of an odor than older cleaning fluids; it cleans oil based ink well, and is
non toxic. I like water based inks because their cleanup is easier and quicker. However I do admit
that oil based inks provide a more refined print, and the paper doesn’t wrinkle, the down side is
the time oil based inks take to become dry, and also the cleanup time.




Water based inks
Most oil based inks
Rubber based inks

dry quickly by both evaporation and paper absorption.
dry by exposure to the air (oxidation).
dry by absorption with the paper and not by contact with the air,
which means avoid them if doing multi block color prints.
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SOMEWHERE BETWEEN WATER AND OIL BASED INK
Water based inks can have issues with very low humidity, where oil based inks are better.
OIL BASED PRINTS, OIL BASED CLEANUP
Oil based inks dry by exposure to the air (oxidation), take much longer to dry than water based
inks, and tend to produce a very fine print. However cleanup is longer than for water based inks.
Baby Oil is a solution to cleanup, and avoids toxic materials and has no unpleasant smell. The oil
based inks used in this book all came from Speedball.
WATER BASED PRINTS, WATER BASED CLEANUP
Water based inks dry quickly by both evaporation and paper absorption, dry much quicker than oil
based inks, and tend to produce a good print. Sometimes the ink dries too quickly, even on the
ink slab at low humidity, and because of rapid drying the paper tends to curl up while drying.
However cleanup is quicker and easier than for oil based inks. The water based inks used in this
book all came from Speedball.
OIL BASED PRINT QUALITY, SOAP FIRST, WARM WATER LAST FOR CLEANUP
A third printer’s ink dries by oxidation and polymerization (chemical change as ink meets paper),
and is made using linseed oil but has ingredients that allow soap first, then warm water cleanup.
It is usually available from major art supply stores. Some stores may have it on back order; others
may have it in stock. One such ink is Cranfield’s Caligo Safe Wash Relief Ink from Jolly Ole
England. Good quality prints result because it is linseed oil based. If you want to thin the ink then
use Caligo Safe Wash Oil and not water. Cleanup is simpler as it has ingredients that liquid soap
breaks down; use liquid soap first with no water, work it with a brush or paper towel; the ink
breaks down as it mixes with the soap. When the ink is loose, wash using warm water and maybe
some soap. Avoid water alone at the start as it causes the ink to cling; "soap before water" is
better.
READ THE MANUFACTURER’S INSTRUCTIONS
For all inks, read the label on the can or tube. Especially note whether the ink is opaque, or
transparent in some degree. Read the manufacturer’s guidance on how to slow drying time, or
what kind of retarder to use. Water can work for water based inks but in dry or warm climates a
retarder is much better; and glycerin is very helpful.
EVALUATE YOUR NEEDS TO SEE WHAT INKS WORK
Many multi block color prints don’t need one to consider the opaque or transparent characteristics
of an ink because each color goes on un-inked paper. However, some color prints overlay a
colored ink on an underlying ink, and then transparency or opaqueness become important. The
wise artist tests their inks to see how overprinting one ink on another works. Is transparency a
factor? Does the second ink become mottled?
THE INK EQUATION ~ OIL VS WATER BASED INK FACTORS TO CONSIDER
Consider oil based inks when: smooth silky ink coverage is desired, rolling many prints in one
session, the humidity is low, or when small blocks must ink perfectly the first time. Consider water
based inks when quick drying or easy cleanup is desired. Remember that overlaying one ink on
another may pick up some underlying ink or may let the underlying ink show through, causing
mottling and other issues.
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ALTERNATIVE MATERIALS
AN ALTERNATIVE TO RETARDER for water based inks
The objective of a retarder is to slow the drying time of an ink.
For water based inks there is an alternative, glycerin can be used and it is
available from many places such as Wal-Mart.
As with normal retarder, squeeze some ink on the ink slab, squeeze a few
drops from the glycerin bottle; mix it with the spatula (palette knife), then
roll the ink slab. If the ink is still too tacky you may need a drop or two
more, so blend it in with a spatula, and keep rolling until the familiar hiss is
heard.
This was used in some multi color prints in the gallery.
Since retarder slows drying time, something very much a problem in my
very low humidity climate, you will have to wait longer for it to dry. In my
climate, a water based ink can dry in a few minutes; with a good retarder,
such as glycerin, the drying time significantly increases which makes for
better prints, and less need to recharge the ink on the ink slab.

AN ALTERNATIVE TO POST PRINTING CLEANUP for oil based inks
Oil based inks used to need turpentine for cleanup.
Noxious and smelly and after using it additional
cleanup was still required. Other solutions existed but
it was still a chore.
Since then, baby oil has been used and it is easier,
less noxious, and just as effective. In the event one
dislikes the baby oil aroma, then there is an
alternative such as Citrasolv and it has the aroma of
citrus fruit and works as well as baby oil. After using
baby oil or Citrasolv, final cleanup can be soap and
water.
Note: Cranfield’s Caligo Safe Wash cleans with dish
washing soap (a detergent) and warm water.
AN ALTERNATIVE FOR PATCHING WOOD CUT BLOCKS
QuikWood is an alternative to plastic
wood filler that many find helpful.
This is available at some art supply
stores.

AN ALTERNATIVE TO SHELLAC FOR SEALING MDF BACKING
The Kilz latex primer works very well as an alternative to shellac.
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PAPER (Know your paper, sizing, texture, thickness)
PAPER WEIGHT ~ GSM ~ grams per square meter ~ There are two common paper weight
metrics. In the USA paper is measured in pounds (lbs). In Europe, paper is usually graded in
grams per square meter or ‘gsm’. The U.S. weight system for paper covers two categories which
are inconsistent. An 80lb ‘cover weight’ paper and an 80lb ‘text weight’ paper are not the same
weight if you were to compare a sheet of each.




70-100 gsm:
100-120 gsm:
120-150 gsm:

Average paper weight bracket for the paper you’ll find in a copier/printer
Heavier quality paper or light cardstock.
Average cardstock and comparable to a greeting card in weight.

SIZING ~ Applying a starch, or a special mixture while making paper, is called sizing. The
objective of sizing is to increase the strength of the paper and to decrease absorbability of liquids.

TEXTURE ~ There are no common measurements for texture, but a sensitive finger will tell if
the paper is smooth for better ink transfer, or less smooth making ink transfer less effective.
THE REAL WORLD ~ Look for the paper thickness or weight. Look for its color, there are
many shades of white. Avoid highly absorbent paper unless you want to use damping techniques.
Water based inks might suggest a paper or card stock for watercolors,
but their absorption does not allow for clear prints. Avoid using
watercolor cards or paper. Mixed Media card stock (see left) works well
with water based printing ink on linocuts as well as on woodcuts.
Drawing pad paper is a weak choice and some printmaking paper may
be too coarse or thick.
The Bee Paper Company has a good range of
paper for block printing, and they clearly state the
paper color and weight.
Their “all purpose” acid free 74 gsm paper works
very well and has a bright white background. But,
there are different whites!
Their 82 gsm all purpose natural white works
well, but is a bit harder to burnish.
Strathmore also provides block printing paper, however ascertaining the weight and color are less
than fully intuitive. Feel their weight and texture with your fingers.
Chapter 4 of The Woodcut Artist’s Handbook, George A. Walker covers ink and paper
extensively; the different inks and how they dry, be it by evaporation to air (water based), paper
absorption (rubber based and water based), or oxidation (oil based), and so on.
Always remember that the standard for permanent editions and gallery exhibits is to use archival
ink and archival paper (acid free).
Remember that thicker or absorbent paper may benefit from being carefully damped.
A good resource:A good resource:-
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https://letterpresscommons.com/?s=paper
https://letterpresscommons.com/types-of-inks/

Chapter 7
RESOURCES








Wood and lino cutting and wood engraving books
Lino and wood (cut/engraving) and art stores
Relevant web sites
Wood and lino cutting resources
Wood engraving resources
QR codes for your smart phone

This book shows a number of web site addresses, or URL links.
Sadly, they come and go. They are checked prior to publishing
but Murphy’s Law is alive and well, and they vanish right after
printing; YouTube videos in particular come and go.
Some valid major web sites may not be accessible when using
some major anti virus firewall software. I have to temporarily turn
off firewall monitoring when accessing one major block printing
vendor’s web site.

Registered Trademarks of entities recommended in this book.
Caligo
Cranfield
Edward C. Lyons
Kilz
PhotoMAX
Ramelson
Sharpening Supplies
Ternes-Burton

Citrasolv
Dick Blick
Flexcut
McClain
Photoshop
Resingrave
Speedball
Woodcraft
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WOOD AND LINO CUTTING and WOOD ENGRAVING BOOKS
Learning Linocut, Susan Yeates
good pictures, good ideas
The Woodcut Artist’s Handbook, George A. Walker
comprehensive
covers woodcut and wood engraving
A Woodcut Manual, J. J. Lankes
older book (1932), comprehensive
covers woodcut and wood engraving
Wood Engraving ~ how to do it, Simon Brett
many useful discussions on white/black line, haloing objects etc
Making Woodblock Prints, Merlyn Chesterman and Rod Nelson
good book and some interesting perspectives
WOODCUT, Step-by-Step Lessons in Designing, Cutting and Printing the Woodblock
David L. Oravez
Simple Printmaking, Gwen Diehn, comprehensive
Linoleum Block Printing, Francis J. Kafka
Wood Engraving and Lino Cutting, Anne Hayward, newer glossy book, good notes on design
Block Printing, Techniques for Linoleum and Wood, Sandy Allison, Robert Craig, Alan Wycheck
Linocuts & Woodcuts, Michael Rothenstein, an earlier book
Relief & Intaglio Printmaking Methods on Resingrave Blocks, Richard J. Woodman

RELATED BOOKS
The Complete Guide To Sharpening, Leonard Lee
How To Sharpen Wood Carving Tools (The Beginners Guide), Skylar Johnson

ART WORK IMAGES OF BUILDINGS AND COPYRIGHT LAWS (USA)
These web sites have discussions on 17 USC 102 and 120 which are worth reviewing. Other
statutes may also be relevant. This book provides sources, not interpretations of various rules.
https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/17/120
https://www.nolo.com/legal-encyclopedia/copyright-architectural-photos.html
https://www.asmp.org/copyright-tutorial/photos-public-buildings/
https://corporate.findlaw.com/litigation-disputes/publication-of-photographs-is-a-releaserequired.html
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LINO AND WOOD (CUT/ENGRAVING) AND ART STORES
Flexcut

a place to reliably get Flexcut tools

flexcut.com

Ramelson

not the easiest site to use

ramelson.com

Edward C. Lyons

engraving tools since 1898

eclyons.com

McClain

relief printing supplies

imcclains.com

Blick

relief printing supplies

dickblick.com

Takach Press

any size brayer you want

takachpress.com

Woodcraft

may or may not have woodcut tools

www.woodcraft.com

Sharpening Supplies

anything to do with tool sharpening

sharpeningsupplies.com

KEY WEB SITES AND HELPFUL PAMPHLETS
Bee Paper Company

http://www.beepaper.com/paper/

A general paper website:

https://letterpresscommons.com/?s=paper

An ink web site:-

https://letterpresscommons.com/types-of-inks/

A lino website:-

https://letterpresscommons.com/linoleum/

A wood cut web site:-

https://letterpresscommons.com/wood-cut/

A wood engraving web site:-

https://letterpresscommons.com/wood-engraving/

A printing information resource http://printwiki.org/

[excellent but no longer maintained]

http://www.imcclains.com/productinfo
[shows a directory of all documents]
http://www.imcclains.com/productinfo/documents/UsingaCrockerSharpener.pdf
http://www.imcclains.com/productinfo/documents/PreparingLinocutBlocksforPrinting.pdf
http://www.imcclains.com/productinfo/documents/KentoJapaneseRegistration.pdf
http://www.imcclains.com/productinfo/documents/CaligoSafeWashReliefInk.pdf
Caligo comes from:
https://www.cranfield-colours.co.uk/printmaking-inks/relief-inks/
Printing Press Supplies

http://www.donblack.ca/

VARIOUS WEB SITES OF INTEREST
Web sites come and go; so instead of showing some good web site links, some good internet
search terms are shown below.
Signing prints

Internet search:

Artist high quality reproductions

internet search:

“signing art prints”
“art signing conventions”
“fine art print signing”
“giclee”
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QR CODES FOR YOUR SMART PHONE
Use your QR or Bar Code app for your smart phone to go direct to the site. These are the web
sites listed elsewhere in this book. Be aware that web sites come and go.

Lino cuts:

Wood cut:

Wood engraving:

Paper:

Ink:
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Chapter 8
ONE MORE THING
EXTRA DETAILS
MORE PROJECTS
FUN STUFF
MORE ABOUT SPECIFIC TOPICS…




TOOLS, THEIR EDGES, KEELS, FORCES, AND PROBLEMS
THE TOOL THAT GOT TOO HOT; HARDENING AND TEMPERING
CORRELATING GRIT AND MICRONS



REDUCTION BLOCK PRINTING: WINDY FLOWERS










REGISTERING SYSTEMS
. . . A SIMPLE GENERAL REGISTERING SYSTEM
. . . THE SYSTEM FOR 4-QUADRANT BLOCK PRINTING
. . . PIN AND TAB
. . . A VARIATION ON PIN AND TAB USED IN CHINA
. . . PIN AND TAB IN ACTUAL USE
. . . REGISTRATION ISSUES
AND “SPOT” AND “PROCESS” COLORS
. . . FOUR QUADRANT PRINT OVERLAPS



PRINT QUALITY: MAKING NECTAR TROVE





WOOD SURFACE PREPARATION
. . . BEFORE CUTTING - DECIDE FOR YOURSELF
. . . AFTER CUTTING - A POTENTIAL MISTAKE



BUSY DESIGNS



PRESENTATION: MATTING, EDITIONS, SERIES



DAMPING ABSORBENT OR THICKER PAPERS

MORE ABOUT SOME PROJECTS …




HUMMINGBIRDS ARRIVE (MERRY series)
AUTUMN/FALL, SPRING (ELEMENTS SERIES)
QUIET POND, A FOUR COLOR PROJECT

FUN STUFF…
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MORE ABOUT THE “V” TOOL
THE V TOOL’S EDGES AND KEELS
Here is a V tool. It was made from a solid piece of “L”
shaped metal (1). Then two 10° (for example) slices
were removed from the two wings (2) and (3) to
create the cutting edges or bevels. The tool maker
does this of course, not you! Where the wings meet
is called the apex (4).

1

wings

2

3

If the inside of that “V” is a perfect “V” and if the bevel
angles are rather small, 10° in this case, then the
apex point (4) could be sharp and usable as is. Below
is a beautifully made tool with 10° cutting edges or
bevels, and a sharp apex.

4
apex
4

5

However, if the bevels are too large, or, if the “V” at
the apex (4) is rounded and looks more like a “U”,
then the apex may be less of a point and more of an
area, and might be too blunt to cut wood or lino. It can
be made sharp by either sharpening around the
outside of the apex, or by grinding away more metal
from the belly of the tool backwards from the apex;
this facet is called the keel, like the keel of a ship.

the apex
4
2
5
the keel

the keel

3

Honing the wing cutting faces (2) and (3) is critical,
but first make sure the inside of those wings are flat
with no abnormalities. While it is true that if the wing
cutting edges are honed properly on a true “V” tool
then the apex takes care of itself, sadly many V tools
do not have a perfectly sharp “V” on the inside;
instead they are often rounded like a “U” gouge, so
the outside of that “U” also needs a matching “U”.

After honing the two cutting faces, check for a sharp apex then hone the keel or outside of the
apex if so indicated. Beware of over honing the keel which can create a gap between the wings.
The keel may go back further than the bevels of the wings and look diamond shaped; or it may
start at the end of the wing bevels and look triangular. When viewed from the bottom of the tool,
the triangle or diamond is easy to see. Too short a keel makes for much harder cutting. Honing
that keel or around the apex is the secret to a sharp apex area, and thus to a good cutting tool.
Incidentally, while cutting, the wings (2) and (3) lean forward of the apex (4) as it cuts into the
wood. The wings cut downward before the apex cuts there and pushes the wood sliver up; this
reduces splintering. The wings also exert an upward pressure on the tool which stops the tool
from digging into the wood or lino. This is a clever arrangement.
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AND THE FORCES INVOLVED IN A V TOOL’S EDGES WHILE CUTTING

if this is the tool‘s
direction when
cutting
and the wings
lean forward
then the wing
cutting edge force
is down

and the apex force
is up

Very sharp wings that lean forward reduce the chances of splintering because they cut the sliver
of wood before the apex does. While the apex forces the cut sliver of wood up which could
increase chances of splintering, splintering is reduced since the wings are very sharp, and the
wings force the wood down.
BY COMPARISON, THE FORCES INVOLVED IN A KNIFE’S EDGE WHILE CUTTING

tool direction
when cutting

The forces on a knife are
down and also away from
the point of cutting, thus
almost
no
splintering
forces exist.
pushes away

cuts down

In summary, a knife has almost no splintering force. NOTE: a white line requires two knife cuts
which increase the chances for a white line of uneven thickness, whereas a V tool does a white
line in one pass, not two. A very sharp V tool has the force upwards on the cut sliver of wood; but
because the wings lean forward, there is a downward force on the wood as it cuts which, if the
wings are very sharp, reduces splintering.
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SO, WHAT COULD POSSIBLY GO WRONG WITH A V TOOL?
Quite a lot can go wrong. Below are five critical problems. To them we should add that the wings
should not normally slope backward. Study your tools and see how many problems exist, some
may need a strong magnifying glass before the problem becomes clear, as for example the inside
of the V tool not being a V. Each problem has a fix; however multiple problems complicate things
a lot. Some of my tools I can correct in a short period of time, others need a lot more time.
The wings are not aligned; one wing is in front of the other. The forward
wing is ground until it is aligned with the backward wing

The wing cutting edges are ragged. The wings will need refining.
A gap between the two wings.
If there is a gap between the two wings of a V tool, often caused by over
sharpening or over honing the keel or apex, then the two wings have to be
reground carefully.

A hook between the wings
If there is a hook between the two wings, then the two wings may need to
be reground. Another technique is to work on the keel or apex which may
then lose the hook, but be very careful.
The keel should be sharp at the apex, and, when
looked at as you turn the tool, the apex should be a
sharp point or edge, not a blunt end, not a hook, and
not a gap. The wings or apex may need work.

If the wings aren’t a sharp V on the inside of the
apex, they may be rounded. The wisest solution is to
make sure the outside of the apex is rounded also.
Then to make sure the rounded apex is a sharp
cutting edge, a miniature “U” gouge if you like.

If the wings slope backward, the wings need re grinding so they slope at least vertically, or
forward; it is the artist’s choice. The first two problems above are easily resolved; the last three
may take quite a bit more effort and patience.
NOTE: While store bought electric grinding wheels from a hardware store are good for major reshaping, without care they can eat a tool alive and destroy the metal’s temper since the rpm used
is far too high. If you want an electric grinder for your tools, consider a horizontal tool sharpener
from a specialty tool supply house. Consider the Work Sharp WS3000 horizontal sharpener
running at 580 rpm with abrasive disks designed for delicate tools.
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FIXING A TOTALLY MESSED UP BRAND NEW “V” TOOL
Some inexpensive wood cut tools from art supply stores may have
problems. To the right is just such a brand new inexpensive “V” tool. This
wasn’t even “factory sharp”; it was a complete and utter mess.
If this tool was going to be used, it had to be completely re worked, a
strop wouldn’t cut it. Only whet stones were used in this example. This
tool would need serious shaping and then sharpening work, and the
secret is a good process and good whet stones, not small cheap whet
stones.
THE GOOD WHET STONES
I have some 8 inch long heavy duty
Norton water stones:220 grit
1000 grit

grey
brown

on one bonded stone
(fixing, reshaping)

4000 grit
8000 grit

white
yellow

on another bonded stone
(honing, polishing)

Provided with these stones (which I acquired from Sharpening Supplies who focus on all things
related to sharpening) was a video on using them, including how to work a bevel on a tool without
resorting to a jig. This provided the good whet stones, and the good process anyone could use.
In essence, the stones were soaked in water for a quarter of an hour, and with frequent watering
on the surface of these water stones, the tool was totally reshaped using the 220 grit, then the
1000 grit. Then it was sharpened with finer grits. The “V” angle of this tool was 90 degrees, in this
case I used the edge of the stones to re work the tools inside; but I also have a triangular file I
could have used.
THE GOOD PROCESS: The process began
with placing one of the wings of the defective V
tool on the surface with my left hand index
finger. This set the tool at the tool’s own bevel
angle and thus a jig was not needed. Then using
my right hand as close as possible to my left
hand index finger, I was able to steady the rest
of the tool. This meant less chance of changing
the angle which could happen if I had my right
hand at the far end of the tool. I am right
handed, so switch hands if you are left handed.
Then I worked the tool left and right by moving
my entire body, not just my arms, that way the
angle of the bevel could be maintained. I paused
every now and then to verify I was still on the
correct bevel angle; I marked the bevel faces
with a felt tip pen so I could see any
discrepancies. This took a lot of swaying back
and forth, and many waterings on the stone.

right (strong hand) fingers steady
the tool and are close to weak hand
index finger.

220 and 1000
grit
left (weak hand)
index finger on
edge to be
reworked.

The tool was so bad that it took a good 15 minutes to make progress on the 220 grit coarse
stone!
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Looking at the tool more closely, the poorly made or damaged
tool was an unmitigated disaster, see left. Those two wings were
completely ragged. By the way, this tool was like this right out of
the package purchased at an art store.
1. one wing is wrongly
ahead of the other

To the right is the reshaped tool after using the 220
grit stone. The wing cutting edges are somewhat
better, but three problems remained:1. one wing was ahead of the other
2. there was a gap between the two wings
3. and that gap was off to one side
The cause was not checking the grinding progress
as it happened. Patience is a virtue.

2. gap

3. the apex is
wrongly offset
because one wing is
ahead of the other

The solution was to re grind the forward wing while paying attention to both the apex as well as
matching the wing angles. So, back to the grind stone.
Here to the left is the second corrective work on the
tool to fix the results of the first effort. This took about
15 minutes on the 220 grit and then the 1000 grit. The
stones were soaked as before for about a quarter of
an hour, and water kept on the top while working the
tool; they were cleaned afterwards and left to dry in
their box to minimize dust contamination.
apex is in
the right
place
but there is a bit
of a wire edge

A final quick four or five passes on a
leather strop which included the inside
of the tool, and then the tool was
tested cross grain, see to the right.
This was a 90 degree wing to wing
tool which is not good for fine lines or
curves. But the process was the point
of these notes, and the secret was
good whet stones and a good
process.
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The tool now has wings that match, so the apex is in
the right place, and there is no gap between the wings
at the apex. There is a bit of a wire edge, in other
words a very thin flap of metal, which vanished after a
few careful passes with the 4000 and 8000 grit. If not,
a slip would take care of it.

a good clean
cross grain
cut

good
matching
wings,
good apex,
and no wire
edge.

FIXING A HOOK AND A “U” SHAPED APEX OF A “V” TOOL
After successes and disasters sharpening “V” tools, I decided to study
Skylar Johnson’s “How To Sharpen Woodcarving Tools” and Leonard
Lee’s “The Complete Guide To Sharpening”. Avoid using a hardware
store bench grinder as is; they rotate far too fast for delicate work on
delicate tools which their wheels love to eat alive, the metal temper can
easily be damaged, and the direction of rotation may not be ideal for
such tools. But to be fair, such store bought grinders are very useful for
major re-work. From Sharpening Supplies I have a range of whet
stones, slip strops, slip stones, and a Work Sharp WS3000 horizontal
rotary tool sharpener running around 580 rpm (see right).

WS3000

This “V” tool came with a hook at the apex and never worked. Further, the tool’s apex was a
rounded U on the inside rather like a very small U gouge and not the desired sharp V; so the
outside of the apex had to be rounded also. Sadly, this is quite common. I mark the faces with a
felt tip pen so I can visually see that I am still working the entire face at a consistent angle.
(1)
(2)
(3)

(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

(8)

(9)
(10)
(11)

I used a coarse whetstone to grind the wings flat, and slightly forward
leaning.
Then I used the whetstone to create the beginnings of a bevel.
Then I looked at the “line of light”. The line of light is light coming
from the ground surfaces; in this case the wing and apex future
cutting edges. The line of light was continuous (good), but was
tapered away from the apex (needs work).
Using the WS3000 rotary tool sharpener, I worked on both wings to
remove that taper so the line of light had a uniform thickness.
After that, the wings were gently sharpened using the WS3000 rotary
tool sharpener, alternating between both wings and the apex.
As the line of light became smaller and smaller, and the apex area
similarly, great care was taken to slow down the process.
To correct the “U” apex, the apex cutting area may be refined by
grinding the whole keel or just the keel at the apex; this is done by
rolling it on the rotary sharpener’s wheel. If you overdo grinding the
keel, or just the apex area, or if you get a gap between the wings and
the apex, then go back to step 1 and be more careful.
Time was taken and every few seconds on the rotary tool sharpener
I checked the diminishing line of light. I ground the keel and apex by
rolling it on the sharpener, making it match the inside rounded part of
the apex.
A stone slip was used to remove any “wire edge” or extremely floppy
thin piece of the tool on the inside.
The tool was honed on a strop removing any “wire edge” on the
outside and refining the cutting edges.
The result is shown to the right.

Line of Light

No wire edge

The pictures do not show it, but the inside apex was not a perfect “V”, it was a small “U”. The final
tool had the wings forward swept a bit, there was no hook, and the apex area was very sharp.
When tested cross grain on wood, the tool worked very well. RATHER USEFUL ADVICE: “Stop
when you have a keen edge and a workable shape, even if it is not ideal” as one tool expert says,
adding “you would not be alone if you did”. So I did stop. And the tool went back into use. The
requirement is patience and continual checking of the bevels of the two wings and of the keel.
Marking faces or bevels with a felt tip pen helps with having a consistent angle while working, you
can quickly see if the grinding is consistent.
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RESHAPING A BOWL GOUGE INTO A USABLE WOODCUT TOOL
I purchased a brand new set of wood carving tools for ten dollars because they looked as if they
might be usable for wood cut work. The first tool I pulled out wasn’t so much a wood carving tool
but a bowl gouge commonly used in wood turning. Five problems were obvious if that tool was
ever to be used for fine wood cut work.
1.

The keel to belly angle was 34°; whereas for woodcut work
a common angular range is 10 to 15 degrees.

2.

The outside of the apex on the keel appears to have been
milled which could cause scratching on wood or lino.

2, 3.

More obvious was the gap between the two wings which
would cause problems cutting across grain.

4.

The cutting edge bevel was 32°; whereas for woodcut
work a common angular range is 5 to 15 degrees.

5.

2

Not shown here, but the line of light showed the cutting
edges of the wings and apex were very dull.

The wood handle and the metal were excellent. So, off to work on
reshaping, then sharpening, then honing.
While store bought grinders are not well suited to delicate woodcut
tools, the amount of work to correct this keel and the bevels would
take a long time on a bench stone, so the grinder was used to do
the major re-shaping. Care was taken to constantly check the
temperature with a container of cold water standing by. Care was
also taken not to try and create fine cutting edges at this time; that
is best left to bench stones later. However, a visible line of light
was produced with good bevel angles and a decent keel angle.

3

4

6
After using the bench grinder, the tool was shaped using the 220
grit stone which was lubricated with water and washed after use.
As the facets began to take shape, I used the WS3000 rotary
sharpener, alternating grinding the keel and the wing faces which I
checked as I went, and as the line of light slowly disappeared.
Then the tool was honed with higher grits and finally a strop.
This fixed items 1 through 5. In the pictures of the final tool, the
triangle on the keel is clearly seen [6]; the line of light (not shown)
is not visible now which is ideal, and the outside of the apex is
curved to match the “U” shaped inside for a sharp apex area [7].
In this case, a secondary or micro bevel was added having a
slightly wider bevel angle than the primary or main bevel. Why?
Because sharpening and honing later would only have to work on
that secondary shorter bevel.

7

The tool was tested cross grain and it cut very well.
All the rest of the tools in that collection needed sharpening and honing except for a couple of “V”
tools that needed the keel to be shaped first.
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MORE ABOUT THE OVERHEATED TOOL PROBLEM
THE TOOL THAT GOT TOO HOT; HARDENING AND TEMPERING
Except for major re-work, if you used a hardware store grinder on a delicate wood or lino cut tool,
or a wood engraving tool, the chances are high that the grinder ate the tool for lunch, and
changed its color. The lunch menu item was simply because the type of grinding wheel and its
speed would grind metal away too quickly for you to fine tune any abrasion. The speed and
friction heats the metal which oxidizes its carbon causing the color change. Sharpeners for tools
run a lot slower than grinders, have abrasive belts or disks designed for delicate tools, and the
direction of rotation is better for delicate tools. The word metal used in this section means steel
appropriate for wood cut tools, they would have about 1% carbon in them. First, a tiny bit of
theory. Steel can be brittle or pliable; it depends on how the crystalline structures inside the steel
are formed, and they can be changed by heating and by how long it takes to cool.
hardened steel, very strong, brittle

it breaks
tempered steel,
flexible, not as
strong

STRESS: how
much the
metal is flexed

past this yield point the
deformation stays
STRAIN: how much the
metal moves under stress

In the above chart, some hardened steel is stressed, it is stressed a lot, it then flexes a tiny bit,
and then it breaks; just like glass. Also in the above chart, some tempered steel is stressed, it is
not brittle and it is flexible, it flexes a lot, then it tears or breaks. Hardening and tempering are
critical processes. A third process called annealing resets the steel to being more flexible.
As the stresses increase, some deformation is reversible when the stress is removed; beyond a
certain point the deformation is no longer reversible; rather like an airplane’s wings.
So, how does this relate to a damaged tool? If a tool was ground on a fast rotary grinder, it could
end up losing a lot of steel, and it would probably change color. The color change indicates the
temperature it reached; the typical colors come from oxidized carbon in the steel. That heating,
however, changes the steel’s crystalline properties. But all is not lost. The steel’s crystalline
structure can be changed again by heating and by how long it takes to cool.
At different temperatures, and differing cooling times,
differing structures appear in the steel’s crystalline makeup.
T
E
M
P
E
R
A
T
U
R
E

This chart is called the Time Temperature Transformation
Diagram, or TTT.

various

This chart shows the crystalline stages, and why quenching
red hot steel very quickly “Q” bypasses some of the stages.

crystalline
Q

structures
A

The annealing process “A” does not bypass some of the
stages. Annealing takes a metal, hard or not, making it easy
to file and shape. It relaxes the metal. The metal is heated
until bright red and then very slowly cooled.

TIME IN SECONDS (logarithmic)
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The first process used to correct a heat damaged tool is to harden the steel. After that the next
process is to temper the steel. Heating steel creates oxides of carbon which show as colors.
Hardening

Takes steel and makes it very hard and strong, but brittle. Too hard for shaping.
Start by heating the steel until it is incandescent bright red.
Then rapidly cool (quench) in cold water or some other fluid.
See curve “Q” on the Time Temperature Transformation Diagram
This quenching action bypasses some of the crystalline structure changes
The oxidization colors on the steel should then be removed with emery paper.

Do not attempt to shape a hardened steel tool. You can shape it roughly before hardening, but do
not create sharp edges. Sharp edges will crack during the hardening and quenching process.
If the red hot steel was cooled slowly, the crystalline structure of the tool would slowly revert to a
soft metal; it would be annealed and not much use except for major shaping. On the other hand,
when the steel is plunged immediately into water, then some of the crystalline stages are
bypassed, and the steel becomes very hard, but also very brittle. This enables the next step:
tempering. No, the tool cannot be shaped at this point, that has to wait until after tempering.
Tempering

Takes hardened steel and trades brittle hardness for toughness and flexibility.
Before tempering, use emery paper to remove the oxidized colored steel.
Tempering should be done as soon as possible after hardening.
The steel is heated an inch or so away from the tools future sharp end.
Tempering colors are clearly visible, they come from oxidized carbon in steel.
Watch the desired color move towards the tool’s tip.
straw color ends up with a less malleable steel
because it only undoes a little of the crystalline structure
blue color ends up with a more malleable steel
because it undoes more of the crystalline structure
The tool is quenched again (rapidly cooled in cold water)
this limits the amount of tempering.
If not rapidly cooled, the steel may anneal and be too soft.
At this point fine sharp edges can finally be made.

In summary, the hardened tool resets all the crystalline features, and the tempering has
rearranged them so the tool can now be shaped and sharpened.
Steel colors and temperatures
1500f
575f
520f
464f
445f
A useful article:
And also:
And this as well:
Wikipedia:
A video on theory:
A video on practice:

bright red
blue
purple
dark straw
light straw

incandescent colors

hardening

oxidized carbon
colors

tempering

http://www.threeplanes.net/toolsteel.html
https://metallurgyfordummies.com/time-temperature-transformation-ttt-diagram.html
http://secrets-of-self-sufficiency.com/hardening-sharpening-and-temperingtools#hardening-and-tempering-tools
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tempering_(metallurgy)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ulfCxDsVTWo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I9lgwNp7v0E
please note that this video focuses on shop tools, not very fine edged tools

*** Disclaimer *** Fire and red-hot metal are inherently dangerous. The author accepts no
responsibility for and excludes all liability in connection with the use of the information in this book
and topic including but not limited to any liability for errors, inaccuracies, and physical injury
resulting from application of this information.
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MORE ABOUT CORRELATING GRIT AND MICRONS
American Standard (Grit)
60,000
14,000
13,000
9,000
8,000
5,000
4,500
2,800
1,800
1,400
1,200
1,050
800
600
500
325
285
240
100

Micron
.50
1
1.5
2.5
3
4
5
7
9
14
15
18
25
30
35
45
55
70
150

Mesh
0-1
0-2
1-2
2-3
2-4
2-6
4-6
5-10
6-12
8-20
10-20
12-25
20-30
20-40
30-40
40-50
50-60
60-80
120-160

Grit is a measure of the
abrasiveness. Mesh size is
the number of openings in
one linear inch.

fine
fine
fine
fine
fine
fine
fine

coarse
coarse
coarse
coarse
coarse
coarse

Polishing

Sharpening

Reshaping

Water Stones
800
1200
6000

coarse
medium
polishing

reshaping
sharpening
polish to sharp edge

Ceramic Stones
<500
1000 to 1200
6000 to 8000
Diamond Stones
220, 325
600, 1200
Oil Stones

coarse
medium
fine
coarse
fine
medium
fine

gray often
red often
yellow often

reshaping
sharpening
polish to sharp edge

soft
hard

Stones are for sharpening. Coarse stones are for rare reshaping of a damaged edge. Medium
stones are for periodical sharpening, not for daily use. Fine stones are for polishing after
sharpening. NOTE: Some stone grit and micron values may not correlate to the above table.
https://www.sharpeningsupplies.com/Difference-in-Sharpening-Stone-Materials-W51.aspx
https://www.nortonabrasives.com/en-us/resources/expertise/choosing-sharpening-stone
A strop is for daily or more frequent honing, and also to finish a tool sharpened on a stone.
NOTE: Some honing compound grit values may not correlate to the above table.
https://www.sharpeningsupplies.com/Understanding-Honing-Compound-W106.aspx
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MORE ABOUT REDUCTION BLOCK PRINTING WINDY FLOWERS
Other methods of color printing exist, apart from the multiple block solution. A technique called
the “reduction method” also called the “suicide method” consists of drawing out the design on the
block, and the first cut removes the background white space. At which point the lightest color is
usually printed first, often yellow. After that, the block is cut so as to preserve the first color, and
then printed with the second color. Then the preserved first color, and the new second color are
preserved by cutting them away on the block, leaving the block ready for the third color. And so
on, until the last color, often black, is printed.
There are drawbacks to the reduction color printing system. Once a set of prints are made, the
block has been mostly carved away. That means the entire edition plus spares must be printed at
the beginning. Whereas I like to print an edition a few at a time and only print when needed.
As with all registering systems for multi color, subsequent color impressions rely on being very
well registered.
With a reduction cut, one benefit is that since only one block is used, all objects in every color
impression should match perfectly assuming the registering system is accurate. In other words,
as the printing progresses, each remaining object for each color should match in its contours and
location. There are no errors due to having multiple blocks, because offset, or other copying
techniques, are not used; and making those copies can introduce alignment issues.
Another benefit is that only one block is used, not one block per color which is the norm for the
multi block technique.
The first cut of the block is like any other lino block project except that it often has less detail at
this stage. Detail can be added as the printing and cutting proceed.
These pictures show the progression of cuts and prints for a reduction or suicide lino cut.
Below left is the black line key block for WINDY FLOWERS, a reduction cut. It is in a basic
registration device, or jig. It was inked with yellow, the lightest of the six colors.
Below middle, the desired yellow of the flower only was cut away to print the orange parts. Below
right is the print so far, with yellow and orange. A paper mask was used to not print over the stalk
and leaves, this reduces the chances of slight registration errors, after all, there will be six colors
hence six impressions, hence lots of chances for a registration error.

for yellow print
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for orange print

yellow &
orange

Below left the orange parts were cut away for the red print impression, see below middle.
Below right the red parts have gone leaving raised areas for green, brown, and black. The green
print would be next.

for red print

added red

for green

Some prints in this edition were printed using the home made pin and tab registration system.
The end result did not show any clear difference between the registration systems.
Paper masks were used to minimize excessive over printing, which reduces registration issues.
Below left, the green has been added, so, below middle, the block is cut away leaving the relief
for brown and finally black. Below right, the brown is printed.

added green

for brown

added green
and brown
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Below left, the required brown relief has been cut
away, leaving just relief for the black. As can be
seen, the block had a small black part to print over
the bottom of the root. The first trial print didn’t look
right so it was removed, however (not shown) the
letter “T” was cut at the top. This was to ensure it
printed with correct registration.

for black

The almost final WINDY FLOWERS
reduction lino cut is above to the
right. The registration went very well.
Black had mottling issues over the
yellow border, resolved by running a
bead of ink on the ink slab and using
a spatula to blend in five drops of
glycerin.
However, the almost final print
showed the petals were not
delineated.

stencil

mask

Obviously there were three solutions.
1
2
3

accept it
redo the entire series
add a halo

Choice 3 was opted for.
A print with blemishes was cut to make a stencil and a mask. Then blue and white ink, plus
glycerin as a retarder, were mixed with a spatula, and then rolled, and then a stipple brush was
used to make the sky blue halo.
In essence there is little difference between a stencil and a mask. One common definition is that a
stencil focuses ink into an area, and a mask keeps it out of an area. They are basically the same.
The final WINDY FLOWERS print is in the gallery with the lovely blue halo.
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MORE ABOUT REGISTERING SYSTEMS
When you build a registering device, test it before using it to produce an edition.

A SIMPLE GENERAL REGISTERING SYSTEM
To the right is a wood base with two pieces of wood on the left and
top to act as stops to register small sheets of paper or greeting
card stock. Pencil marks on the wood base show where to put
spacers of wood to displace the paper if needed. The paper can be
on the base and the inked block placed face down. If the block is
face up under the paper, make sure the top and left pieces of wood
are tall enough to guide the paper. Once I used a square kitchen
table drawer as a registering device; it worked very well.
Another technique has registering built into the block itself called
“kento” marks. Each block for a differing color has the same marks
in the same place. The marks help align two sides of the paper.

THE SYSTEM FOR 4-QUADRANT BLOCK PRINTING
To the right is a cardboard mask acting as a registering
device. It was designed to be positioned at the top right of a
sheet of paper, its top and right edges also aligning with that
paper. This works well for monochrome prints but may not be
rigid enough for multi color works of art. This was designed
for the four quadrant monochrome prints.

For the four quadrant multi color prints, a more rigid system
than a cardboard mask is needed. The base is rigid wood.
However there is a removable mask made of plywood; this is
accurately made for a specific size, in this case for 3.5 inch
blocks which have a half inch overlapping border. That plywood
mask is removable obviously, so the paper can be removed for
burnishing. The base has an area cut out to make it easy to
grip the paper to pull the paper and the block off the base.

View from above. The
paper is on the wooden
base, the cut block
impresses face down.

The removable wood mask needs to be rigid, but not too thick.
If it is too thick then removing it by lifting it up at the end will
cause problems if not done with care.
“B”

“A”

mask
SIDE VIEW OF THE DEVICE
base
CAUTION: If the mask if rotated up as shown and the mask is too thick, then the top part “A” will
act as a fulcrum, and the bottom part “B” will be pushed away cause a printing block to move on
the paper ruining a print.
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THE PIN AND TAB SYSTEM
There are many ways of registering paper
over a block to ensure multi block prints have
each block aligned properly. One system uses
pins to align the paper such as the
commercially
available
Ternes-Burton
registration pins and matching tabs. Two
“pins” are taped onto a secured block the
same height as the block to be printed. Then
each sheet of paper to be used is positioned,
one at a time, and two tabs attached with tape
to the back of the paper such that the tabs fit
over the pins.

pins
secured block
“L”
shaped

The block to be printed is located on the base and two strips secured with tape to make an “L”
shaped retainer. The first color block is inked and placed in the “L” retainer, and each sheet
burnished in turn with its tabs securely seated on the pins. Then all the sheets are printed with the
next color, and so on. The tabs are removed after all colors are printed. Test the adhesive tape
on your paper, since there may be issues when removed.
If you don’t mind a couple of holes in the edge of a sheet of paper which will be trimmed off later,
then you can make a pin registration system yourself. The system works by each sheet of paper
having a couple of holes at an edge (which you later trim) that match two wood dowels (pins) on a
wood block as tall as the inked block. The two holes in the paper may be made with a two hole
punch, and the raised block would have two short dowels of the same size and separation as the
paper holes. An “L” shaped retainer guards the block’s location. Instead of two dowels and a two
hole paper punch, some short nails with the top end snipped off could be used; and each sheet
simply pushed onto those short nails to be punctured. Each sheet would have the same holes
which are trimmed off after all printing which does reduce the available border. CAUTION, those
nails could cut someone when the registering system is stored away. If margins are tight, use a
small strip of glossy or rigid paper to fit on the pins with the other end of the glossy strip taped to
the printing paper. Of course, test the tape for easy removal later.

A VARIATION ON PIN AND TAB USED IN CHINA
Another system used on the Orient has a stack of paper secured on a table adjacent to another
table that holds print blocks secured by an “L” shaped jig. The two tables are a fixed distance
apart.
secured
paper stack

paper being printed
print block
part of the “L”
shaped retainer

paper holding
table

The tables need to be anchored to
prohibit movement.

block holding
table

This system allows registering for multiple blocks each printing different colors. As each sheet is
printed it is allowed to dangle down; the picture above shows the last sheet of the stack being
printed. With water based inks this system works as the prints dry quickly. For oil based inks
there is a chance that the dangling down papers could smudge of offset to another paper. I have
not used this system.
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PIN AND TAB IN ACTUAL USE
The pin and tab registration
system was built with a plywood
base. Two small nails (the pins)
were inserted into a piece of
wood the same height as the
print block which was then glued
at the top end of the base; see
on the top.

nails as pins

If nails are used then be careful
not to injure yourself or others.
Here the tabs were strips of
glossy paper that would easily fit
onto the pins, see to the far
right.

tabs

The other end of the glossy
paper tab had masking tape
attached which also held the top
of the printing paper; see below.

two small guide
strips of wood

a tab on the pins

nails as pins

some masking tape

the top of a bit of printing paper

Paper and taped tabs were made up for the entire print run. The masking tape was tested for
easy of removal of course. Above is the block for WINDY FLOWERS.
Windy flowers, while a reduction print, was printed using both the pin and tab system as well as
the simple general registering system; each color was done first on the pin and tab system, and
then on the simple general registering system.
The bottom and left edge of the block can be rigidly held in place by two small guide strips of
wood secured with tape so registration would always be the same when being printed; see
above.
Both registration systems performed very well, there being no discernible difference between the
two systems.
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REGISTRATION ISSUES (AND “SPOT” AND “PROCESS” COLORS)
Registration is mostly used for multi-color prints; but it can also be used for single color prints
when it is important to keep the print in a fixed location, one example being greeting cards. When
multiple colors are used, object contours need to fit well, they need to be in the right place.
With a reduction print, as the color printing proceeds, each object would be in the right place and
thus the contours would fit; of course that assumes the registration was perfect.
With multiple blocks for multiple colors, additional problems creep in. If additional blocks were
created by tracing, then those traces need to be very accurate. If additional blocks were created
by offset methods, then the offset transfers to the blocks need to be very accurate; if the offset
was slightly wrong as in up, down, left, right, or angled, then the objects would print in the wrong
place. The moral is to be very accurate with your offsets or traces. Issues can arise when objects
are not quite where they need to be; colors may unintentionally overlap, or, contours of objects
may leave undesired white space.
In the context of block printing, “trapping” is the term used to create a “trap” or small area of
overlapping color. If registration is not perfect, there needs to be some controlled image overlap.
However, when one colored object overlaps another, it raises issues of ink transparency or
opaqueness, mottling, or poor color blending. When multi block color prints need trapping, one
makes some objects slightly larger so there will be an overlap.
Reduction block work normally does not allow a subsequent object to be larger than prior objects,
so very accurate registration is the sole means of redress.
good registration

left right error

up down error angular error

overlap

So, register very accurately; and when using multiple blocks, ensure each additional block is
perfectly copied, be that by tracing or offset methods. I have used several different registration
systems, and the end result seems just as good with any of them. For the pin and tab system,
more reliable results happen when dowels are used in place of nails, because there is less
tolerance for paper movement with larger pins and tabs; also there is less chance of someone
being injured by uncovered nails.
In the world of relief block printing with many specific colors, what matters is how to get the best
block printed image considering the transparent and opaque nature of the inks involved, and the
registering method. That may require you to test the colors which will overlap. Specific premixed
colors are called spot colors, and an artist can have a lot of them.
What about using just the three primary colors and not a large array of “spot” colors? In the
computerized printing world, such primary colors are called “process colors” and may use wet ink
on wet ink to blend the overlap to a new color, this works very well at a pixel level and an infinite
range of colors is achievable. Process colors are abbreviated to CMYK for Cyan, Magenta,
Yellow, and Black. The key color Black is there since black made from CMY is rather weak.
Creating four relief blocks that use the four process colors may be less practical since a relief
block is at best a few larger pixels, not thousands of tiny ones close together, and special photo
software may be needed to separate out the four CMYK layers. Issues arise if a color is varied
over an area like the variable blues in the sky. To achieve that you would either have to use a lot
of fine texturing cuts, or hand paint on the block (see QUIET POND). Process colors are great for
computerized printing, but for relief block work may require a lot of effort to achieve a wide range
of colors. There are examples on the internet; the best idea would be to try using CMYK and see!
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FOUR QUADRANT PRINT OVERLAPS
A number of pictures use a small block, rotated 90 degrees to create four impressions. The
center of rotation is not the corner of the block, but in many cases about half an inch in. This
allows a half inch border which can overlap, and in so doing no seam will be visible.
center of
rotation

An object is rotated 90 degrees around the center of rotation. The above shows how an item
within the border, as well as an item outside the border but within a distance from it equal to the
border, will then appear as the block is rotated to make four impressions.

center of rotation

A transparent copy is made from a piece of glass or Plexiglass
and is placed over the block, and has the pattern drawn on it.
Also marked is the center of rotation.
The transparent copy is rotated clockwise as well as counter
clockwise. In so doing, any conflicts will show up.
Locate the conflicts and fix them on the block.
You may choose to have extra curved markings on the block as a texture, or, no markings at all
other than the main objects. Yours is the choice. The point is to obscure any seam between the
four blocks, and it may be that no texture is required, as in NECTAR TROVE in the gallery. Other
pictures show the texture, such as the ELEMENTS series, also in the gallery.
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MORE ABOUT PRINT QUALITY ~ AND MAKING NECTAR TROVE
Inspired by another picture called HUMMINGBIRDS ARRIVE (discussed elsewhere); here is a
look at many different factors that can affect print quality using the picture NECTAR TROVE as a
vehicle. In fact, this section is just that, a mix of issues, as well as notes on building NECTAR
TROVE itself. As always, please make your own tests and see what they tell you.
DOES THE INK ITSELF AFFECT PRINT QUALITY? Yes of course
Here is a comparison of three water based green ink impressions and one oil based green ink
impression. Some from the dregs of an almost empty tube, some from a new tube, and one from
a tube of oil based ink. These show quality differences right out of the tube.

dregs of water based
ink with retarder

dregs of water based
ink no retarder

new tube of water
based ink no retarder

oil based ink
as is

For water based inks, low humidity and warm temperatures were factors here. New ink can be
better than old ink from the end of a tube. Oil based inks are often better than water based inks.
DOES SANDING A LINO BLOCK AFFECT PRINT QUALITY? Maybe yes, maybe no
If the lino has been lightly sanded, it may sometimes hold ink better and produce better quality.
One article to consider is:
https://letterpresscommons.com/linoleum/
Often grainy impressions suggest it is most likely an ink or inking
issue; roll the brayer on scrap paper to check it first hand (see
right). If the block is clean and well cut, focus on ink related issues
first. Speed of drying and viscosity need to be managed, especially
with water based inks. How thick or thin an ink is, as well as the
amount being rolled and the rolling techniques are important
factors. Few lino prints in the gallery used sanded lino blocks. In
my tests, the evidence did not show a sanded block as being
noticeably different from a non sanded block. Test it yourself.
DO SHALLOW EDGES AROUND OBJECTS IN A BLOCK AFFECT PRINT QUALITY? yes
Look at this printed image of a flower stalk (see left).
Where did these edges come from?
Many things can cause burnished ink to spread where unwanted.
Some causes to consider are cutting technique, inking technique,
burnishing technique, and the ink itself and ink viscosity.
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This lino block retained ink on the slopes of the cut.
The profile of the cut was:ink
too shallow slope
cut area

cut area
lino

Was ink being rolled down the slope due to too much ink or too much pressure? It is possible
because the V cut was less steep as it had been reworked with a U gouge. The U gouge tidied up
the cut, but enough care wasn’t taken to keep the slopes steep enough around the shape.
Perhaps less shallow V cut lines, using a steeper slope which V cutters are designed to make,
and better managed rolling and burnishing pressure, with closer attention to the amount of ink on
the roller, and removing unwanted ink on a block’s edge or an object’s edge might help.
good slope

Not only does too much ink on the roller aggravate this but so does too thick or too thin an ink.
Pay attention to ink viscosity. Pay attention to ink rolling. Pay better attention to cutting. Pay
attention to cleaning a block’s gouged out areas.
DOES ROLLING TECHNIQUE ON THE INK SLAB AFFECT PRINT QUALITY? yes
The following used water based green ink with no retarder; the lino block had been sanded with
400 grit. The block was inked and then printed in various ways.

an uncut
block
printed
with a
baren

an offset
using the
roller

1. Lino inked with
2. Then the inking
a roller and then
roller was rolled
printed normally.
onto paper right
This is under inked.
after it inked the
block in (1) rather
like an offset.

block was
printed
with a
small press

3. Thoroughly re
inked block was
then printed
with a press

block was
printed
with a
baren

4. Same as in (3)
but hand
burnished

The above (1) and (2) show poor quality ink rolling. So then the ink slab as well as the block in
question were re inked and re rolled carefully. This emphasizes the need to manage the ink slab
well and do tests before printing. Both (3) and (4) had some ink added to the ink slab before
rolling onto the lino block. Beware of too much ink however.
When a print uses multiple colors, a brayer rolling a subsequent color may inadvertently pick up
flakes of an earlier rolled ink. That brayer may then deposit those flakes back to the ink pad, and
from thence those flakes may go to another block, and then bad things can happen. I have seen
this dynamic several times, so check the block, roller, and ink slab.
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DOES APPROPRIATE USE OF RETARDER AFFECT PRINT QUALITY? it can
Using the lessons previously
mentioned, the block was cut
for
this
picture
having
previously been sanded with
400 grit. And care was taken
to maintain steep cuts around
the objects.

brown water based ink

green water based ink

All rolling was done multiple times on the slab as well as on the block, adding ink if a test showed
the need. So the lino block was well covered with less room for mottled areas.
In the top left print, brown and retarder were spread with a spatula and then rolled on the ink slab.
It was rolled onto the lino block, and a test impression taken. The bird’s beak was trimmed and
the stalk was made thinner. Then after rolling ink on the ink slab, rolling on the block, four
impressions were printed by rotating the block. The roller, block, and ink slab were then cleaned.
In the top right print, green and retarder were spread with a spatula and then rolled on the ink
slab. It was rolled onto the lino block, and a test impression taken. There was too much ink, so
scrap paper was placed on the slab to remove some ink. Then after rolling ink on the ink slab,
rolling on the block, four impressions were printed by rotating the block.
As far as mottling went, brown wasn’t quite as good as the green; however it was much better
than the previous brown experiment where the stalk was printed.
One needs to experiment with the retarder to determine the right amount. For water based inks,
glycerin works well as a retarder. There was still some mottling. But great progress in print
quality.
At my altitude and very low humidity, water based inks are a problem and usually need retarders.
CONTINUING THIS PICTURE PROJECT A BIT FURTHER: FINALIZING THE PICTURE
Now the block was offset to two other blocks, one for the bird (red) and one for the flowers
(green), and the original block would have the bird and flowers removed as it was intended only
for the stalks whose color would be brown or greenish brown; at least that was the plan.
To the right on the top row is the original key block, and
adjacent to it is a print used to create an offset. Water
based blue was used with retarder; the ratio was
somewhat arbitrary. And below that the two blocks, one for
red and one for green, show their offset. The offset
medium was a very glossy paper.
The two new blocks had their sides and backs treated with
a couple of coats of shellac to protect them from
subsequent water cleanup.
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They were then cut and then print tested. Only when the key block would no longer be needed,
was the key block to be cut to remove the flowers and the bird. It was planned to be the third
color block, namely brown or greenish brown for the stalk. That was the plan.
After the bird and flower blocks were cut, they were printed, starting
top right, counter clockwise. The flowers were printed first, using
water based brown with no retarder. The bird was next, but with
retarder. Then the “key” block was printed last, trying to avoid over
writing the bird and flower in this test, as much as possible.
Yet again, at this very low humidity with water based inks, a retarder
was frequently needed.
The object’s borders were better since the focus was on good
slopes on each cut.
But one of the stalks didn’t make it to the flower and one made it too
far, see right, and also its trajectory needed adjusting.
So, it was decided to keep the key block for monochrome prints in
their own edition if desired; and then offset it to a new blank block,
and correct the stalks. Hence why the key block was not cut at the
beginning to remove its bird and flowers!

“It is also vital to work out the best order of printing. The more blocks used, the more complex the
color relationships, so try to achieve the desired effects with the minimum number of blocks”,
Color Proofing section in “Wood Engraving” by Walter Chamberlain, 1978
Bearers, scrap lino from lino blocks, were made to keep the ink roller out of the cut out areas. The
print order was brown first, green next, and red last. The green leaves and flowers were
somewhat transparent, so the earlier brown showed through; that means the print order may
need changing. The black for the eye was added with a fine brush after all the printing. The black
for the beak was added to the block but by using a paper mask to stop the red going on the beak,
and if it had, then it needed to be stopped from getting onto the inking roller thus contaminating
the roller’s ink, and hence the ink slab itself; that was a lesson learned some time back.
Obviously, good impressions can come from water based
ink; however, there are three blocks that each have four
impressions, so 12 impressions in all. And getting 12 straight
impressions without blemishes is not easy. With larger
blocks, one can peel back some paper and re ink if needed,
but not so with these small blocks, each being 3.5 inches
square. So, given the above and that oil based inks dry
slower and it is easier to get a good impression, the decision
was made to switch to oil. The oil based ink didn’t need
recharging for 12 impressions; a great advantage over the
water based ink at my location’s very low humidity. Excellent
prints resulted. The title of this edition was NECTAR
TROVE. This print had no background noise or texture.
DO MULTIPLE COLORS OVERLAPPING AFFECT PRINT QUALITY? yes they can
Pay attention to overlay and underlay inking, this is a constant issue with multi color prints. A
subsequent ink on the roller can pick up the preceding ink, then contaminate the ink slab, and
from that to the next block’s inking. Also, transparency and opaqueness are issues to consider.
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MORE ABOUT WOOD SURFACE PREPARATION
BEFORE CUTTING - DECIDE FOR YOURSELF
For wood cuts on wood plank, the question arises “should the surface be prepared”; the context is
one of splintering. Obviously, when using plank wood, the surface should be flat, and that might
mean using a plane. A flat surface is critical if a printing press is used, whereas it is less critical if
hand burnishing is how prints are produced. The wood should be as smooth as the artist desires,
and that may mean leaving the grain and knots alone, or it may mean sanding the surface
smooth. A number of artists also like to prepare the wood surface with a surface treatment. The
benefit can be easier cutting, and reduced splintering. A number of treatments are mentioned.
Michael Rothenstein in his book “Linocuts & Woodcuts” addresses the use of linseed oil on plank
wood towards the end of chapter three on “Materials”.
David L. Oravez in his book “WOODCUT” at the start of chapter six “Cutting The Block”
addresses the use of linseed oil as a preventative for the wood splitting.
Merlyn Chesterman and Rod Nelson in their book “Making Woodblock Prints” in chapter two
“Materials” discuss paraffin wax or linseed oil as a surface treatment to bind the grain.
George A. Walker in his book “The Woodcut Artist’s Handbook” in chapter one “Selecting Material
For The Block” says a diluted wash of PVA (Polyvinyl acetate) as in Elmer’s Glue, makes cutting
easier and reduces splintering on both plank grain as well as plywood.
The pictures below show cutting both with and across the grain with a very sharp V tool; same
sharpness of the V tool, same plank of wood but with three different surface treatments.

No treatment, simple pine.

Diluted PVA or Elmer’s
Glue as a wash.

Linseed coating

Splintering is apparent when using a V tool on plain pine; and also pine with a PVA wash.
Linseed coated wood appeared to splinter much less in the above test. Of course, even on the
same plank, cutting can differ an inch or two away because of annual ring frequency and so on.
Countering the previous comments and pictures, almost every woodcut in the gallery at the end
of this book was done with no linseed or PVA surface treatment prior to cutting, and yet excellent
cuts were made without splintering, some used a knife, some used V tools. In each case the V
tool was very well stropped. If used out of the box, some tools are only factory sharp and need
refining with a strop, check the tool and the manufacturer’s guidance. A key factor is always use
very sharp tools, and slow patient cuts.
Sometimes treating the surface helps, and sometimes not. Perhaps the best approach is to
double check your tools using a high power magnifying glass. If the very sharp tools still have
issues with a specific piece of wood then treat a small area. If the very sharp tools then do a
better job, treat the rest of the surface. Case by case, you are the best person to decide.
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AFTER CUTTING - A POTENTIAL MISTAKE, AND HOW TO FIX IT
Would linseed oil brushed onto an already cut block prolong its life? After printing, a few wood cut
blocks were brushed with linseed oil and after drying were printed again. Both hand burnishing as
well as a platen printing press were used. Some blocks produced good prints; some did not.
On the left is a print made
using birch plywood. After all
the desired prints had been
made, it was brushed with
linseed oil and allowed to dry.
Linseed didn’t help prior to
cutting, maybe it would help
afterwards; the objective was
to preserve the wood from
water based ink cleanup. It
was then printed again, see
right. Blotches everywhere.
So what was going on?

RECOVERING A DEBRIS-LADEN WOOD BLOCK
Detective work consisted of inking the glass ink slab and running the roller (brayer) onto clear
paper, no blotches. The first few inches had good solid ink which then became lighter. That was
normal because a roller delivers its best ink for about 3 times the diameter, and after that there is
less ink to deliver. The conclusion was that the ink, brayer, and inking slab were not to blame. So
I looked very closely at the wood block. The cause turned out to be minute fibers from a cloth I
had used to wipe up surplus linseed oil; the linseed oil cemented those fibers to the block as it
dried!
The solution to rescuing the wood block from debris was to be more
careful in the future. And you can minimize damage after the fact,
by:use tape on the
entire block

1. sand it gently with 400 grit, then
2. put a very strong adhesive tape on the block, burnish well, and
then remove, then
3. wipe with a towel with no
loose fibers

It was printed again, compare the top right and the
subsequent bottom right prints. The wood block was
rescued; the lesson was that using linseed oil on wood that
has already been cut creates a debris magnet, and even
after restoration, detail resolution is lost.
Eventually, this was entirely re cut, and the palm tree was
improved at that time; see BEAKY BUZZES MIKO in the
gallery.
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MORE ABOUT BUSY DESIGNS
To the right is an 8 by
10 inch lino cut. The
cloud makes the picture
too busy and if you
have a cloud, it should
look more like other
examples of clouds
elsewhere. The rain
looks nice I suppose.

[ lino cut 1 ]

The
non
definitive
shrubs look out of
place. Maybe there are
too many headstones in
the grave yard. The
squiggles on the bottom
left looked nice in the
THE
POND
AT
WAYFORD
WOODS
picture in the gallery (its
bottom right and top
left), but here they just
don’t fit in.
“Wood Engraving” by Simon Brett has some points to consider when designing a picture. Below
are some notes on how those very points relate to this image in particular.





Complex
Complicated
Pattern
Shading

this is complex in that a lot is happening, nothing wrong with that
but this is too complicated, too busy in places, chaotic, less well planned
I am not happy with the squiggles bottom left
not much shading
About the only things I
liked in the above
picture were the sun,
the bird, and possibly
the tree.

[ lino cut 2 ]
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The lino cut for the
church was completely
redone, on the same
size lino block as lino
cut #1, becoming lino
cut #2

But the grassy area
around the church was
looking too much like a
sea or lake.
So I added grass.

[ lino cut 2 updated ]

Too
much
grass
unfortunately, so the
delicate details of the
dog,
headstones,
daffodils, and even the
church
itself
were
swamped.
Interestingly, this looks
delightful as white ink
on black paper.

As a white line picture, i.e. black ink on white paper as usually done, I would prefer to forget I ever
did it. Remember that this book has as a key value showing the bad and the disastrous, as well
as the good.
The thicker blades of grass around the base of the tree roots looked nice.
When I went back to print #1 and tried the grassy area using thick grass, it was overpowering.
That grass was just too thick, see below. Those clouds are still just pathetic. Awful. Learn from
this!
By the way, these were trial prints and some have blemishes. I could have peeled back the paper
and fixed the blemishes and re-rolled the ink. But for quick impressions there seemed little point.

[ lino cut 1 updated ]
Pathetic clouds
Overpowering grass
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The solution might be
thicker grass (a “U”
gouge), as on the left
side of the previous
picture [lino cut 1
updated], but less of
it.
Also, leaving a black
halo
around
the
headstones, daffodils,
and so on, helped.
To the right is the
third lino cut [lino cut
3], and it seems to
better balance texture
(thick grass blades)
while
letting
the
objects stand out on
their own merit.

[ lino cut 3 ]

There is nothing wrong is completely re-doing a lino block, that is part of learning.
The small tree looks as if it is leaning over.
I am still unhappy with that grass.

Finally, I went back
and took the second
effort [lino cut 2] and
changed the grass
from thin to thick.

[ lino cut 2 again ]
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I also added the letter
“II” on a gravestone to
remind me that this
was the second lino
cut.

Additional critique of the three lino cuts. First, after I did lino cut 1, I was disappointed so I did lino
cut 2, and still disappointed (I used lots of thin bladed grass), I did lino cut 3 (with thick bladed
grass but not a lot of it). I then went back and did thick bladed grass over the thin grass in lino cut
2 to see how that would work out. I also added a Roman numeral “I” and “II” and “III” as markers
in one of the headstones to help me differentiate between them. For linocut 1, I also extended the
sun’s thick rays to see how that would look.
Look at the issue of the grass around the building, and the building itself.

[ lino cut 1 ]

[ lino cut 2 ]

[ lino cut 3 ]

In lino cut 1, the lines delineating the bricks in the entry hall make the entry hall as bright as the
grass, so the picture’s texture fails. It is better in lino cut 2, but something missing in lino cut 3.
Now look at the sky.
[ lino cut 1 ]
Too busy, and the halos
around the leaves are out of
place, and the rain cloud is
lost in the confusion. That
cloud is awful, I know. It was
subsequently reworked.
[ lino cut 2 ]
ok

[ lino cut 3 ]
good

The critique could go on. Some issues are good or bad practice, some are personal and
subjective. The final prints: SPRING IN SOMERSET CHURCH [lino cut 2], and ST BEUNO
CHURCH [lino cut 3] are in the gallery.
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MORE ABOUT PRESENTATION
MATTING
Presentation of a picture should be pleasing to the eye. Matting as well as the frame set the
context for a picture. And similar frames and matting can help enhance a series.
Frames should not be inexpensive as their weaker quality will show. Matting serves a couple of
purposes, one being to enhance the picture, the other to protect the picture from the protective
glass. Some aesthetics come to mind with matting. Many artists like the sides of the matting to be
equal or maybe smaller at the top. And the bottom should be equal or larger, never smaller than
the top and sides.
good

good

fair

poor

poor

How wide should the borders of matting be? Some recommend 2 to 4 inches, but the real answer
is what looks appealing; tastes change over time. All this is somewhat subjective, just think about
it.
Art supply stores have pre cut matting material, but you can also make your own mats. Logan is
one supplier, and has been family owned and operated since 1974. Their web site shows dealers
within a certain distance from your zip code. They also have a free book in PDF format that you
can download that has many ideas and insights. DIY for mats and matting for art work can be
found at:http://www.logangraphic.com/blog/free-pdf-book-basic-guide-to-mat-decoration/
The following rather basic notes may help with making mats; they are not a detailed thesis. The
reason to do your own matting is that it is a lot less expensive than art shop matting, and to make
your prints more appealing.

using scrap
cardboard

My studio matting device is from Logan, who
also offers a free detailed book on matting;
however the notes that come with the device
clearly cover the process. To the left is the
matting device and part of a cereal packet
being used for the practice mat. This test mat
would be for a small lino cut, SILVER
COYOTE, similar to SILVER WOLF.
The utility knife that comes with the device
works well for cutting the edges of the mat.
Those edges are marked on the back of the
mat so they will not be seen after cutting. The
cuts are also made on the back of the mat so
the bevel cutter makes the bevel angle
correct when viewed from the front.
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Figuring out the placement of the inner cutout for the mat
was simple. Guide markings were made on the back side of
the mat so they will not be seen when assembled, and this is
also where the bevel cutter will cut. The inner cutout should
either cover some of the print’s printed border, or it should
leave space around it. That inner cut should not be aimed at
a perfect fit for the print’s border edges since a slight cutting
error becomes very noticeable; see (1).
The mat’s border was far too small; see (2). Small mat
borders are not recommended; two, three, or even four
inches are often suggested.
The inner mat cutout’s bottom edge is not level; see (3). That
is because the very small border meant the sliding Mat
Guide could not be used to properly align those inner cuts.

(1)

(2)
this mat has
several mistakes

(3)

(4)

This mat design could be much better.

The bevel cutter works well however take care to do a good
job on the corners as it is easy not to complete the corner
cutting; see (4). The bevel cutter has a silver marking that
helps start and end the cut correctly on the corners. That
silver marking is mentioned in the supplied notes but is
easily overlooked by those who gloss over instructions.

sloping
cut
(3)

poor corner cut
(4)

Bevel cutters are used as they enhance that inside cutout. In
many cases matting materials are often laminated so a bevel
cut can make the inside cutout really stand out. Again, the
bevel cutter cuts on the back of the mat, not the front.

After two or three practice mats, skill becomes such that very good mats can be made. Low
adhesive Artist Tape is available for when a print paper size doesn’t match the mat size; it is
better than using the stronger adhesive tapes.

OTHER THOUGHTS ON EDITIONS
The standard for sales and for galleries is to use archival ink and archival (acid free) paper. Be
cautious of following trends on topics, matting, or framing; trends come and go. Editions may
have “A/P” (artist’s proof), “A/T” (artist’s trial), “V”, “E/V” or “V/E” for an edition with some variation
in it (such as color), and so on. Variable editions might at times also be considered monoprints,
see the glossary. The number printed in a limited edition is up to the artist; mine are limited to 50,
20, 10, or sometimes even less. Be consistent in how you sign your prints. Keep a record of your
titles, number printed and number in a series, dates, and details about the block, ink, and so on.

OTHER THOUGHTS ON A SERIES
The topics may form a series, the borders may define a series, the matting may define a series,
and the kind of block may define a series. In fact, one print might even be in two different series.
The gallery in this book uses the topic of a print for a series.
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MORE ABOUT DAMPING ABSORBENT OR THICKER PAPERS
These notes may help if you use thicker or highly absorbent papers; they are not a detailed thesis
but rather an introduction before further reading. Sometimes heavier paper, ambient humidity, the
block, and the ink just need a bit more help than simple re-inking during burnishing can provide.
Japanese paper in particular often uses this kind of process.
Re-inking is the process of peeling back part of the print and rolling on more ink if needed
during the burnishing process.
Damping is the process of causing the paper fibers to take the ink more easily.
There are many techniques that artists use for damping, and it is not as simple as just spraying
water on the paper. Both paper sides should be damped and time must be allowed to let the
paper absorb the water. Some artists add a chemical to inhibit mold should the paper be kept
moist for several days.
To start with, a number of sheets of blotting paper or newsprint are individually dampened, often
by a wide brush dipped in water. The word is damp, not dripping wet. Those individual sheets are
kept moist in a wrapped plastic sheet or a big enough plastic bag to slow evaporation and the
whole thing is called a damp pack.
Then each sheet of paper to be used for printing is individually dampened like the newsprint or
blotting paper in the damp pack and then placed in the damp pack between damp newsprint or
blotting paper. When all the sheets are dampened and placed in the damp pack, a flat surface
such as a sheet of glass with a bit of weight is placed on top to avoid the paper warping, to drain
excess moisture, and to provide uniform damping.
weight

A DAMP PACK
glass slab or flat surface
damped paper
for printing
glass slab or flat surface

all wrapped in a plastic sheet
or bag

newsprint or blotting paper
many interleaved sheets

Some artists place dry paper between layers of soaked
newsprint paper. Other methods exist, so you should
experiment and find what works for you.
The paper is not left damp for more than a day or so,
otherwise mold blemishes can appear unless you use an
additive to prevent mold.
Damped paper is used in the same way as any other
paper when being impressed on the block; however, a dry
sheet of paper laid on top of it will stop the burnishing
process from injuring the damped paper.
Water is used for damping; and this is used for oil as well
as other relief block printing inks because the whole point
of damping is to loosen paper fibers making them absorb
printer’s ink better whether water based or oil based.

glass slab

newsprint paper

I avoid thicker papers but have on rare occasions needed to resort to damping, and this process
works well. As always, experiment yourself.
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MORE ABOUT HUMMINGBIRDS ARRIVE (MERRY series)
This is the same idea as other four quadrant images; however,
there is a difference. Of course, the basic registering system
could be used if only one color was to be used, but this was to
be multi color. And that meant not only a registering system for
the four quadrants to be rotated, but it also required a registering
system to keep the paper aligned properly when the additional
colors were printed. In other words a rigid registering board, not
just a cardboard device was needed.
The base of the system was solid and would always keep the
paper in the same place. The upper part used strips of wood
making a 6 inch square area for printing. This would allow 3.5
inch blocks to be rotated with a half inch overlap.
The design was a hummingbird visiting a
flower. The design is on the far left. This is a
3.5 inch square quadrant, and the two
borders were to be half an inch each; the
borders of course overlap, so the registering
system was a 6 inch square system.
While the far left is a pencil drawing, on its
right is the same drawing copied onto glass
with a felt tip pen, and rotated so the overlap
of the borders can be seen, and managed.
The key block was cut, and the center of rotation was
marked with a black felt tip pen. This would help to
confirm that the registering board was well aligned.
the key block
and its
center of rotation

blue

red

b
o
r
d
e
r

It is not always easy to resolve overlapping conflicts
caused by those half inch borders. So the block was
inked with red and blue along a diagonal, and printed.
half inch border

The red and the blue showed several things of interest.
2

1:

The center of rotation was perfect, that was
good, the registering board and frame worked
well.

2-4:

Overlaps were clear and because of color
differences it was easy to see which ones to
remove.

And

The edge of the block was also getting inked.

3

1

2

3

4
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The conflicts and issues were addressed, and then the key block was inked with blue and offset
onto three other blocks, “A”, “B”, and “C”. The key block would be kept for monochrome prints if
desired, and as a backup to make new color blocks if they were needed.
The stalks would be on block “A” which would be brown, and it would also have the background
texture. The humming bird would be on block “B” which would be red. The flowers would be on
block “C” which would be green. The background texture being the “black” lines or curves that are
not part of the other three objects, and they help obliterate any perceived seam between the four
printings. For added measure a light blue stipple would provide the main background, and maybe
a yellow stippled center.

To the right are the
three blocks, as
well
the
glossy
white paper used
for
making
the
offsets.
The three blocks
were cut for three
colors; the bird,
flowers, and stalks
plus
background
texture.

block “B”

bird

block “C”

flowers

red

will be red

green

block “A” stalks brown
and background noise

offset copy

In this case there is no longer a key block as far as
the multi color printing is concerned. The key block
as such was retained for monochrome prints should
they be desired.
Notice that the colors define each object, there is no
additional bordering line.
Block “A” had the stalk and the background texture,
so it was printed with red and blue to identify
conflicts between the borders, just as the original
block was handled.

blue
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The center was well aligned (just as with the key
block before) see below. A good sign.

On the final trial prints, there were red and blue conflicts, so they were resolved.
When the flowers and the bird were printed, further conflicts arose, and they were resolved also.
These blocks being in essence “black line” have lots of room for ink to end up in the gouged out
areas. The roller could be supported with scrap lino of the same height called “bearers”. A small
mask could also be used; remember that masks can get caught up in ink rollers, and they can
also move.
The remaining blocks were then cut.
The first printed was block “A”. It has far fewer conflicts than the first printing because those
conflicts were removed.
As blocks “B” and “C” were cut they were printed on this background, and individual conflicts
removed.
I chose to do block “C” next because I felt it would elicit more conflicts with the background
texture.

There were background texture conflicts with
the two small leaves and the smaller of the
two flowers, although the larger flower also
had a few conflicts.
Block “A” was marked with a felt tip pen where
the conflicts from the background texture
needed cutting, but they were not cut yet. The
delay was to allow the hummingbird, block “B”
to show conflicts also.

The above trial prints were on glossy offset
paper mainly because I had a lot of it, so I
could conserve my good paper. The
hummingbird on block “B” was printed next and
the re were some conflicts. So block “A” was
checked, some conflicts had already been
marked so very few were added to the list to be
removed. Block “A” was finally cleared of
conflicts.
If you look carefully you may see an egg,
intended to be the hummingbird’s egg. It
confused the picture and it also had conflicts,
so the egg was removed.
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The next step was to stipple some blue and yellow as background, and then to remove any final
conflicts. Finally print blocks “A”, “B”, and “C” as the multi color version, called HUMMINGBIRDS
ARRIVE. One significant problem to remember with small blocks is that one can’t lift the paper
up during burnishing to see how well the transfer went, which means one can’t roll extra ink on
while burnishing. Thus more impressions fail than for larger blocks where one can improve ink
coverage while burnishing. This affects the decision of which kind of ink to use.
To the left is a water based ink version.
Several problems made this a bit of a disaster.
1. Not having bearers to support the roller as
it inked small blocks with no inherent built in
border, enabled ink to get into the cut out
areas. The blocks were mostly cut out space.
In other words, poor inking. These blocks were
not a standard height which is why I had no
spare bearers at the time; they were
subsequently made.
2. Some inks were the dregs from the tube.

water based ink

3. Very low humidity made it hard to get the
right water based ink texture on the ink slab,
even with retarder.

Next, the stalks, flowers, and bird were done
with Cranfield’s Caligo oil based ink; cleanup
uses dish washing soap then warm water.
The blue and yellow background used water
based inks.
There are some conflicts with the brown
background and the green flowers. The
background block “A” was cleared of conflicts
but for some reason not cleared of conflicts
with block “C” for the flowers! Oh well. After
this, all block inking conflicts were cleared.

HUMMINGBIRDS ARRIVE

The bird was tried as orange but not opaque enough for the blue background, so red was used
which while not perfect, was much better. The beak was inked black on the block; the eyes were
inked on the print. This was later re-cut with no background texture becoming a new oil based
picture NECTAR TROVE discussed elsewhere; the bird’s body texture was also changed.
PROBABILITY OF A DISASTER: There were three blocks used for printing. There are four
quadrants. So there are 12 impressions, being three colors and four quadrants. These are small
blocks so there can be no mid burnishing correction for a weak layer of ink. If 1 impression in 10
was weak, it would be hard to get just one good final picture! The moral is to head problems off at
the pass. Using bearers, oil based ink helps especially in very low humidity, and testing each
block and its ink on scrap paper before making the impression onto a final picture helps a lot.
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MORE ABOUT AUTUMN/FALL, SPRING (ELEMENTS SERIES)
The process for lino cutting, or wood cutting, is the same. First is the design. Everyone has dry
periods, and so I decided to revisit an old multi color print.
DESIGN:

CUT:

PRINT:

SIGN:

DESIGN
The idea was to have some leaves rotating around the picture, as if blown by the wind. The
design was drawn, immediately below left, and also traced onto glass or Plexiglass, immediately
below right. They would rotate, so a point of rotation was selected. This was 0.5 inches in from
the bottom left corner of the design.
DESIGN on paper

0.5 inch
in and
0.5 inch
up from
the
bottom
left corner
leaving a
0.5 inch
border

design traced onto glass

0.5 inch left border

0.5 inch bottom border
center of rotation

The glass was placed with its center of rotation on top of the paper design’s center of rotation,
and rotated 90 or 270 degrees, see below. This was to show border conflicts.

design on glass

The lower right part of the big leaf was too close to the twig. So a note was made to bring the leaf
in a bit, and to tighten the curve of the twig. The design has the twig go over the big leaf, and
behind one of the small ones.
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Then the image was traced onto a 4 by 4 inch lino block, and some
adjustments to the twig or stem made.
areas where a
conflict exists

A glass (or Plexiglass) copy was remarked. The glass copy was rotated
90 and 270 degrees looking for
conflicts. The two cross hatched semi
circles on the lino block, see left, show
the conflicting areas, and nothing is in
those areas.

The block could now be cut.

CUT ~ The design was cut into a 4 inch square block. Because it would be rotated and the
center of rotation was offset 0.5 inches, there would be a half inch border area and a 3.5 inch
normal area. The block would be printed 4 times in a 7 inch jig, rotated 90 degrees for each print.
The block by itself printed ok, but the
bottom left of the print showed a need to
gouge out the edges. An alternative
would be to use bearers when rolling so
the roller or brayer would not ink cut out
areas.
printed before rotating it
the quarter block cut

That print would be used as a mask
later to add color to the big leaf.

PRINT ~ The print just made was then cut into a mask. Notice where paper was left intact
where the twig would go over the leaf.

The black key block was printed first in all
four quadrants using a registering jig. Then
the leaf mask was placed over each of the
four big leaves and lightly painted; they
could also have been stippled.

needs fixing

Above to the right is the print; notice some of the smaller leaves were left black.
The final print was called AUTUMN or FALL, it being one of the four seasons of the year,
ELEMENTS of the year if you like. The blustery wind is causing the dying leaves to blow away
and fall while the birds fly off to warmer climes.
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Another in the series was “SPRING”.

design
first
cut

One problem that happens is ink being rolled on to cut out
areas such as the place of rotation. This can be solved by
using some bearers, spare lino or wood to help the roller stay
level, see the two spare lino blocks on the left side of the
printing block.

The final print was called SPRING, it being one of the four seasons of the year, ELEMENTS of
the year if you like. The hatching birds are being fed a reluctant worm by their mother, and the
worms below ground are escaping the well known can of worms.
KEY POINTS
For small blocks with no borders that are black line technique, use bearers to keep the roller
away from the cut out areas.
For small blocks where one cannot lift the paper and re-roll more ink during burnishing, make
sure you get good impressions on test paper before doing the real thing or consider oil based ink.
It is not enough to clear conflicts on the block with the background texture; one must not forget to
clear the conflicts with the other color blocks. Not all 4-quadrant pictures need background
texture; that is a design consideration. In fact, background texture or noise is often omitted.
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MORE ABOUT QUIET POND, A FOUR COLOR PROJECT
This four color project used three color blocks. Yellow was on
the first block to print, green was on the second, with blue and
orange on the third block. One block was used for both blue
and orange because the colors were isolated, so two small
rollers or brayers were used.

The fourth and last to print
was the key block using
slightly blackened brown
and this of course had the
most detail

The final print showed things could have been done better:





The ripples at the base of the water plant’s stalk, fish, and water lily are poor.
The green fill for the firefly top right could be smaller in area.
More care registering the blocks would have helped.
There might be a benefit to adding some white line texturing to some of the colors.
And how about lightening the aggressive colors.

The above version used rolled ink for all the colors. The colors are rather aggressive. The version
in the gallery has the blue, orange, and green paints diluted and then painted onto the lino blocks
in the Japanese fashion as opposed to being rolled. The color blocks provide a great boundary
when painting onto a lino block. The idea was to soften the print by using diluted inks, painted
onto the multi color blocks, similar to the Japanese technique. The process for lino cutting, or
wood cutting, is the same. First is the design. Everyone has dry periods, and so I decided to
revisit this old multi color print.
DESIGN:

CUT:

PRINT:

SIGN:

The Japanese use the knife on wood blocks much more than the western world does; but the
biggest difference is the inking and printing process. As a rule the ink is water based being a
binder and a pigment, and it is painted on the block with a brush and not a brayer; a brush allows
gradation. The paper used is made differently and when placed on the block for burnishing with a
baren, a second sheet of paper is normally placed on top to protect it. This is because the paper
can tear, especially since the paper is often moistened first. Japanese prints mostly used wood
blocks, and the drawing for the key block is often done on very thin paper and glued to the wood
block. Key blocks were often printed first, unlike in the western world. There are videos on
youtube showing some of the process which you can find with a youtube search on “Japanese
wood block process”.
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The ink consisted of pigments and rice starch (“nori”) for adhesion. Ink was brushed onto the
wood blocks. Japanese paper was called washi, “wa” for Japan, “shi” for paper; made frequently
from the bark of certain trees. Multiple colors were managed by a registration technique using
“kento” marks which were cut into each block.
PAINTING INK RATHER THAN ROLLING INK ON TO THE BLOCK
This used lino blocks for the multi color print. One block was used for the black/brown dark color.
Three blocks were used for four colors, one block being used for two colors. A very small amount
of water based ink was placed on an ink slab, water added, and distributed with a spatula, and
water added again and brushed around with a brush, and from thence to the lino blocks.
Since the normal block printing ink becomes much wetter, it doesn’t dry as quickly. This also
means it is less tacky and has less ability to hold a paper on the block. This means that placing
the block face down on the paper is asking for paper movement. The initial trial prints showed
less than perfect registration for that reason. In the initial trials, the block was placed face down
and registration accomplished by corner pencil marks. So, the registration system needed to have
the block face up and the paper placed on top of it. But the watered down ink can enable the
paper to tear when burnished with a baren, hence placing a second sheet of paper on top.
The four colors were supposed to be yellow printed first, green second, with blue and orange
printed last, just before the final brown/black key block. A comparison of this technique and the
original multi color block using normal printers ink and a brayer are interesting.
The rolled ink original version, to the left, is more
precise and the ink printed with more consistency.

rolled ink

The final print is to the right.
However, the paint brush applied diluted printer’s ink
has a certain element of charm. Shading can be
accomplished by different brushing, or by removing
some ink with a cloth. This is a level of control not
easily managed with a brayer (roller).

painted ink
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FUN WITH ST PAULS SHIPWRECK ~ A WOODCUT & LINOCUT
Growing up, we had a wonderful print of St Paul’s ship being wrecked; I still have that print. So I
decided to make my own. I made a lino cut, a wood cut, and an engraving. All three are in the
gallery. The woodcut ST PAULS SHIPWRECK was started but where the bow and the two waves
met the wood had a dent in it, so the choice was either to use filler (decided against), or to
incorporate the dent into the cutting (which was done). Then most figures were cut in outline.
The details of texture etc were not in the drawing,
they were added freehand while cutting the block. A
feature of this design was the perspective of the ship
and dragon (upper left to lower right), and the shark
(upper right to bottom left), amplified by the shore line.
The bow waves met with the problem of the area
being gouged out penetrating the plie below the birch
top plie. Much care was taken as when a subsurface
plie is cut then anything can happen. It is hard to get a
solid white area without cutting into the plie below.

The process was repeated on lino with a few
refinements, shown on the left ST PAULS
MISADVENTURE. Those sea waves are much better
with leading and trailing tapering; a U gouge for the
body of the wave, and a V tool for the start and end.
Making a second block is sometimes the best way of
improving design skills, it wasn’t the first time nor will it
be the last.
Here is where some fun can be had by all. Ask the
kids or grandkids to compare the woodcut and linocut
prints to look for differences.

FUN WHEN KIDS MAKE PRINTS
How about letting the kids do their own prints. Consider using Speedball Speedy-Cut, and the
Speedball #2 tool. Safety is one very important lesson. Also left and right reversal is something
they will discover, introducing the concept to young people. Ann, aged 9, made her very first cut
and did the inking, rolling, and burnishing. Judah, aged 7, created his very first cut and did the
inking and rolling on his first print, and he did the burnishing on the second print.
Katie, aged 5, made her very first work “Tigger” on
Speedball Speedy-Cut, using a Speedball #2 tool.
She then discovered mirroring which was a
disappointment. So it was resolved by her mother
making a quick offset. The offset is shown on the left.
The point of the above is that children even as young
as five can draw and can cut using Speedy-Cut. In all
cases, children should be supervised; it takes a few
sessions before they intuitively keep their body parts
away from the tool’s direction of travel.
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FUN ~ HOW ABOUT MAKING TILES INSTEAD OF PRINTS
MAKING A PLASTER OF PARIS TILE
The lino block used for BURRO AND A
SNOWMAN was inked in blue ink (as there was a
lot of that lying around) and then printed directly
onto a Speedy-Cut flexible block. Then that
Speedy-Cut flexible block was carved with bold
cuts (see right). Fine cuts were avoided.
Speedy-Cut mold

It was then printed, again with blue ink, to see
what it would look like (see left). The print looked
fairly good.

a printed image

SAFETY NOTE: Using a very good face mask,
Plaster of Paris and water were mixed in a kitchen
bowl.
I was reminded that kitchen bowls were not for this
purpose and that I had other utensils available.
Read and follow Plaster of Paris instructions and
take safety precautions; never allow the powder to
be breathed in. Do not dispose of residual powder
down the sink, clean up outside.

The Speedy-Cut block was inked,
in this case with brown printing ink.
Some small pieces of wood were
placed around the mold to contain
some Plaster of Paris.

Speedy-Cut mold with
a wood form ready for
plaster of Paris
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Plaster of Paris was carefully scooped onto the
Speedy-Cut mold with four small pieces of wood as
a boundary (see right).
If you rolled printer’s ink on the mold, be careful if
you tamp down or vibrate the Plaster of Paris as in
so doing the fluid plaster can make the ink run.
Also, use the correct plaster consistency.
The Plaster of Paris had too much water, so it was
left 90 minutes to dry and start to cure.
Then the whole contraption was turned over and the mold gently removed, see below.
Why do this? It was suggested that making tiles using that block would make nice holiday gifts; in
fact it would match the Holiday greetings card with the same basic picture.
The original lino block, even though a “quick and
dirty”, was too finely cut to be used as a mold.
However, it became the image used on Speedy-Cut
which was cut more coarsely in about 20 minutes.
Having bolder cuts, it could be used with Plaster of
Paris. The carved objects become raised when
impressed with plaster or clay.
Speedy-Cut works well as a mold for a Plaster of
Paris tile.

The final tile had absorbed the ink.

The ink flowed into unwanted places.

The tile to the left used green ink. The green ink ran
into some depressed areas of the mold hence the
tile’s raised areas were inked in error. This happens
with too fluid a Plaster of Paris mixture, or with
excessive tamping down the plaster into the mold.

A small wire can be inserted to hang the tile, or the tile could be backed onto a small piece of
wood. The clay or Plaster of Paris tiles would then make delightful holiday gifts.
If you choose to make clay tiles, Speedy-Cut may not be rigid enough unless you use slips a lot.
For clay, the mold must support the pressure when laying clay into the mold and Plaster of Paris
is ideal for such a mold.
To make clay tiles, the original lino block can be offset printed onto a flat smooth Plaster of Paris
mold and carved. Then clay is pressed into it, and then have under glazes applied for color before
or after bisque firing. Stained slips could be used on the mold but it may not transfer as well for
several reasons; hence why glazes are suggested. Slips are applied to unfired moist clay; under
glazes can be applied to unfired or fired clay. Under-glazes don’t run but need a clear glaze over
them. Colored glazes (not under-glazes) tend to run on firing. An excellent source covering clay
tiles is: “Handmade Tiles” by Frank Giorgini, whose chapter 6 discusses this in more depth.
“Lino Cuts And Prints” focuses on prints and not on tiles; this section is presented here for fun.
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Chapter 9
GALLERY
The purpose of this gallery is to show a variety of prints to help illustrate design,
cutting, and production issues with the prints ranging from good to weak. Many
prints have notes about how they were done, issues discovered, and solutions to
them which is in keeping with the “how they get screwed up and how to fix them”
philosophy of this book.
Some prints used Speedball water based ink, and others used oil based inks
which were either from Speedball, or Cranfield’s Caligo. There are many lino
cuts, but wood cuts and engravings are shown as well.
Unless stated otherwise, all paper used was archival. All black and white water
based ink used here was archival but water based colored ink may not be. All oil
based ink used here was archival.

This gallery is organized in the following order


Individual prints: linocut, woodcut, and engravings



Some seasonal cards



Series








whimsy
nature
ships
buildings
memories
elements
merry

All pictures in this gallery are copyright © Simon Wheaton-Smith 2014 - 2022
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SPEEDY-CUT BY SPEEDBALL
KUMIKOS SHADOW ~ This is the only Speedball Speedy-Cut image
in the gallery.
Miko the dog’s full name is Kumiko. On top is a white silhouette of
Kumiko the dog, and below it in black silhouette is Kumiko’s Shadow.
This used the same paper cut out used in the section on silhouettes,
albeit reversed. This is 2 3/4 by 4 inches. I had a hard time deciding
which way around the picture should go; the eye was left in on the
white silhouette so the white silhouette went on top.

LINOCUT
LOOKING FOR TREASURE
This was a 5 inch by 7 inch linocut.
This was based on three drawings by grandkids
Judah, Ann, and Katie.

WOODCUT USING BIRCH PLYWOOD
REUNION
This was a 4.2 inch by 4 inch birch plywood. This
woodcut depicts a shipwreck whose figurehead is a sea
serpent. A real baby sea serpent sees it, and thinks it is
its long lost mother, but alas, she does not answer the
baby who is much saddened. This was a quick woodcut.
The wood was a little too dry, and the V tools probably
needed sharpening. The V tools were studied with a
loupe, and did in fact need help, which was provided.

ENGRAVING USING RESINGRAVE
A COWS HEAD ~ This was about a 1.9 inch square
Resingrave engraving. This was made with shallow cuts using a
#52 E. C. Lyons tint tool throughout, and printed with water
based ink. Resingrave is an alternative to some end grain
woods such as box. Resingrave has issues with scalloping
when deep cuts are used, issues with clearing areas, and
issues with static affecting the debris from engraving cuts. None
the less, whereas box and other end grain woods are limited in
size unless bound together, Resingrave is not restricted in size.
Resingrave is backed with an MDF backing in the same manner
that lino is.
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CLOUDS AND WAVES
Reminiscent of some of my stained glass (fired paints and
stains); these are stylistic clouds and waves, a sampler on
lino being 1.9 inches wide for a bookmark.

LOVE THE OCEAN
The ripples are in a gentle breeze. The middle of the wave is
cut with a U gouge, the start and end with a V tool. White ink
on black paper and black ink on white paper work equally
well. Small waves tend to look rather like gentle sine waves.
Wind and size progressively affect their shape, see below.

SOMETHING FISHY HERE
Full waves as in a gale are shown on the left. They are
blended with thin and continuous ripples meeting where the
white wave breaks. White ink on black paper and black ink on
white paper work equally well. Because of gravity, large
waves tend to have gentle bottoms and sharp tops, and
interact with each other in interesting ways. Wind also affects
the tops of waves and can cause blowing foam or spray.

BEAKY AND MIKO
Beaky (the bird) and Miko (the dog)
appear in many prints in this
gallery, as does the sun. The shrub
was cut on the fly. A lino cut 4 by 6
inches, oil based, with shellac on
the back and sides. This block had
the cuts too shallow the first time,
so it was re-grooved to improve the
printed image.
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FALL DESERT ROSE
This lino cut was based on several other prints; it
was 4 by 4.25 inches. This specific block was made
by tracing a print of the DESERT ROSE, a ply wood
cut in the MEMORIES series. Since it was traced, it
is a close mirror image. This print was also used as
an alternative 2018 seasonal greetings card.

A DOGS WELCOME
A 4 by 5 inch oval linocut, inspired, by images I
imagined while staring at a popcorn ceiling. This
print was hard work because getting the face
looking anything like a human face rather than an
emaciated skull took a lot of trial and error; many
small drawings, quite a few practice lino cuts of just
the face, and even then this was the second effort.
Water based black was used; the upper half was
black line, the lower half was white line. Design
issues were the face should look toward not away
from the dog, and the dog’s rear left leg should look
less like a prosthetic. The major cutting issue was
the too thick white line around the man’s pants.

IRIS BUNNY ~ A 4 by 5 inch lino cut as white or
black line, I couldn’t make up my mind until I did the
background; the results of my indecision are the less
refined whiskers. Cut from a block to which a
photograph was transferred.
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ROSALIE ~ This was a 1.9 inch square box wood engraving.
“Rosalie” was engraved in memory of Rosalie, my grandmother
with whom I lived in England. The inside of the rose petals as
well as the leaves were engraved freehand. This was the third
engraving as the first looked more like a cabbage. The second
looked a bit weak, and also used water based ink. That block
absorbed too much water in the cleanup, so a small crack was
both heard, and seen; however as the block stabilized overnight
the crack was less visible. The third engraving also used water
based ink, with more careful cleanup, and is shown to the right.

THE YOUNG LADY
A 4 by 5 inch lino cut as black line, and very
intentionally over inked to create a feeling of
energy. This was cut from a block whose
sketch came from a photograph transferred to
the block.

BEING MIKO
Miko II loves to play ball, 36 hours a day 10
days a week, and he is an amazing catcher.
However, when outside playing ball he gets
distracted by flowers and flying insects.
Hence the title “Bee’ing Miko” and "Being
Miko". “Being Miko” has a rose and a bee.
“Bee'ing Miko” has the rose masked out
during burnishing. One block, two different
editions. A 4 x 6 inch linocut, oil based ink.
The matting or masking out half of the rose is
what really made this picture. The black line
dog was actually cut as a white line dog
except for the eyes and nose. A “U” gouge
was then used to cut around the dog. Then a
“V” tool was used to make the dog’s
bordering white lines wider which resulted in
their adjacent black lines becoming thinner.
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BUTTERCUPS AND CHEESE
A 3 1/2 by 4 1/2 inch birch plank, no surface treatment.
The borders were cut with a Flexcut V tool, the detailed
texturing with a Ramelson very fine V tool but a wider
angle than the Flexcut. The small Ramelson V tool did
wonders on the cow’s body detail, but its wider angle
meant it had a tough time carving the letter “S” in
“CHEESE”. The larger Flexcut V tool did better with
tight turns as it had a smaller angle.
The mix of the two tools does not look good on the tree,
the outer border is thicker than the inside detail. Also,
the cow’s white line border looks out of place, and the
word “CHEESE” is botched.
This picture shows the real secret of how cows make
cheese; they eat buttercups, and out comes cheese!

I WANT TREATS (halo print)
This 4x4 inch bass woodcut image was printed
with water based archival ink and when dry
placed face down on an ink slab with residual oil
based ink. The brayer was rolled on the back of
the print which created a halo effect around the
slightly raised water based inked areas. The
“noise” in the picture was intentional. This was
based on a photo of Miko the dog. A poplar wood
block similar to this and slightly larger was also
made. Not a great print, but fun none the less.

ST ANNS AT NIGHT (halo print)
This print itself used water based archival ink on
archival paper. Water based ink leaves a rough
texture and that can help create a halo effect, rather
like the baby dragonfly in the BIRTH OF A
DRAGONFLY picture.
The image was printed with water based archival ink
and when dry placed face down on an ink slab with
residual oil based ink. Then the brayer was rolled on
the back of the print which created a halo effect
around the slightly raised water based inked areas.
The result was a charming print; in essence a
monoprint. This could be in the BUILDINGS series or
the SEASONAL CARDS series sections of this
gallery; instead it ended up here.
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untitled
I was going to exclude this print from the gallery
however one of my critics liked it. This is the result of
cleaning a roller by wiping it on paper before using
dish washing soap to clean the Caligo oil based ink. If
it had a title it would be ONE PERSONS TRASH IS
ANOTHER PERSONS TREASURE. This was the
roller from the stalk block of NECTAR TROVE. While
the ink was archival, the paper is newsprint or packing
paper which is not.
This is a monotype, a one off print. No block was used,
just a flat surface and the brayer. Monotypes are
sometimes marked M/T and since they are one off,
they may not be numbered, or in some cases they
may be marked 1/1
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SOME SEASONAL GREETING CARDS
BOUNTY
A seasonal greeting card, with the mouse having come out
of the door in the tree, getting a present of cheese, but
scaring the elephant into the tree, who gets peanuts as a
present. One of my signatures is to not show the entire
word (PEANUT missing the S). The three ghosts of
Christmas Past, Present, and Future, from “A Christmas
Carol” (Charles Dickens) are on the top left. Bounty is
shown by the cheese and peanuts. And also animals can
live together. A 4 by 6 inch lino cut.

BURRO AND A SNOWMAN
This black line drawing was a 3x5
inch “quick and dirty” test block for
WINTER, see later. It was also used
as a basis for a Plaster of Paris tile.
And it seemed jolly enough that even
though it was a “quick and dirty”, it
was used as a Winter Greeting Card.

RUDOLPH AND THE IRIS
This is a quick and dirty birch ply woodcut of 4 by 4.2
inches. I had some iris bulbs flowering in November, later
than all my others, and I noticed they were vanishing. I
have deer getting into my garden, so the truth was
revealed! While deer do not eat iris flowers, my
experience is that they do. Obviously it had to be
Rudolph. So, this ply woodcut print commemorating the
event was used for a seasonal greeting card.
The star was initially done with masking tape, a technique
discussed earlier; but the star was later cut into the wood.
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FROSTYS SPA ADVENTURE
A 4 by 6 inch lino cut about Frosty
drinking hot chocolate while at a
sauna; so he melts. One penguin
looks at the spa facility, another at
the melted puddle. And one small
penguin scratches his head while the
other jumps in laughter. This Winter
Greeting Card idea came to me at
4:00 in the morning. One flaw is the
steam from the hot cup is wrong.
Water based ink, hand burnished, the
studio humidity was 55% and
temperature was 69f, no retarder was
used.

FROSTYS LUNCH ADVENTURE
4 by 6 inch lino cut for the holiday
season, this was not the first cut
because of design issues. Water
based ink, hand burnished, the studio
humidity was 55% and temperature
was 69f, no retarder was used.
Frosty decided to warm up by eating
New Mexico chili, which is rather hot.
Between that, and the fire engine
sent to cool Frosty down, well, Frosty
melted yet again.
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PRINTS THAT ARE PART OF A SERIES
(WHIMSY)
ELEPHANTS
NEVER
FORGET (white on black) ~ An 8 by 10
inch picture of elephants. A cheese
eating mouse is ready to make them
jump, while a cat has its eye on the
mouse. A banner is towed by a magic
carpet; the banner says “peanuts” in
Arabic. Jars holding memories help the
elephants to not forget. And the banner
tow pilot has a jar or two of future
memories for the elephants. This was
planned to be white ink on black paper
from the very start.

(WHIMSY) BEES AND HONEY (black
ink on white paper) ~ An 8 by 10 inch
picture of bees borrowing honey from a
honey pot guarded by a bear. A baby
bee in the top left cell is sticking his
tongue out! This used black water
based ink. Three drops of glycerin were
mixed per bead of black with a spatula
then rolled. The block was re cut over
the original cuts to reduce ink filling in
very fine white lines. During burnishing,
the block was re inked and re
burnished several times to reduce undesired mottling.
Before you write and tell me that bees
don’t collect pollen on their front legs, I
do know that. I used to keep bees.
This picture shows the real secret of
how bees make honey; they get the
honey from a honey barrel, protected
by a bear!
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(NATURE) NATURE ASCENDING
(monochrome) ~ An 8 by 10 inch
picture of dragonflies ascending a tree
to the sky, assisted by some
caterpillars. This used black water
based ink. This was the same block
that was used later for the color version
except the clouds were extended for
this print, and the white lines were
widened with a careful re-cut. The baby
dragonfly was made by cutting it out
carefully from masking tape and
placing it on the block; the tape’s
thickness created the halo effect.

(NATURE) NATURE ASCENDING
(color) ~ The black and white lino
block for NATURE ASCENDING was
used as a key block to create a green
and a brown block after the fact. After
the green leaves and grass, and the
brown tree were printed, then the black
key block was impressed. The mottling
of the black over green was reduced a
bit by lifting up part of the print,
checking it, re inking, and then re
burnishing. But the green still bled
rough. Next a stencil for stippled light
blue was used for the sky. This is not a
color print that gives me an excessive
amount of pleasure. One moral is to
double check ink transparency when
overlapping inks. Another moral is not
to turn a black and white print to a color
version after the fact; plan better!
If the two pictures look the same in the
black and white printing, that is
because the color is converted to black
and white during the print shop
process.
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(NATURE) BIRTH OF A DRAGONFLY ~ An 8 by 10 inch image on lino. The pond at Wayford
Woods sees the birth of a baby dragonfly. The baby dragon fly was cut from masking tape placed
on a sheet of glass, then lifted off and placed in the bull rushes. The white halo is caused by the
masking tape lifting the paper above the ink when rolled. This is one of my favorites. Hand
burnished, some were printed with black water based ink, some with oil. The print below was the
original block however the lines and curves were carefully re-cut over 2 days.
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(NATURE) THE POND AT WAYFORD
WOODS ~ An 8 by 10 inch lino cut.
This used black water based ink.

(NATURE) NATURES CYCLE ~ An 8
by 10 inch picture of life and season
cycles. The original idea was to have
the dragon flies at the base of the tree
surrealistically be its roots. That didn’t
work too well. But the cycle of life is
shown. Also, the cloud is captured
between the tree branches. After the
first printing, the white lines were
widened with a careful re-cut to bring
the tree forward. Black water based ink
was used.
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(NATURE) NATURES APPLES ~ A 9 by 12 inch lino cut. The apples have intentional blotches
made with a tiny piece of masking tape, also used for the small dragon fly. With black ink on
white paper, the borders look ok. But if you tried white ink on black paper, the border shows black
on the four outside pieces and depending on paper dimensions, can look very odd. After the first
printing, the white lines were widened with a careful re-cut to bring the tree forward.

(NATURE) NATURES APPLES (white ink on black, border omitted) ~ A 9 by 12 inch lino cut.
See the black ink on white paper elsewhere. This print excluded the main border because the
borders look strange with white ink on black paper.
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(NATURE) NATURE VANISHING
A 4 by 6 inch lino cut inspired, by
images I imagined while staring at the
popcorn ceiling in my bedroom.
The koala holds its child, who in turn
holds a stuffed bear, as they both see
nature burning up, and their homeland
polluted.
Water based black ink, hand
burnished, the studio humidity was
57% and temperature was 73f, no
retarder was used.
(NATURE) HEALING NUN
A 4 by 6 inch oil based ink lino cut
inspired by The Kneeling Nun in Grant
County NM. There are several rock
formations like the Kneeling Nun in
the nearby area; the Kneeling Nun
being the most well known. This took
four trial prints with many small
refinements to get it just right.
Several other block prints of natural
formations were made with this style.

(NATURE) SILVER WOLF
This is a 4 x 6 inch linocut using black water based
ink with no retarder. It is one in a series about Silver
City, NM.
A raven’s nest is in a tree outside the studio, and
each year baby ravens are nurtured. Coyotes also
visit the neighborhood. This print celebrates the
ravens and other local wild life. The saguaro cactus is
native to Arizona more than New Mexico however I
have worked in both states so it is there under artistic
license. The raven sits on a post surrounded by
rocks; rocks and posts abound in the garden, and the
ravens do sit on them looking for nourishment.
The tree has a door as well as a window for “the little
folk”.
This is similar to SILVER COYOTE. In fact, several
other block prints were made with this style, and they
often featured ravens; Silver City NM is known for its
ravens.
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(SHIPS) SAILING THE OCEANS ~ An 8 by 10 inch sailing ship, black water based ink, lino cut.
The same block when printed using white ink on black paper has most of the picture looking
good, but the clouds show as black and perhaps look out of place.

(SHIPS) PLYING THE COFFEE TRADE (white on black) ~ An 8 by 10 inch sailing ship but
using white water based ink on black paper, this was also printed using black ink on white paper.
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(SHIPS) SHACKLETONS FAMED ENDURANCE ~ An 8 by 10 inch linocut. The halo below the
star fourth from left was intentional. Black oil based ink was used. Some prints had a typo and
were titled SHACKELTON’S FAMED ENDURANCE by mistake. The print below was the original
block however the lines and curves were carefully re-cut over several days.

(SHIPS) ST PAULS MISADVENTURE (black on white) ~ An 8 by 10 inch linocut printed with
black oil based ink on white paper. Here, the serpent from the Garden of Eden has blown the ship
off course, while the dove from Noah’s Arc and Jonah’s whale check things out, as St Paul jumps
off the stern and escapes a sea serpent and whale or shark to the shore while the man who lives
in the tree looks on.
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(SHIPS) ST PAULS MISADVENTURE (white on black) ~ An 8 by 10 inch linocut picture,
printed with water based white ink on black paper. Also, see the woodcut ST PAULS
SHIPWRECK.

(SHIPS) ST PAULS SHIPWRECK ~ An 8 by 10 inch birch ply woodcut picture, printed with black
oil based ink. This woodcut was re-worked to improve the shoreline, and many of the fine lines
were also re-worked. Re-working a woodcut, especially a plywood one, is much harder than reworking a linocut. The moral is to get the cuts the correct width and depth the first time; reworking one to improve it takes a lot of time, a steady hand, and very sharp tools.
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(SHIPS) ST PAULS ARRIVAL ~ An 8 by 5 inch wood engraving but using Resingrave instead
with some improvements since the initial printing that used water based ink. This used oil based
ink; baby oil was used for cleanup. The non standard block size means custom framing may be
needed. The water in the foreground isn’t right and it needs fixing; and the bow wave is too solid
and bright, it looks more like a moustache.

(SHIPS) AN OCEANS CORNER
This is an isometric view for
a change. This two block
8x10 inch linocut shows how
sea dragons are born. In
times gone by, the oceans
had edges and corners.
When
a
sea
dragon
approached a corner, some
drops from the ocean were
bound to spill over; and each
drop often contained a baby
sea dragon. Oil based ink
was used, the main figures
were brown with a touch of
black; and the ocean was
blue with a touch of white
which was rolled on an ink
slab then stippled to the
block providing texture for
the sea. A water based ink
version was the same except
the sea was rolled, not
stippled.
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(BUILDINGS) SPRING IN SOMERSET CHURCH
An 8 by 10 inch
linocut, white ink
on black paper.
This is edition 2
and it has a “II”
on one of the
headstones.
After the original
cutting, a year or
two later the lino
block
was
refined by a
careful reworking
of the lines to
make them a bit
wider
and
deeper for better
clarity.

(BUILDINGS) ST BEUNO CHURCH
An 8 by 10 inch
linocut, black ink
on white paper.
This is edition 3
and it has a “III”
on one of the
headstones.
After the original
cutting, a year or
two later the lino
block
was
refined by a
careful reworking
of the lines to
make them a bit
wider
and
deeper for better
clarity.
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(BUILDINGS)
ST VINCENT DE PAUL
A linocut of 4 by 4.75 inches using oil based ink
on acid free paper.
This was created as part of a series for a local
church fund raising. This series has a mix of
portrait and landscape which is perhaps less
common.
In this gallery some pictures of actual buildings
have had some details either omitted, or
modified, to keep them uncomplicated yet fully
recognizable.

(BUILDINGS)
SAN ISIDRO MISSION
A linocut 3.5 by 5 inches, oil
based ink on acid free paper.
This San Isidro is the patron
saint of farmers.

(BUILDINGS)
HOLY CROSS MISSION
A linocut 3.5 by 5 inches, oil
based ink on acid free paper. This
used a partial border to act as a
bearer
but
masked
during
burnishing. Three blocks were cut;
the first, shown here, had energy.
The second block was not cut
mirror image by mistake; so it was
printed to an offset medium and
then offset to normal print paper.
The third just didn’t have vitality to
it.
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(BUILDINGS)
SAN LORENZO CHURCH
This 4 by 6 inch lino block used
oil based ink on acid free paper.
The first version of this print was
of the southwest aspect, but the
way I cut the tree made it look
more like a cabbage stuck on a
tree trunk.
So, the entire picture was re cut
but this time from the southeast
viewpoint, and the trees were
more conventional.

(BUILDINGS)
GOOD SHEPHERD
The 4 by 6 inch oil based lino print
is based on The Church Of The
Good Shepherd, Silver City, New
Mexico, an Episcopalian church.
While close to the actual building,
there is some artistic license none
the less. This block had an MDF
backing too porous so the lino
itself was warped in spite of two
shellac and two Kilz coats. Tape
was used on the edges for the last
prints, and the low areas
burnished with a wooden spoon.
(BUILDINGS)
INFANT JESUS SHRINE
This 4 by 6 inch oil based linocut
is of the Catholic Church in Hurley
New Mexico, some details differ
from the actual church. This block
used an offset from the block a
year earlier "Infant Jesus Catholic
Church" with a different cutting
style. The bulk of the U gouge
cuts in the sky area were
intentionally shallow to have more
sky noise. The black foreground at
the bottom could have left more
room below the church steps and
the base of the tower. This uses
black line for all but the bottom
which uses white line techniques.
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(BUILDINGS)
HURLEY COMMUNITY CHURCH
This 4 by 6 inch linocut is of a
Community
Church.
It
used
Cranfield’s Caligo oil based ink.
While this is a different architectural
style from the other churches of the
southwest in this series, it is none
the less a southwest church. Like
the other south west churches, this
is black line.

(BUILDINGS)
SAN JOSE CHURCH
Two blocks were made, the first had
some design and cutting flaws, and
in correcting them I sanded down too
much adjacent lino, so I had to
rebuild that with Bondo. Feeling less
than happy, I created a second block,
see to the left. The far side wing of
the bird is actually wrong, however it
looks better than if made correct, this
was intentional and neither a design
nor cutting error!

(BUILDINGS)
ST ANNS CHURCH
A lino block 4 x 4.5 inches. This was the
second block cut; the first had issues with the
side buildings looking more like pathetic
mountains and not buildings. The cross on
one side building and the window on the
other made all the difference. Also, white was
balanced with black by adding the parking
area. In real life the roof on the left hand side
was not sloped, but the slope made it look
less domineering.
Oil based ink, printed with a small press.
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(BUILDINGS)
ABANDONED AERODROME
This is a multiple perspective view of an
old abandoned airfield. A small plane
had once landed just short of the
outhouse, now inhabited by mice and
birds, while the old club house is
crumbling. Below the well can be seen
a bucket in the water now inhabited by
fish. This two block three color 8x10
inch linocut used oil based inks. This
replaced a smaller ABANDONED
AIRFIELD. The field (white+green) was
stippled with a brush; the well water
(white+blue) was rolled on but burnished
by lightly using only a thumb.

(BUILDINGS) HGS BIRTH PLACE
A 4 by 5 inch linocut using black water
based ink; and stippled red, green, and
blue water based inks. This is closely
based on a needlepoint that Rosalie
Selfridge (later Wiasemsky) gave me.
Rosalie was HGS’s eldest child, and my
grandmother. Oval was used as a
reminder that any shape can be used for
a lino or wood cut; in fact some wood
engraving artists cut their own blocks
from branches to engrave keeping the
edges, hence the irregular shapes. The
red roof, green trees, and blue sky used
masks and a stipple brush after the
block was printed.
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(MEMORIES)
MILKING TIME
Doris the cow is birch plywood, 4 x 4.5 inches
and printed with water based ink. This was the
second cutting. Cutting number one was so bad
it exists only as a vague memory. Cutting
number three was retained only as a sad
example of both design and cutting mistakes.
This picture shows the real secret
of how cows produce milk, they
drink milk from a milk bucket!

(MEMORIES)
DESERT ROSE
A birch ply woodcut of 4 by 4.2 inches. A lino
cut was also made of it by tracing this print
onto a lino block so it became a mirror image.

(MEMORIES)
BEAKY BUZZES MIKO
A birch ply woodcut of 4 by 4.2 inches. The top
birch ply was rather thin.
“Beaky” the parrot was added to balance the
picture, and to surprise Miko the dog. The size
was 4x4.2 inches purely because this used a
reject piece from some plywood. Water based
ink.
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(MEMORIES)
BABY BEAKS
A birch ply woodcut of 4 by 4.2 inches. The top
birch ply was rather thin. This piece of wood was
a rejected piece from some plywood. The millet
seed spray was to balance the picture. And that
millet spray might still need some work.
Water based ink was used for about half of the
prints, as shown to the right.
Oil based ink was used for the other half, and
the millet seed spray had some extra smaller
seeds added to make the spray seem less
artificial. That triggers another edition or that it
be marked as a variation.
This picture was actually cut twice, as the first
cut just didn’t seem right.
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(ELEMENTS)
EARTH
This is one 4 x 4 inch
lino block, cut as true
black line, and printed
four times in rotation
allowing some overlap,
7 x 7 inches. EARTH is
one of the four ancient
elements. The flower is
being chased by a
butterfly, and a tadpole
balances the butterfly,
keeping them close to
the earth. There are
four circular rocks. The
yellow background for
the rocks was done with
felt pads on a rigid card,
using water based ink.
The first title used was
for
this
cut
was
GROWTH.

(ELEMENTS)
AIR
A 4 x 4 inch lino block,
cut as true black line,
printed four times in
rotation allowing overlap,
7 x 7 inches.
AIR represents one of
the
four
ancient
elements.
The birds and feathers
are flying around the four
seasons.
This was the second
block cut for this picture;
the first was called
FLIGHT,
and
was
retained, see later.
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(ELEMENTS)
FIRE
A 4 x 4 inch lino block,
cut as true black line,
printed four times in
rotation
allowing
overlap, 7 x 7 inches.
FIRE represents one of
the
four
ancient
elements.
An Easter egg rests on
two
logs
burning,
causing the Phoenix
bird to be re-born
helped by the sun’s dry
heat!
This was the second
block cut for this picture;
the first was called
PHOENIX and was
destroyed.

(ELEMENTS)
WATER
A 4 x 4 inch lino block,
cut as true black line,
printed four times in
rotation allowing overlap,
7 x 7 inches.
WATER represents one
of the four ancient
elements.
A trident behind a
dolphin is below a sea
serpent holding an olive
branch, and above the
waves a pair of doves.
This was the second
block cut for this picture,
the first was destroyed.
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(ELEMENTS)
SPRING
A 4 x 4 inch lino block, cut
as true black line, rotated
4 times.
This
represents
the
Spring, an “element” of
the year.
One of my signatures is to
not spell out the full word,
such as “wor” for “worms”.
The hatching birds are
being fed a reluctant
worm by their mother, and
the worms below ground
are escaping the can of
worms.

(ELEMENTS)
SUMMER
A 4 x 4 inch lino block, cut
as true black line, rotated
4 times, representing
Summer. One of my
signatures is to not spell
out the full word, such as
“lem” for “lemonade”.
Some fizzy lemonade is
poured into a glass. A bee
wants some lemonade,
and a bird checks things
out. Meanwhile an orange
is next in line for
squeezing. And the sun
flowers
are
radiating
happiness.
This was the second
block cut for this picture;
the first was retained and
called A LAZY SUMMER,
see later.
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(ELEMENTS)
AUTUMN
(or FALL)
A 4 x 4 inch lino block,
cut as true black line,
rotated 4 times.
This
represents
the
Autumn or Fall season, an
“element” of the year.
The blustery wind is
causing the dying leaves
to blow away and fall
while the birds fly off to
warmer climes.
The large water based
green leaves used a
stencil for their color.

(ELEMENTS)
WINTER
A 4 x 4 inch lino block, cut
as true black line, rotated
4 times.
This represents Winter.
The burro or donkey
having shed its load is
looking confused as it
awaits orders from the
snowman,
while
the
sleepy sun ignores a
snowstorm which has
coated the cottage and
ground.
This was the last in the
ELEMENTS series.
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(ELEMENTS)
FLIGHT 1st cut
later re-cut as
AIR
A 4 x 4 inch lino block,
cut as true black line,
printed four times in
rotation allowing overlap,
7 x 7 inches. The water
based ink coloring was
stippled on with a brush
before the printing.
FLIGHT represents air,
one of the four ancient
elements.
The birds and feathers
are flying around the four
seasons.
This picture was later recut as AIR, see earlier.

(ELEMENTS)
A LAZY SUMMER or
A GENTLE SUMMER
later re-cut as
SUMMER
A 4 x 4 inch lino block, cut
as true black line, rotated
4 times, representing
Summer. One of my
signatures is to not spell
out the full word, such as
“lem” for “lemonade”.
Some fizzy lemonade is
poured into a glass. A bee
wants some lemonade,
and a bird checks things
out. Meanwhile an orange
is next in line for
squeezing. And the sun
radiates happiness.
This picture was later recut as SUMMER, see
earlier.
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(MERRY) FLUTTERBY SKY
The original and now obsolete
FLUTTERBYS
was
reworked
by
removing all background texturing, and
after the yellow, orange, and black for
the butterflies was printed, a round
stencil was used to add a blue sky with
a mask to protect the butterflies. The
blue sky was white ink, mixed with some
blue, and then stippled between the
stencil and the mask. This used water
based inks; the yellow was from the
dregs of a tube and 7 glycerin drops
were needed for a bead of yellow ink;
this was aggravated by very low
humidity. The orange only needed 3
glycerin drops for a bead of ink.

(MERRY)
BREAKFAST FLOWERS
A four color linocut, 5 by 7 inches
In the original version, the orange
color was a bit off register, the
mottling looked good, but texturing
around the flowers looked odd.
The texturing was extended to the
edge but the seams at the extension
showed.
So the texture lines were widened with
a wider V tool which made the
remaining seams a feature and not a
distraction.
There were four lino blocks used.
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(MERRY) WINDY FLOWERS
This linocut was produced by the reduction
process, sometimes called the suicide process as
the block is destroyed as the printing progresses.
This used one block and six water based ink
colors; yellow first, orange next, then red,
followed by green. After that, brown was used
and finally black. The stippled blue halo used a
mask and stencil cut from a screwed up print.
This picture used water based ink retarded with
glycerin, and the block was 4 by 6 inches.
The red was a bit of a problem requiring careful
inking and retarding with glycerin. The black had
problems with severe mottling over the yellow
background border. That was solved by one
beading of black on the ink slab and five drops of
glycerin. That resolved the quick drying as well as
laying a layer over the yellow with no mottling.
The flaw in this picture was that the petals
needed to be separated by a border of some kind
as the yellow on a white background doesn’t
delineate them well. Hence the stippled blue halo.
(MERRY) QUIET POND
A 4 by 6 inch five color (yellow, green, blue,
orange, and black) linocut with two colors printed
on one block (the blue water and the orange for the
sun, beaks, and eyes). There is room for
improvement on where color is used, for example
the bulrush stalk, possibly the bird’s body, and so
on.
This print used the Japanese technique of painting
diluted water based ink on the blue, orange, and
green color blocks. The yellow and black blocks
used normal rolled inks.
The diluted inks are much gentler than ink rolled
undiluted onto a block; however they take some
practice to get it right.
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(MERRY)
FLORAL SNOWFLAKES
A six inch square with stippled blue
as a sky colored background, with
stippled yellow in the center, and
flowers, red in the middle, black in
the corners, and grey elsewhere.
The block was a lino cut using black
line, and used water based ink.
Registering as such was not used,
the block was placed visually with
strips of paper to avoid going
outside the border edges.
The flowers were inked over the
already inked background.

(MERRY)
NEW MEXICO SPRING
A six inch square area holds the sun,
three red flowers and two light blue
ones while below is a sprouting plant
complete with roots. Three small lino
cuts were used, one for the sun, one
for the flowers, and a third for a dark
green sprouting plant. This took
seven block print impressions and
two stippled background colors. The
flowers and the sun were inked over
the already inked background. The
print was not cropped, that top flower
was printed with a mask so as not to
exceed the print’s boundary.
These capture New Mexico’s passion
for brilliant colors, and the New
Mexico Spring. The stalks on the
flowers look very long, that is an
optical illusion!
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(MERRY)
AIRBORNE FLOWERS
This is a 6.5 by 8 inch print with a
stippled sky, cloud, and haze around
the sun. The stippling was done by
rolling some ink, and using a stippling
brush to pick up ink and tap it on the
paper, of course a paper mask was
used to contain the stippled area.
There were varying shades on the fern,
and four bold central flowers. This used
three blocks, several colors, and twelve
impressions. The sun was used in
another print, the ferns were new, and
the central four flowers were new but
based on the NEW MEXICO SPRING
flower. A small printing press was used
on some prints, a baren on others. The
flowers and the sun were inked over
the already inked background.

(MERRY)
HUMMINGBIRDS
A six inch square with stippled blue as
a sky colored background, with
stippled yellow in the center. The
block was a lino cut using black line,
and
used
water
based
ink.
Registering was achieved with a rigid
home made wood device with a wood
base as well as a removable wood
mask. It took many impressions given
the extremely low humidity to get all
four quadrants to have the same
consistency; so I intentionally selected
one with slight mottling in all four
quadrants. However, that humidity
issue was also why NECTAR TROVE
ended up using oil based ink.
There were several precursor blocks
cut before settling on this design.
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(MERRY)
NECTAR TROVE
A six inch square with stippled blue
as a sky colored background, with
stippled yellow in the center. The
three blocks were lino cut using
black
line
technique,
using
Cranfield’s Caligo oil based ink.
The bird’s eye had ink added after
the impression, but the beak was
touched with black ink on the block
before printing. That avoided any
black from the eye contaminating
the roller, and thus the ink block;
which it otherwise will. There are
no lines around the objects, only
their color delineates them. So,
there was no key block as such
except for creating the three blocks
using offset. That key block could
be
used
for
a
separate
monochrome version if desired.
Registering was achieved with a
rigid home made device with a
wood base as well as a removable
wood mask. There were several
precursor blocks cut before settling
on this design.
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NOTE: Multiple blocks, multiple colors, printed multiple times, all
increase the chances for a misprint. Since they have much of the
area cut out, bearers to keep the roller away from cut out areas were
essential. Oil based inks were used to increase the chances of good
prints.

GLOSSARY
baren
bearer
black line
brayer
complex
complicated
engraving
extender
factory sharp
frisket
ghost print
giclee
halo print
heel
hone
hook
keel
line of light
MDF
monoprint
monotype
noise
offset
parting tool
reducer
register
Resingrave
retarder
Shellac
sizing
slip stone
spatula
spitsticker
texture
trapping
veiner
viscosity
wet stone
whet stone
white line
wire edge
wood cut

a device to burnish an inked block on to paper
supports to prevent a brayer inking cut out areas, or to keep paper away from cut
out areas during burnishing. Consider spare bits of wood or lino block. Borders
can function as bearers. Bearers are sometimes called runners.
a black line is bordered by two white lines or areas; a “positive” image
a device to roll ink to a block, hard and soft rollers exist, several sizes exist
a picture with a lot happening (as opposed to simple), nothing wrong with that
a picture that is too busy or detailed in places, chaotic, less well planned
a wood engraving has the image cut into end grain wood, uses spitstickers, tint
tools, and scorpers but not V tools nor U gouges
ink additive: enhances transparency
many engraving and cutting tools are “almost ready” but may need honing
a mask, often paper, stops unwanted inked areas being printed during burnishing
a weak print made using residual ink only, often made during cleanup
a reproduction of very high quality, and can be signed; pronounced zhee-KLAY
a print made by rolling oil based ink on a water based ink print, often made
during cleanup
the non cutting end of a cutting surface, e.g. opposite end to the apex on the keel
a very fine abrasive technique for very fine tuning or polishing
a burr between the wings of a V tool where the apex is. Not good.
the part of a V tool that glides along the lino or wood surface; the apex is its
cutting edge, the keel ends at the heel where the keel meets the rest of the tool
light reflected from the cutting edge of a tool or gouge, which is very informative
medium density fiberboard, a backing on most lino and Resingrave blocks. MDF
needs care when cleaned with water; seal MDF with shellac or Kilz latex primer
a series of slightly different prints, none quite the same, and thus an edition.
Being unique they can be numbered. All the prints use the same relief block.
a one off print, no cut or engraved block is used, just a flat inkable surface
*NOTE* monoprint/monotype confusion? These definitions match the UK Tate
(1) the hiss on the inking slab, (2) wanted or unwanted ink in a larger cut out area
usually means taking a print and printing it immediately onto another block
another name for a V tool
ink additive: reduces or speeds drying time
aligning prints to ensure a match for multiple blocks such as for multiple colors
an artificial material that can be engraved in very fine detail, often in large sizes
ink additive: retards or slows ink-drying time
a fluid to seal things, for example MDF backing; avoid shellac fumes.
a paper strengthening additive which decreases a paper’s absorption of a liquid
a stone or also a strop that helps work the inside of a V or U tool
also called a palette knife, spreads ink on the ink slab before rolling
wood engraving tool: “spitz” German for pointed, and “stick” meaning to pierce
(1) interrupted lines or object edges, (2) random lines or curves in a cut out area
method of avoiding unwanted color overlap or white space in multi color prints
often used term for a rather small “V” tool
the thickness of a liquid, the higher the viscosity the thicker the liquid
a whet stone that needs water or oil as a lubricant, often an abbreviation for a
“whet” stone, though not strictly correct
a stone, natural or artificial, used for sharpening; often erroneously called a wet
stone, the old English word “whet” means “sharpening”
a white line is produced with one cut of a tool or two cuts of a knife; a subtractive
form of art as material is removed; produces a “negative” image
a very thin flap of metal that stropping breaks off, means a good sharp edge
a wood cut is on plank grain, uses V and U shaped tools
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ABBREVIATIONS AND SIGNING
One signing standard is to have the signature at the lower right hand corner, the serial number on
the lower left, with the title in the center. Another is the title on the lower left corner (as its length
can vary), the signature in the middle, and the serial number on the right; I use this standard. It is
important to be consistent. A sharp pencil will not fade, creates an indentation, and is thus difficult
to forge. Exhibition prints and ones for sale should use archival ink and archival (acid free) paper.
Some abbreviations, often based on French words, are:SOME STANDARD ABBREVIATIONS
A/T, T/P, S/P artist’s trial or trial print - after the block is cut, before final refinements
A/P, PA, EA
artist’s proof, a quality print, may be up to 10% of an edition
P/P, PI, EI
printer’s proof, usually only one copy, for the printer if not the artist
HC
not to be sold, for advertising a print commercially, unsigned
HMP
hand modified print after the impression was made (also , HPM, HMM)
V, E/V, V/E
a variable edition which has some variation
C/P
cancellation print, after the block has been damaged after the last print
AND SOME ARTISTS ALSO USE…
G
giclee print: high quality ink jet or laser print, can be signed normally
M/P, M/T
monoprint and monotype (see glossary)
ERRATA
This book shows a number of web site addresses, or URL links. Sadly, they come and go. They
are checked prior to publishing but Murphy’s Law is alive and well, and they vanish right after
printing; YouTube videos in particular come and go.
Some valid major web sites may not be accessible when using some major anti virus firewall
software. I have to temporarily turn off firewall monitoring when accessing one major block
printing vendor’s web site.
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AN OCEAN’S CORNER
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BABY BEAKS
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BREAKFAST FLOWERS
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BURRO AND A SNOWMAN
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CLOUDS AND WAVES
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EARTH
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REUNION
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SUMMER
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WINTER
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NOTES AND REMINDERS:

THE END

THE BLOCK EQUATION ~ LINO, PLANK, OR END GRAIN WOOD
Consider lino blocks for good quality and ease of cutting, and consider end grain wood
for engraving incredibly detailed work. Plank grain, for woodcuts, is usually lower
quality than lino, certainly lower than end grain engraving, but have good durability.
Experiment and decide for yourself.
THE INK EQUATION ~ OIL VS WATER BASED INK FACTORS
Consider oil based inks when: smooth silky ink coverage is desired, rolling many prints
in one session, the humidity is low, or when small blocks must ink perfectly the first
time. Consider water based inks when quick drying or easy cleanup is desired.
Remember that overlaying one ink on another may pick up some underlying ink or
may let the underlying ink show through, causing mottling and other issues.

Always have a test
block to try out
new figures, tools,
or techniques

WHITE OR BLACK LINE OR SILHOUETTE EQUATION
White line is natural for block print work, black line is closer to other art work. White
line has more uncut and thus inked areas; this increases the chances for inconsistent
ink coverage, and uses more ink. Black line requires more cuts to delineate an object.
One can mix black and white line work in a print, by the way. Silhouette work is more
about shapes than details.

Test your own inks
for transparency or
opacity. Speedball
water based inks
are shown to the
right,
neither
retarder
nor
extender
were
used. You might
make such a matrix
for the inks you
actually use.

Print quality depends on many
things. Ink itself, amount of ink, its
viscosity, rolling and burnishing
pressure, humidity, paper, and so
on. Before printing an edition, test
your work, see left.
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